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LOCAL AFFAIRS

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
•

•

When $3.00 per year

Rice A Tyler,
Tbf aafe belonjin*
dealer*. * ho bed an office in the
to

niino

nMBi block,
end

C

now

deatroyed,

it*

contenU

border

will assure you Absolute Protection

opened

was

found

de-

for your valuables in the

itroyed

tbe Sterna Lumber Co.
The vault of
and it waa
wMoprnvd Monday morning,

loond that

coyed.

contenU

the

The low

alt

were

Fire and Burglar Proof
Vaults of the

de-

to.

Hangar Commarieal.

—

BURRIL-i-

NATIONAL-

Or

BANK,

ELLSWORTH.

Box Kanters
private Room* for

Hours: 9 to 4-

NEW AOVKRTIHRMKNT8 THIM WKKK
The Bellatty Printing Go.
N L Grindcll, W L Perkin*—Commissionera' notice.
Probate notice—Est Wm C Allison.
—E*t Elizabeth T Sylvester
et als.
Wm A Alexander—Homestead for sale.
J A Haynes—Groceries.
E O Moore—Druggist.
8ral Harbor, Mb:
F H Macomber— Help wanted.
Enas. Mr:
Municipal officers of Eden—Notice to contractors.

Bernard, Mr:
Daniel 8 Homer—Caution notice.
Boston
Brown-Wales Co—Aquas roofing.

Call

In

REPORT OF THE (,'OMUTIOX OF THE

Bangor,

As It existed as the close of
Jobs Cassidy, President.

business, April 29,

1911.
Chas. D. Crosby, Treasurer.

TRUSTEES:

Edw*rd

H.

Adam*, John Cassidy, James W. Cassidy, Herbert Gray, Frederick W. Hill
Jsmes
M M.Nnli. Ck.ri..
u
li_.
Jamea M.
McNulty, Charles 8.
Pearl.
ORGANIZED

April

O,

MAIL CLOSRS AT

RESOURCES

m.

POSTOmCB.

Got NO West—10 90,11.15 a m; 5.50 and 9 pm.
Qoino East—6.45 a m; 4 and 8 pm.

Registered mail shonld be at postofflee half

an

hour before mail closes.

Sunday mall arrives from the west at 7.20
closes for the west at 5.30 p m.
Postofflee open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a

a in:

Capt. 8. A. Good win
days this week.

1887.

liabilities.

Prom Wbrt—7.18 a m; 4.28 and 6.88 p in.
Prom East—11.06, 11.45 a m; 5.58 and 10.52 p

was

home

for

a

m.

few

Mrs. Walter Thompson, of Brewer, was
Capital Stock.| 175,000.00 I-oan* and Discounts. (2,141,923.70 in the
city Monday.
175.000.00 Loan* on Mortgages oI real
Surplus ..
E. F. Redman, of Boston, was in Ells*
Undivided Fronts. 300,018 89
799,968.49
worth a few days last week on business.
giving* D*po*lt*....*•*• 2,165,751.5? Overdraft*.
716.48
8. Scott Estey has had a telephone inDemand Deposits.............. 1,490^73.66 Bond* and Stocks. 1,067,253.82
1,500.00 Real rotate
Time Certificate* of deposit...
stalled at his home on the Bayside road.
owned.
63,367.86
of
46,528.41
depoait,
Demand Certificate*
17.882.96 (.'ash on deposit.
Harry L. Wheelden and wife are receiv227,232.80
Doe to otncr tMir.k*.
17,060.00 Utah on band.
Guaranteed Mortgage*.
98,562.37 ing congratulations on the birth of a soil,
born May 10.
|4,3S9,006.49
(4,389,006.49
Dr. Harry W. Osgood and family left
last night for their new* home at 12 Grove
street, Bangor.
Albert F. Stockdridge and little son
Joseph visited relatives in Ellsworth a tew
days last week.
Mr*. Sidney A. Goodwin, who has been
away at

sea

hnsband,

for several

months with her

is home.

Charles W. Hopkins, of East Boston, is
spending bis vacation with his sister,
Mrs. A. W. Packard.
The Ellsworth board of trade has furnished its room in Hancock hall for the
convenience of meetings.

MU/C/C MOOtLSL

Buick and Cadillac
Tl'rsr are the two make* of care for which we are the selling
The features of these care are such that no intending
agents.
purchaser should tail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show erery detail.
COMRi_«T-ac LINE OW LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

16 Models—$660 to $1860.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

GARAGE

—

and every tool needed to do

repairing with all speed.

TEXAS-GROWN BERMUDAS, 5 lbs. FOR 25c
And such toothsome, tender, floe-grade Onions ss these sret An improvement over the old-time Bermudas; bought by us at s special trsde so we esn
offer them to you at

6o

lb; 5 lbs. for 25c.

Better tell us your order for these choice Texas-grown Bermuda Onions while
the price is down!

J. A. HAYNE8,
"Cash Down" Grooor,
Main 8trset

deposit your money PLUMBING,
MB

The many friends of Col. H. E.

warmly sympathize with
at Bangor, on Monday, of

MUAM.I

distinguished

half-brother, Gen. Charles Hamlin.
Thomas Galiiger and wife and J. M.
Norris and wife, of Bangor, were in Ella-

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant

In business 87 1-2
years and has paid
regular semi-annual diridends.

■>

St, Ellsworth, Me.

Price reduced from May
1 until further notice
• cants Par Quart.

Milk!

satisfied customers because
My
all from graded
of the quality of the milk
stock, mostly tfersey. Ask for cream; I may be
able to supply it.
customers

are

—

banking rooks:

16 State

Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

8. 8. E8TEY,

MORRISON Farm.
P. 0. address,

DO YOU
PLANT

Sweet Peas?
Y°U C4n ***
Burpee’s seed st the ELLSWORTH
OREENHOUSE.

wllectlon ol e
or

NEW PAINT SHOP.
I ol

I have leased the Gould building at W»t end
bridge, and am prepared to do

PAPCK-HANQING, CAL50JMNINQ
| PAINTING.
and FURNITURE PAINTING.

A. W. NYE,

rarities of

Spencer Sweet Peas
s of tbe Urandlflora
type lor 25c

Baysidr

Ellsworth. B. F. D. 1.

Ell.norlli,

Mam.

THIS IS A GOOD BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

We huve all the facilities required by an up-to-date
banking institution, and, in addition, we place at the
disposal of our customers the benefit of the collective
character, ability and experience of a most efficient
staff of officers and employees.

If you are in need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our banking opportunities, in any way,
call us up, write us, come in and see us, or we will
send our representative to see you and get in touch
with you.

Miss Marion Wyman, who spent the
winter in Augusta, is in Ellsworth for the
summer.
At present she is with L. F.
Higgins ana wife. Her sister, Mrs.
Howard Rollins, with her husband, spent
last Sunday here.
The

Ellsworth high school baseball
again suffered defeat at the bands of
Bluehill academy at Wyman park last
Wednesday, the score being 12-4. Saturday the team played Bangor high at Bangor, losing by the score of 16-0.
Fullerton Merrill, of Bangor, has leased
team

for

a

the F. Carroll Burrill house

year

MERCHANTS’

on

ASSOCIATION.

NICOL1N.

Bridge hill, and is occupying it. The
ti. Frank Thomas is moving his family to
family consists of himself, wife and Articles of Incorporation Adopted
Ellsworth.
daughter, and Mrs. Merrill's mother, Mrs.
Monday Kveulng.
Judson Sargent and wife spent part of
Eva D. Gardner. Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree
The Ellsworth Merchants' association
and Mrs. Merrill are sisters.
at its regular meeting Monday evening, last week in Bangor.
Mrs. Susan Phillips, of East Bucksport,
uavia rnena ana wue ten saturaay ror
adopted articles ot incorporation, and will
become a regularly incorporated body. is visiting relatives here.
a visit in Ne a* York, and to be present at
the graduation of their daughter Mae, It will retain the name of Ellsworth MerThe ladies’ aid society will niieet this
as

trained

nurse

from St.

Vincent’s hos-

pital. They will also visit their daughter
Leah, who is teaching at Natick, Mass., and
other

relatives and friends in Boston and

vicinity.
Harvey W. Morang has rented the store
adjoining his own, which has been vacated by Lewis A. Joy, and will occupy it
as an ice-cream parlor in connection with
his store. The confectionery department
new store, while
soda fountain and tobacco departments will remain in the present store.
The two stores will be connected by large

will also be moved to the
the

late

Henry

Rollins.

After

finishing

his

North Orland. The mother
would be fourteen years of age in
June. The case was brought on complaint of Miss Juliette Nickerson, of Bar
ney, of
the girl

immediate manufacture, and their loss at
thia time causes the company considerable
inconvenience. The cause of the tire if
unknown.

Tweaty Yean' Experience.
Personal attention to all detail*. Telephone or mail orden promptly
attended to.

PEOPLE

chants’ association.
The

week at

purposes of the incorporation

are

promote the trade, commercial, industrial, agricultural and pnblic
“to advance and

community, to extend and
expand our present trade, making the city
of Ellsworth a practical centre to foster a
stronger spirit for home trade, to improve
transportation facilities, to advance civic
betterment, and to discuss and act upon
all matters for the common good of the
association and the community”.
The by-laws of the incorporation are
Interests of the

substantially

the

same as

those

governing

The officers of
former association.
the association were elected officers of the
incorporation, as follows: H. B. Estey,
president; W. A. Alexander, vice-president; E. F. Bobinson, Jr., treasurer^ Roy
C. Haines, secretary. The executive committee of the association becomes the
board of trustees of the incorporation.
Standing committees remain the same.
Membership is open to all citizens of
Ellsworth and vicinity (interested in the
objects of the association. The membership fee remains at (2. Regular meetings
are held the third Monday evening of each

I Eat All I Want to Now. No Moro
Oaa on tha Stomach or Sour Stomach,
No Moro Heavy Fooling After
Moale or Cogatlpatlon.
No matter what you've tried without
setting relief JU8T TRY almple buckthorn carle, glycerine, etc., aa compounded
In ADLER-r-KA! Vou will be curprlaed

reeulto and you will be
the QUICK twuua
at me
guarded agalnat appendlcltla. The VERY
and a short
Will
IISIU /WU
1A/B&
you out*
KJHS1
FIRST
treatment with ADLER-1-KA will make
for years.
have
than
better
you
feel
you
This new German appendlcltle remedy
bowels
antUeptlciiee the stomach and.SINGLE
and draws off all impurities. A
DOSE relieves jras on the stomach, sour
stomach, constipation, nausea or
feeling after eating almost AT ONCE.
A short treatment often cures an ordinary
case of appendicitis.

»5sE

wiiU?ejR.

m

heavy

E. G. Moore,
DRUGGIST,
Cor. opp. P.

O.,

Ellsworth.

A Duluth, Minn., newspaper of recent
date contains a report of a wedding of interest|to friends and relatives in this vicinity of the bride, who has visited here
and who is a daughter of a former resident, Hansom E. Moore—Miss Cora Margaretta Moore, to Harry Herbert Ayres
The wedding took place at Duluth on th< 1
evening of April 29, at the home of thi
bride’s parents, only relatives and imtne
diate friends being present. The bride wai ,

gowned
carried

in
a

Killarney
beautifully
Easter

peach-colored messaline,
bouquet of white spirea
The
decorated

roses.

lilies, hydrangeas

rooms

month;
AU books,

ten members constitute

association

qnorum.
ot the old
transferred to the corpoa

records and funda

were

with
and

coming.

The Calais firemen have also accepted,
and will be the guests of the Ellsworth
firemen. They will bring their apparatus
for an exhibition, it risks from lire because of dry weather do not make it in-

since the

WK8T

KUiSWORTH.

James R. Carter, of Bangor, visited his
parents, Clarington Carter and wife, Sunday.
Albion K. Quptiil and wife went to Sullivan Sunday to visit Mrs. Guptill’s parents.

Mary Smith has returned home after
spending the winter with her sister, Mrs.
Herbert R. Seeds, in Portland.
Mrs. Rowena Carter returned home Sat-

anc

weeks.

smilax

the ceremony refreshments wen
served, and there was music by an orches
will be »*ai
tra. Mr. and Mrs. Ayres
home” after June 1 at their new home a
2815 Minnesota avenue, Duluth.
After

Fire at Caatine.
Caotink, May 16 (special)—The lumbe
storehouse and wharf of William H
Hooper were burned at 8 o’clock thi
morning. A large quantity of lumber an< I
lime was removed from the building.

summer.

Lyndon McGown and Mrs. Guy Raymond, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday at the
home

of Jenness McGown and wife.

Rev. Nelson Hadeen and wife, of Lowell,
Mass., are spending two weeks at their
home here. Mr. Hadeen
preachcyi an interesting sermon at the church Sunday
afternoon.
MOUTH OF THE

RIVER.

Mrs. R. B. Carter is failing in health.
Miss Rosamond Lunt] is working for
Mrs. T. A. Pinkham.
Mrs. M. F. Tenney spent
her daughter,
Carter.

one

week with

day last

Mrs.

Edna

COMING EVENTS,
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, Jane 21,

at Hancock hall—
Graduation exercises of £llsworth high
school in afternoon. Class play and ball
in

evening.
Friday, July 14,

at Ellsworth—Annual
reanion of 6th Maine Veteran association.
of
bad
business
the
incorporation
COUNTY.
been disposed of, plans for tbe Fourth of
Thursday and Friday, May 26 and 2&—
July celebration and Old Home week were Hancock county W. C. T. U.
convention,
discussed at so toe length. The committees at
Methodist church, Bar Harbor.
reported encouraging progress, and every
indication of successful celebrations.
Business Notices.
A tentative program for the Fourth was
Elmer E. Rowe has Just completed for
submitted. There will be a big pow-wow Frank 8.
Sawyer another of the large dryof Red men here. Hancock tribe will act goods wagons familiar throughout the
as hosts of the occasion, and has supplicounty.
The wagon is sixteen feet long, four and
mented the general invitation of the
Ellsworth committee by a special invita- one-half feet wfde and five feet high. It
weighs
light M&O pounds. It has nineteen
tion to tribes urging them to attend. Alcompartments, six doors, and an added feaready six tribes have expressed their in- ture is a
plate-glass mirror paneled in one
tention of

ant

palms

Harry Maddocks, who has been employed at South Paris, is home for the

After

urday, after visiting her daughter, Miss
Vernie G. Carter, at Old Town, several

wen

the home of Mrs. Francis Me-

Gown.

the

Harbor, agent for the prevention of
cruelty to children. Q. B. Stuart apworth Sunday, coming by auto. While peared for the prosecution and F. L. Ma- advisable.
in the city they were guests of Elbridge son for respondent. Judge Hall found
Suicide of Bucksport Man.
Milliken and wife.
probable cause, and the respondent
Eugene Sanborn, of East Bucksport,
Edwin A. Taylor, who married Celia furnished fl,000 bond for his appearance
committed suicide Thursday at the home
E. Murch, died suddenly in Minneapolis, before the grand jury in October.
of his
sister, Mrs. Angie Porter, in
A shed on Kauroad street, back oi tne
Minn., March 25. He was buried in the
Elis’ Rest, having been a charter member soap factory building, and owned by C. C. Oamariscotta.
Mr. Sanborn has been despondent since
of the Elks’ lodge. He leaves a widow and Burrill, was burned early last Friday
the destruction of his home at East
morning, the fire breaking out between 3
by fire on April 22 last. He
airotrtisnnnu#.
and 4 o’clock. The shed was tilled with Bucksport
had made several unsuccessful attempts to
spool-bars owned by the Ellsworth Hard- end biB
life, and though closely watched,
wood Co., and valued at about fl,200, which
NO SIB, I CAN’T
__
succeeded Thursday in getting a razor and
GET APPENDICITIS were destroyed. The loss is covered by
cutting his throat.
insurance. The bars were some that had
He
He was sixty-one years of age.
been shipped here last year from Washingleaves a widow. Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn
ton county, and stored until dry enough
had been with Mrs. Porter in Damariscotta
for use. The bars were dry and ready foi
fire.

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES.

Hancock Co. Savings

conducting

Daniel Rogers, of North Orland, was
arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal
court Monday, charged with rape on Rose
Hughes, daughter of Mrs. Abbie E. KenHamlin
said

him in the death
his

FOR THE

a

The west side grammar school baseball
defeated the east side grammar
school in two games recently—one on May
6, score 7-6; the other on May 13, score 9-0.

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

WITH THI

Tracy,

who has been

UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF ELLSWORTH

THE BANK

Miss Hannah Frances Malone, a senior
in the Ellsworth high school, will enter
Bates college in the fall. She has received
her admission papers, having been accepted on certificate from the high school
here.

apprenticeship, he set up for himself, closing out when he enlisted. After leaving
the army, he entered Mr. Koilins’ employ,
and was taken into partnership with him
The reception annually given by the
in 1866, the firm mme being Rollins & Joy.
to the
senior class of the high school
After the death of Mr. Rollins in 1868, Mr.
juniors, was held at Society ball last FriJoy took over the business, and has conday evening.
tinued it alone ever since.
nine

These Onions
Are “Peaches”-

The S. L. C.’s will be entertained by
Mrs. John H. Patten to-morrow evening.
In addition to the regular program, there
will be original compositions and talks on
the lives of several noted men and women.

doorways.
The engine and boiler house and the
Un. James E. Parsons left Frida; (or blacksmith shop at the rock-crushing
her home in Labec, after a visit of two works, owned by the city, were burned
o’clock
shortly before 6
yesterday
weeks with relatives here.
afternoon. The lire started just after
The firemen were called out this noon
the crew had quit work for the day, evib; a burning chimney at the Hayes house
dently from sparks from the stack. The
No damage.
on Mill street.
buildings were of little value, but the loss
The play which the junior class of the on
machinery and tools will amount to
high school planned to give soon, has several hundred dollars. There was no
been indefinitely postponed.
insurants. The fire will necessitate the
Mrs. Caroline Bellatty, who has spent shutting down of the works for some time.
E.
in
the winter with her son, C.
Bellatty,
Lewis A. Joy, who has been in the harBoston, is at home for the summer.
ness making and trunk business in EllsIrene chapter, O. E. S., will hold its worth fifty-five years, has sold his stock to
regular meeting Friday evening. Circle James A. McGown, and retires from busiin the afternoon, supper at 6 o’clock.
ness.
Mr. Joy learned his trade with the
Charles J. Brown and Charles H. Leland
left yesterday to attended the meeting of
the grand lodge, Knights of Pythias, in
Boston.

No. 20

“|

—

manager.

MAILS RECEIVED.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING COHPANY,
of

effect April 16. 1911.

OVOOVD OLABO MAtTBB
ATTII ILLSWOBTI PO0TOWIOB.

asbrrtiatmrnt*.

printing office on Water street, has closed
out, and left town yesterday. The business is being conducted by the
Bellatty
Printing Co., with Harry M. Bellatty as

AT RLLSWORTh PORTOmCB.

to-day.

I

daughter-Grace, living in Bouton, and
three sona
Charles, of Minneapolis,
Harry S., of New York city, and Fred H.,
of Chicago.

W. B.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

Inspection Invited.
Sat. 9 to i.

| IVTIBB%AS

MAY 17, 1911

Mrs.

Flora Treworgy has returned from

Bangor, where she has been nursing, aad
is visiting her parents, John C. Meadei
and wife, for a few days.
The grange will give an entertainment
and supper May 20, for the benefit of the
cemetery fund. The cemetery is to be enlarged and a new fence will be built. All
who have an interest in the yard are invited to help in supper or program.
Dreamer

—

Did

you’d do if you
come? Mugley

—

wondered what

you
had

Yes,

think what
Rockefeller’s in-

side.
Mr. Sawyer, who is well known throughout
the eastern section of Hancock county and
Mt. Desert island, started out with his new
wagon this week,
H. H. Condon, of Tremont,
has been engaged to drive the old wagon, conhimself
to
Mt.
Desert island, while Mr.
fining
Sawyer will continue on his old route
through eastern Hancock and parts of Mt.
Desert island.

StUtomicniunia.

Notice t> Contractors
STATE ROAD WORK
Sealed proposals lor building a section of
State road about 700 leet in length in tbe
Town of Eden will be received by the Selectmen of Eden until 2 o’clock p.
m.,
Saturday, June 3,1911, at which time and

place they

will

read.

be

publicly opened

and

Plans may be seen, specifications, forms
of contract and proposal blanks may be
obtained at the office of the selectmen of
Eden, and no proposal will be considered
unless made on said proposal blank.
Each bidder must accompany his bid
with a certified check payable to the
treasurer of the town of Eden for 10 per
cent, of the amount of his bid.
The succesaful bidder will be required to
furnish a bond as provided by tne State
road law.

The right reserved to reject any and all
bids.
M. C. Morrison,
Orient E. Brewer,
James tf. Silk,
Municipal Officer* of Eden.

Just Received; A Barrel of
Extra Heavy White

WATER GLAS$
for

Preserving
Eggs.
DIRECTIONS.

Use one part of Water Glass to ten times as
much water that has been boiled.
Pour into
some suitable jar. drop eggs into liquid until
Jar
Is filled. leaving enough liquid over
eggs to
cover them.
Place cover on jar and put m cellar or some cool Diace.

ever

and

I’ve

often

he’d do if he had mine.

FOR SALE AT

Parcher's

Drugstore, Ellsworth

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

BT "AOKT

IDITKD

The purposes of

Hopeful."
»re

thl. column

succinctly

Week
staid In the title amt motto—It la for the mutual
Pnyir Meeting Topic For i'ne
benefit, ami slim to be helpful an<l hopeful
Beginning May 21, 1911.
non good. tt 1* fer the com
Topia—Growing Into larger work.-Mark Being far the com
with the Juniors .7ty use—n public servant, a purveyor of In
tv, 26-32. (Union meeting
SherRev.
tn
Edited
by
and intermediates.)
formation anti autogestion, a medium for the
It solicits
man H Doyle. D. D.
terchange of Ideas. I ip this capacity
It should be the aim of every Chris- communications, and ltssuccessdepend*largely
to on the support given it In this respect- Com
tian organization to increase and
of munlcatlons must be signed, but the name of
extend Its work. The parables
for writer will not be printed except by permission
Christ, which have been select-d
to approval or
the meth- Communications will be subject
our study, not only point out
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
ods by which growth In Christian work will be rejected without good reason. Address
is made possible, but also emphasize all communications to
the
THE AMERICAN.
the fact that growth Is the law of
Ellsworth. Me.
kingdom of God and that it is to exthis world
pand until the kingdoms of
LOST, A BOV.
shall have become a part of the kingHe went from the old home hearthstone
dom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
two
oryear* ago,
Only
Christ. As members of a Christian
A laughing, rollicking fellow
which has been especially

ganization

ARBCTU1, «n. Ht'RHy.
Arbutus grange met in
regular
May 12, with the average attendance I,
munications will he subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without { » as decided to have a lence built
arounrt
good reason.
_j ;he grange lot. It was also voted «,
Hate Lecturer B. Walker
McKean
meet with us June ».
DATV<
The program
w
Thursday, May 18-Meeting of Green emitted.
Mountain Pomona grange with Schoodic
OCRA?l VISW 60H, CKNTKR.
grange, No. 420, Franklin.
Ocean View grange held an
interest^,
Hancock
of
9
Meeting
Friday, *tyse
meeting May 11, with twenty.tour
mtuPomona grange with Arbutus grange, ben present. Three applicants
were acSurry.
cepted. There was work in the third depree. The program:
I.AMOIXK, 264.
Binging,

freshments.

nor by power, but by My spirit,
Paul may
saith the Lord of Hosts."
plant and Apollos water, but God alone
In our endeavcan give the increase.
ors to advance our work let us keep
this fact In mind. Let us faithfully do
our part, yet humbly and prayerfully
depend upon God for His blessing in
crowning our labors with success.
2. Growth in Christian work is gradual and progressive. “The earth bringeth forth fruit of herself; first the
blade, then the ear, after that the full
corn in the ear." This Is the law of the
natural world, and It Is also true of
spiritual things. Nor does this law

might

M. B. Friend »:
As I understand it, the poem above was
sent me with the thought that it might
Dear

furnish

text

a

for

a

little

sermonette.

To stay

at

but there is

help

the

on

accomplished by theif

be

owp

losses
hopes

efforts.

recipes

would like to

time?

from

a

long-used

use.

Homemade Crackers—One quart of flour,
tablespoon sugar, one-half teaspoon each
of salt and baking powder, two
tablespoons
butter, large h*lf pint milk. Roll one-quarter inch thick, cut in squares.
Cottage Pudding—One egg, one-half
cap
sugar, one cup sweet milk, one teaspoon soda,
two teaspoons cream tartar, one
pint flour, a
little salt.

Judge's Editor an Endaavorar.
Among the distinguished members

of the Christian Endeavor societies is
the young editor of the humorous
weekly. Judge.
James Melvin Lee
was born at Port Crane, N.
Y.. in
1878.
His father vras a Methodist
minister, so that the lad bad a chance
to see a good deal of the
country and
make useful observations of many
sorts of folk.
In 1900 young Lee was graduated
from
Wesleyan university. Middletown, Conn.
While at college he was
able to earn most of his expenses by
furnishing correspondence for the Sun.
Herald. Times and Press of New York,
the Boston Herald and the Springfield
(Mass.)
besides
Union,
Associated
Press work and work for local papers.
After graduation young Lee had a
position waiting for him on the Springfield Union. For awhile he was on the
staff of the Oneonta IN. Y.) Star, and
he remembers that while he was there
he sold an article to the Christian Endeavor World.

!

HifiLW:
LooM...
Baled

would

Potatoes, pk
Lettuce, brad
Tomatoes, b

bruise some reed.
until it bleed,

-Selected

by

—New York
B. K. 8.

A
;

Cream Pie—One pint milk, two dessert
spoons of corn starch, two also of sugar, the
yolk of one egg. a little salt, boil together.
Bake the crust, then fill. Beat the white with
a little sugar, spread on the top and brown

slightly.
Fish Croquettes—(and will

some one tell
how the second word of the “title” should
be pronounced? I have heard the pronunciation of it discussed)—Take any cold fish from
which all bones and skin have been removed,
chop fine with two-thirds as much potato, a
little butter and pepper, shape into small
balls, dip in beaten egg, then in bread or
cracker cumbs.
us

Tripe
dipped

liked
may be
in beaten egg,

by

some

of

you,

Now you have these new
recipes to try,
we will conclude the column with
lines that will make ns the better if we
follow out

ENDEAVOR.

their lesson:

Coffee—per b
Bin.

such dear hands!
fall^ they turn at our demands
So often; they reach out,

i

are

are so

Foley Kidney Pill. are a true medicine.
They are healing, strengthening, aniiseptic
They act quickly. For sale by all
druggists.
and tonic.

18035

Mocha.
Java,

85

85

Tea—per l>—
Oolong,
Sugar— per

45g65
30*65

oa
10

-Molasses—per galHavana,

■Porto Rico,

Roasts.
Corned,

VeTa°l“gUe*
Steak,

^Roasts,

Sad Predicament.

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, per b

Buckwheat, pkg

Graham,

Rye meal,

Oil—per galLinseed,

Kerosene,

oe«o«
20gt6
06
04
30
041a 06

04aM
ut

1»
W*12

Shanghai

rooster

clawing

12 3»
05

LAW 1BOARDIMO WEIGHTS

rural

school and the farm"

two he

waa

eurpriaed

to bear that he

eat

AND MIAICKU.

bushel of Liverpool ult shall weigh SO
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and lit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds:
of wheat, beets, rata-bags turnips and peas.
6o pounds; of corn. 66
pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal,60pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds:
of
barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

The world

loses interest in a man
his time in making
promises and the other half in explaining
why he didn't keep them.

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue
coated?
Bitter taste? Complexion sallow?
Liver needs waking up.
Doan’s Regulets
cure bilious attacks.
25 cents at any drug
store.-Advt.

soon

spends half

Foley Kidney Pills take hold of
-I your sys—-

help

you to rid

—-

yourself

of your

^ragging baccache, dull headache, nervous*
ness, impaired eyesight, and of all the ills resulting from the Impaired action of your kidneys and bladder. Remember it is Foley KidFor sale by all drugnt*y Pills that do this.

—

I

lritt hi! the ice."
“Bile on see ioe?”
"Yea,” said the brother; "there la nothing else to alt on."
“Veil, vat be do, toot''
“What does be also dot Why, he e*tt
flab.’1
“Eat flah—eita on tea tae and eata dib.
Then I not accept.”
Wbat do you
“You don't accept?
mean!’’
“Oh, non, non. 1 does not accept I

Quotations
Closing

waa

BKDGWICK, 244.
fifty members were
at the

meeting

appointed

to act

aa

polar

bear

to tee

funeral.“
present FriSedgwick

of

The first and second degrees
I63I8 were conferred on four candidates. The
30 a38
members of the grange furnished
13314 young
30 «25
the program as follows:
10 312
Singing; charade. Bisters Hattie Allen
12 a 14
and Maude Bmallidge; singing, Bisters
| Beulah and Cora Allen, Susie Friend and
Bro. Herman Pert; personals, by several
members; singing, Sister Belie Parker;

A

who

U?f>iCwtihe*4Keele£

schools,” and “The home, the
by Worthy Master
Brewster, L. K. Black, J. F. Cowing. Clifford Bnrrill and W. B. Cook. The next
meeting will be May 27, with a program
appropriate to Memorial day.
our

degrees.

Jl'jatirnutuh,

grange.

__

me

A Cured Man.
Annapolis. N. 8.. Jan. 81,1M1.
aUn.jer of Maine Keeley, Portland, Me..
Dear sir
It has been several years since 1
Cure and wil1 •»>’ that
all this time 1 have never had the leastduring
desire
for any kind of stimulants.
I wish I had
taken the Cure 10 years before I did.
Sincerely Nova
yours, Jos. McMlllin, Annapolis
Scotia.
Royal,

given, but good suggestions were given on
the topics, “Borne needed improvements in

Business
Report of granges
Topic: Resolved that the prohibitory law
ia preferable to any law regulating the
sale of intoxicating liauot*.
Frank Jelllson, N B Colby
Recess
Call to orderi mnafe
Paper: The value of an attractire home
in forming character in the young.
Dtncusaion of same topic.
Program of host grange

About

Vrssh Fish.
06 Oysters, qt
80
06
Clams, qt
12*20 Shad, each
25*86
26
Flour, Grain and Feed.
bbl—
Oau.'bu
56
Flour—per
6 80*6 50 Shorts—bag 140*150
180 Miz feed, bag 5031 00
Corn, 100b bag
Corn meal,bag
1 80 Hiddlings.bg 1 50*1 ao
Cracked corn,
1 80

‘♦That 1 do.”
“He bet me a pound to a pint I couldn’t
schwaller an egg widout breakin’ the
shell av it?”
“Did ye do it?”
“1 did.”
“Then f wat’s ailen’ ye?”
“It is down thdre,” laying his hand on
his stomach. “If I jump, 1 will break it
and cut me stummick wid the shell. If I
kape quiet the thing will hatch out and
a

recess

a

day evening

Mickey.

insides.”

At

The lecturer

served.

Monologue.Alton Robertson to be promoted.
Topic: Has Agriculture or Manufactur“Bat,” be aaid, modestly, “I don t took
ing in Maine greater possibilities in
I deserve promotion over the other*
the future?.Opened by O B Hcs turnon
“My boy," replied the general, “1 aaw
Music.Selected i
you pull down that fence. You were tae
Paper, "Grant and Lee as Men in History
To-day”.Maurioe C Foas j coolest man under Ore I ever aa*
The man gasped, started and turned

66

Paddy Kelley who walked into Cod,
Haddock.
the sick room of Mickey Dolan. Mickey Halibut.
lay there pale, with his eyes dosed, and Lobsters, b
was

I will have

were

HIOHLAND, 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange held ita regular meeting May 12 with about thirty-five memTwo candidates were inber* present.
structed in the first and second degrees.
Not Afraid of lire*,
Highland grange has extended an invitation to Alamoooaook grange to meet j
A great general wee taking a regiment
with them May 19, and hat invited the lainto action. Ha aent forward a detail o!
dies’ degree team to work the third de- man to make
gapa in a rail fence to avoid
cree.
tba heavy loaa earn to malt if the *bole
GREK* MOUNTAIN POMONA, 28.
body of men peueed to tear it down The
Following it the program for the meet- cooleat and flneet man In the detail «a» a
ing of Qreen Mountain Pomona with young eoldier who had never been under
Sc hoodie grange, Franklin, May 18:
lire before. When be began palling down
the fence he fancied he had diaturbed a
Opening tong
Address of welcome.Claude Clark neat of horneta, aa he thought tie heard
Response.....Beaale Walker them tinging fiercely about hia ear*. But
Muelc...Selected the lad was not
going to run from horneta
Paper. "Would the Parcels Poet Benefit
when there waa more earioua bu-meae
Hancock County?”
Julia E Noyes.
ahead.
ignoring the angry inaecta, be
Discussion opened by Harry D Clark
opened the fence and rejoined Ibe regiMusic.
Selected ment without being etung. In a day or

40

Meat# and Provision*.
Perk, b18 088
Chop,
12 325
Ham. per b
10 318
Shoulder,
17 * W
Bacon.
Salt.
35
Lard,
16618

Beef, b;
Steak.

Madge.

Rice, per b
Vinegar, gal

Gran meal, b

ft-

Grannlated, 05*3 306
06
Yellow, C
06 a 10
Powdered,

4

WHILE WE MAY.

The hands

They

1

oft
lb

ftogfts Lemons, dos
30335
86*80 Strawberries,bz 20*22
Oroeertea.

Oranges, dos
Apples, pk

then in cracker

crumbs and fried brown.

.o

I

‘‘ftrmlpi'ft
Splnoci, pk
lUdtabn, bunch

Kbuburb. ft
Frail*

heard Pat exclaim:
“Mickey, it’s ill ye’re lookin’. Fwat is
the mat her wid ye?”
Cocoanut Pis—One pint milk, one and one- 1
“Do you know that spalpeen av Widdy
half tablespoon corn starch, two and onesecond
husbandT”
half spoous sugar, yolks
asked
of two eggs, O’Brien’s
three

tablespoons cocoanut. Bake the crust
first. Fill while hot, and frost the top with
the whites of the eggs.

1*
^

Tongues, each
It

third and fourth degrees.

one

in New Century grange
May 13,
An excellent progTam bad been pn|«red
the
but
lo
the a hue no
lecturer,
by
owing
pf several who bad parts, not ail could be

candidate

HANCOCK POMONA. 13.
pafle. “What!’, be claimed, regardleaa of
1
Following ia the program for the meet- grammar, “Waa them horneta bullet!"
ing of Hancock Pomona grange with Ax* •'
butus grange, Surry, June 9;
Ktlmed to Service,
•104UI
A Frenchman want Id • bfoth*? member
16 !
IMftliH
Opening
of hla lodge and Mid I* tom
“What diva
Vegetables*
Solo..... Lena Sperry
a polar beer d»t'* rrbe brother ana*'red:
i» O&I601. ft
04310 AddrtM at **C’.Come.Otis Carter
10 a ll N«wCtbbi|e, ft
be
04
tteapdnae.....*.F W Rollins : “What (Mbs a polar bear do? Why,

Cucumber,,c»ch S«10

Independent.

Aunt

Lemon Pudding—The Juice and rind of one
lemon, one cup sugar, two crackers rolled
fine,yolks of two eggs, one cun milk. Beat
whites to a stiff froth and stir in last. Bake
in a moderate oven.

and

■6

or

we

_

VWW.

ton.12*14
Baled.18a»

cook-

one

Heb. 1U. 1-5.

6

Fowl.16*16

Days change ao many things—yea, hours;
We see so differently in sun and showers.
Mistaken words to-night
book (not my own) may be welcomed
by May be so cherished by to-morrow’s light.
some, and those very “someones”, I doubt i We may be patient, for we know
not, could send some new recipes others : There's such a little way to go.

Gen. xxxlx, 2-6; I Kings lv,
29; Isa. liv. 1-6: Zech. lv. 1-14;
Matt. x. 42; XXV. 14-30; 1 Cor.
111. 6-9; xv. 58: Gal. vl, 9, 10;

Christ is the Dynamo. ths Power;
He giveth strength.
Hs is the Vine, man’s work the
flower
That blooms at length.
—John R. Clemente.

Chickens.30 *22

that go

flower that

28*35

laid, per dor.18&30

Hay
Best loose, per

Bo many little faults we find!
We see them, for not blind
Is love, W* see them, but if you and I
Perhaps remember them sons by and by,
They will not be
Faults then—grave faults—to you and me,
But Just odd ways, mistakes, or even leas.
Remembrances to bless.

coming on with their
housecleaning? Has the drought affected
that inevitable spring schedule, or are
on

Fresh

hoar.

on

for member-

instructed in

was

Conferring fifth degree

Produce.

Dairy.2S«80
Oleomargarine. 32a

such

Or crush poor Hope
We may be mute.
Nor turning quickly to impute
Grave fault; for they aad we
Have such a little way to go—can be
Together such a little while along the way.
We will be patient while we may.

the niecea

complete it

some

Cp6n our breast,

while memory lasts.
Mow would it suit you to read jnat under the title of our poem, “Found, a Man."

you all able to

CoMtrj

Better.
Ctearnerv per a.

—

Or tread upon
take

MARKETS

The quotations below five the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

feet fast or slow.
Along the path with ours
And trying to keep pace. If they mistake.

gains, the pleasures and the
the “delegates'’ that have gone
Out from their family circle; and.they have
a storehouse of
memory, in which the
treasury is always full.
The house is still peopled with the
babyhood and the childhood life that
made It §o cheery and so bright. Those
years may seem to have passed too soon
away, but they are youra still, my friend,

BIBLE READINGS.

CHRISTIAN

*They are such dear. Tamiliir feel,

successes,

of

are

ELLSWORTH

presented

candidate

the first and second

their health.

here,

and the

Mow

to restore

We may pass by, for we msy see
Days not far off, when those small words may
be
Held not as slow or quick, or out of place,
but dear,
Because the lips are no more

In the quiet of tge passing years the
home people live two lives.
Ihwt. a»
it were, the
the
the

•truggle*,

Compound

one

fine program of recitations, music,
and instrumental, and conundrums.
At the next meeting there will be work in
bad

suttenng trom those disto. their sex should not lose sight of
doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg-

They are such fond, frril lips
That speak to us! Pray, if love strips
Them of discretion many timee.
Or if they speak too slow, or quick,

orld’s work in larger spheres than those
of the home surroundings.
Each one of os can call to mind dozens
of homes from which the young folks
have gone, not because home is not and
ever will be dear tofheip, but because that
law of development it tha foot from which
spring ambitipp and a desire to see what
w

can

or

early

I.AKK

vocal

women who are

With trifles scarcely thought about
So many times; they do so many things for
me, for you—
If their fond wills mistake,
We may well bend, not break.

neighborhood so remote from the centres of activity but that
it furnishes its contribution of young

A few

......

these facts

etable

names were

and

cake and coffee

tressing ills peculiar

a

blood and brain and muscle to

the

—

home is best,

scarcely

Two

ship

Coloma, Wisconsin.

M3tay, stay at home, my heart, and rest:
Home-keeping hearts aie happiest.
O'er all that flutter their wings and fly,
A bawa is hovering in the sky.

harvest does not appear as soon as we
had hoped and expected. Bat tiod does
everything as it should be done, and to
everything there is its season. Let as
therefore be patient, even If the results of oar labors are not speedily
manifested. The harvest will come,
and we shall reap In due season, in
God’s season, if we faint not.
3. Growth is possible from small beginnings. This is the troth of the
parable of the mustard seed. "A grain
pf mustard seed*' was a common expression among the rabbis for anything exceedingly small. Yet “It grow•tb up and beeometb greater than all
Serbs gpd shootetb out great branches,
sd that the fowls of the air may lodge
Under the shadow of It," No Christian
work Is so small but that under the
-blessing of God it may not become
larger, nor can we tell what great
things may develop from the smallest
{ieginnings. The Christian church had
a small beginning.
So had Its most
powerful organizations. But from these
small beginnings worldwide blessings
and benefits have resulted. God seems
to find delight in producing great results from small beginnings. This fact
should encourage and inspire us all as
Christian workers. What we are able
to do may seem small and insignificant. but the results from these efforts
may be very great. Let us not despise
the day of small things. Let us not
make light of trifles. “Trifles make
perfection, and perfection is no trifle.”
God can make much out of little.

an

_

must say that I am perfectly well now and can
not thank you enough for what Lydia E. Pink*
ham's Vegetable Compound has done for me."
Mrs. John Wentland, K. F. !>., No. 3, Box GO,

s;t

Mariaville grange met Saturday
evening
with a good attendance. There wen
three
visitors present from Hampden, Hr. wer
and Greenwood granges. It was voted
to
have children’s night June 10. As
there
was not much work, the grsnge
clc.«ed at

regular

461, HAPPVTOWX.
lake View grange held its regular meeting Msy 13, with an average attendance.
After the regular business, there were
readings by Hoby Gibbons and Flora
Davis. The topic for the evening »„
HARBORBIDE, 478, SOUTH BROOKSVIIXK. J ••Kesolved, that the wife should have
Harborside grange met in regular ses- equal voice and share with the husland
sion May 10 with about thirty members in the disbursement of the family funds.”
Its was well discussed, and decided in the
present and eight visitors from Hast BlueThe grange was called to affirmative.
hill grange.
order by W. W. Harvey, who called Bro.
nrw cercTruv. 36H, orpham.
Yout man, of East Bluehill, to the chair.
Final degrees were conferred

—

I—ti5*!l:.;*i.1

ia

MAR1AVIIXK. 441.
ita

Mountain View grange
There
meeting Friday evening, May 12.
were 103 patrons present, including many
visitors from Ocean View and Bay View
granges. After the usual routine of busion
ness, the final degrees were conferred
three brothers and five sisters, followed
by a bountiful harvest feast.
During the lecturer’s hour there was
music, singing, recitations and a stump
speech by a brother who impersonated
Sambo which was heartily encored.

“For three year* I was
Coloma, Wisconsin.
troubled with female weakness, irregularities,
backache and 1tearing down pains. I saw an ad*
vertlsement of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound and decided to try it. After taking
several bottles I found It was helping me, and I

pathetic element in the lines is ao evident, one feels that any argument or different opinion, if expressed, would be a
jar on the real sentiment of the piece; but
let us look'at both aides of the subject.
Living means, in one sense, advancing
in years.
Suppose the little fellow had
always remained just a boy, while ail the
other members of the family had grown
older
with the flight of time, that
ever very, ±ne mm never comes nrm,
wouldn’t have done at all, wTould it, bethe blade last. Bat there Is too often
cause it is not natural?
Growth, develop■ tendency to expect a reversal of this
ment is a law of being.
lav in the spiritual world. Bow often
me poet may sing:
ve become discouraged because the
The

granm

Heed, Addio Farrell’
Oeorge Dow; ,0)0. m,,-

Frank ilodgdon. There will he
the first degree at the next meeting.

EDEN.

WKWT

held

Vegetable Compound.
In almost every community you will find women who
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Almost ever)’ woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pinkham Laboratory-at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that they have regained their health by
taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has saved
many women from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is made exclusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is because it contains
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.

We are proud of this manly fellow
Who comes to take his place.
With his bints of vanished boyhood
Iu his earnest, thoughtful face;
And yet comes back the longing
For the boy we must henceforth miss.
Whom we sent away from the hearthstone
Forever, with a kiss.

Jennie Walls and

_

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484,

We know of no other medicine which has been so sue*
cessful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so
many genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham’s

l.ucy

readings,

Lamoine grange held ita regular meetingMayB; number present, twenty. It
was voted to hold a seven-cent social May
19, with coffee, lemonade and cake for re-

W'e miss the laugh that made music
W'hereverthe lost boy went;
This man has a smile most winsome.
His eyes have a grave intcut;
W’e know he is thinking and planning
His way in the world of men.
And we cannot help but love him.
But we long for our boy again.

pursues his ordinary business—sleeps
by night and rises by day. engages in
other employments—yet the seed grows
by the power of God working through
the force of nature. As In the natural
It is “not by
so In the spiritual world.

J

___

One bearing the name we gave him
Comes home to us to-day.
But this is not the dear fellow
We kissed and sent away.
Tall as the man he calls father.
With a man's look in his face.
Is he who takes by the hearthstone
The lost hoy's olden place.

Christ’s kingdom.
1. Growth In Christian work depends
we
upon divine power. It is true that
have the high honor of being “colabornothing that we
ers with God.” yet
alone can do will ever advance His
kingdom. The man in the parable
planted the seed, but he had no power
to make it grow. Its vitality was independent of any labor that he might
have performed. He plants It and then

,h.*Ir

semes.

cept

It would do you good to know;
Since then we have not seen him.
And we say. with a nameless pain.
The boy that we knew and love so
We shall never see again.

successful in advancing the kingdom
of Christ by its definite and enthusiastic work It should ever be our aim and
endeavor to do our part in bringing
about this glorious consummation. Let
of growth
us therefore study the laws
in Christian work and be encouraged
to do more for the advancement of

piaJ^aM

This column is devoted to the Orange. eepectaily to the grangrs of Hancock county.
The column is open to nil granger* for the
discussion of topic* of general interest, and
for re porta of grange fheeting*. Make letter*
All communication* muat
■ hort and conciie.
be ftigned. hut names will not he printed exby permission of the writer. All com-

«*OM"

and

"Helpful

He Motto:

roll-call ol members, and
*U
members who can to be
ipond to tbelr names by readme,
: Parade,
quotations, etc. Those
h'
rannot be present are requestcu
to Wn„
(notation to be read in response l0

Umong tilt ®*rangtr*.

'4Ht)rTti»mrnt».

fflntnal Btntftt <&atnmn.

1H> You Have the Ktght Kind of
Help?
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the right
kind of help to neutralize and remove
the
poisons that cause backache, headache, nervousness, and other kidney and bladder ailments.
For sale by all druggists.

reading. Sister Leighton; tableau, “Origin
Scandal," Bisters Maude Bmallidge, Eva
Bridges and Faye Orcutt; tinging, Sisters i
1
Cora and Beulah Allen and Susie Friend;
singing, Bros. Herman Pert, and Eric
Closaon, Sister^ Cora and Beulah Alien
and Basie Friend; singing, Bister Belle
of

Parker.
It was voted to give Sister Clara Cole, of
North Brooklin, a shower of postcards
Monday May 15. Next Friday evening,
May 19, the older members of the grange
will entertain. The third and fourth degrees will be given and a harvest supper
furnished.
On May 26 the lecturer plans to have a

t* the best remedy

for old and youag.
Relieves Constipation, renulates the
Stomach and Bowels, and expels all
worms.

to take.
like it.

Pleasant
Children

At Alt Dntt’,,J
ff*.. }•*-■

|

"For Tea You Can’t Beat Upton’s’
Give it

a

Thorough

Test.

Try it Alongside the Rest;
You Will Agree That the Best
is

UPTON’S TEA
Sold

Only

in

Airtight Packages

• ntly,

the#* flock* increase tn size, and the
writer ha* on several occasions
watched the
birds coming to their roosts in the
evening iu

Jftigljborf.

Uiri)

will from
thin he*.l the Awmuca*
to
.„!□( short »rtlol«. relating
to
agrlculrotation
specially tb.tr
will
b.
ortlcleo
theaa
Most of
mswata
Imitfl by the bnreau of
trom leaflets
moot of agriculture,
survey, depart
blaloffto*
((|M, g.gocUUon of Audubon

astonishing number*, estimated at 100,009.
They seem to prefer a grove near a human
habitation for their nightly rendezvous.
Wrf,-i
They create no little comment in the neighborhood because of their
numbers, and by
tbelr continuous
chatter and fluttering,
particularly during the early part of the
,od will ho AUlhoriUtWe. They ! night. There
is usually
little
prejudice
to bird lor.r.. but
against them, but not infrequetly the
a lot.rest oot only
people
..i,.oolf*l« to farmora. to whom th. lu the neighborhood make excuse that the
I. of th.
uf manyapwtoaofhlBla
bird* area nuisance aud
proceed to shoot
into the flocks when
imp-rtanoo.
they come to roost.
••At WrighUville Beach, N.
G\, a great numMartin.
ber
of these
Purple
The
migrating birds gathered iu the
summer of 196ft, and chose ns their
nightly
of National
U.IMI 1 butcher, president
roosting-piace the grove of a summer hotel.
Societies
Re<"i eci.tion of Audubon
The proprietor, wishing to rid himself of
,| (.on. Hird bore
print.
them, Invited a number of his neighbors, who,
martin i» too w*H known to in lying wait for the birds, fired into the trees
The pnrple
tailed description. The adult and continued to shoot until the ground was
need a
the wings literally covered with the dead and
dying
i, a luatroua blue-black,
duller. The adult bird*, and for days after wounded martins
nd iail Idling slightly
could be found fluttering about the
neighbor,nd the young of both sox*1* are
ing lawns an<l roadsides. Flat!mates on the
with steel-blue on

HINTS FOR MOTORISTS.

Suggestions That May Help Them

DoJ*,lm,

Jreatrat

motives of

glossed
part*. while beneath they

,h brown,

r

J,v,

are

number
dark I
1.1,000.

j

,hading into whitish on the belly.
j ,(the martin i* about seven and
inches in length, but the great

of birds

killed

kfroni 8.006

varv

j

fore*t» and rocky retro*!* b»ve not been
entirely abandoned by the martins, yet
menv of tie n aow breed in homes provided i.r ;■ m by ro*n. The red man, a
tro. lover of nature, invited the cheerful
tnariinr to remain about hi* tepee by
erecting a pole on which he hung a hollow
gourd, for a nesting place. The white suc-

home

represents

as

interest*

well

Contentment,

Maine's

continual

explosion drives
working stroke. The

the

colony

is

from

are*

English sparrows,

entered

fortabh* homes of the martins and tries to

the

government

culture. While in this
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voices.
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to
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lightship

a
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one.

to take the

j

that

place of

to

peculiar

men

and

[
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masters

general complain that it is often
pick up the whistling buoy on a
be

would
that

point

plainly
is of

marked.

A

Bangor

dark

will

be

The

elementary

following

C.,

“Reunited

accustomed to gather in
S*?4"
u’ln® the better
of
are

*

thf

large

summer for
part
°f roo,tin* ln •«“« favored
As they
Journey southward, appar-

froveUPJ°"e

8plendid

»ork Of Chamberlain'*
k*v#f Tshleta Is daily coming
to n
**
8a°h grand remedy fer liver
lroubl®* w“ even known belor.
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‘°d >ndiB~tion.
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run.
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The Secret of
This Roofing.

Densely compressed

wool felt is saturated
with a mixture of
Trinidad and Bermudez Lake asphalts
a
combination
—

chemically

adapted

New England cliResists fire—
contains no tar or
to

mate.

pitch compositions.

Put up in rolls con-

taining nails,

is the most variable climate in the United
Slates—has the greatest extremes of hot and cold
—the quickest weather changes. That is why so many
roofs which give perfect satisfaction in other sections
of the United States fail here.
Aquas Roofing is peculiarly adapted to this climate.
It will not stick in hot weather, nor crack in cold
weather. Never gets brittle, dries out nor breaks.
Unaffected by water, acids, alkali or grease. A nonconductor of heat and cold. Extremely durable
even walking on it will not harm it.
—

Be sure

cement

and full directions
for laying. Easy to
lay. Attractive in
N o
appearance.
metal caps to rust out.
Look for Aquas ’in
circle on each rolL

you get this

roofing.

Brown & Wales Co.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
7o Purchase street.

Boston, Miss.

important,

cause

a

one-

a

buzz

your

caruurcicr

that you

are

the

ail

bear-

FISHING

Fishing Instinct Born In

If
carbureter it

not be

a

Man; Can*

Acquired.

“What fun do you find in fishing?”
The question is one which is frequently
asked of the fisherman says an exchange.
No fisherman can answer it to the satisfaction of any person who asks it. The
man who asks it places himself without
the pale of those who fish. He cannot understand the prompting of the fisherman’s
heart, and he probably neverjwill leazn.
There is a question whether or not the

right at that point.
you
the coil

week, and

engine

case

THE FUN OF

uy ucpu-ssiiiu

that

the

have

fishing habit may be acquired—it seems
more likely that every man who fishes
with keen enjoyment has the fishing in-

It is understood, of course, that too
ex-

the

stinct born within him.
| Those who do not belong to the great
suppose that the points of the spark Brotherhood of Gentle Anglers cannot
plug are fouled by burned or carboned oil. understand why a man should sit paScrew the spark plug out of the cylinder
tiently along the shore with his line dangand wash the spark plug out and cleanse
ling in the water, cannot understand why
it with gasolene, and scrape the points of
! he should broil in a boat trolling, cannot
the plug to clean them. The points of the
understand why he will tire himself out
plug should be a little less than one-sixfollowing the windings of a trout brook
teenth of an inch apart.
through the woods.
“You might test the spark plug by layTo the man who loves to fish there is
ing it on the cyliuder head, and with the
nothing remarkable about this. To the
switch on crank the engine over slowly
man who loves to fish, every minute spent
and at the ;time the coil buzzes a spark
on lake or stream is golden.
Possibly he
should show at the spark plug points. If
may catch no fish—possibly he may not
the spark plug is not placed on the cylineven get a nibble, yet the true fisherman
der or the spark plug wire is not grounded
will tell you that all the time his line is
against some ipart of the engine, the en- in the water joy sings in his heart.
gine should not be turned over and the
The true fishermen will tell you that not
coil made to buzz, because this might
all the fun in fishing is to catch fish.
work an injury to the coil. The spark
Your fisherman is an apostle of patience
plug wire may, however, be held at a dis- and perseverance. The breeze which
tance not to exceed one-fourth of an inch
ripples the water gives him pleasure, the
from the cylinder and the engine turned
swallows skimming over the surface
over to test the spark; at the time the coil
please him, the blue sky, the white
buzzes the spark will jump from the end
clouds, the evergreen and butterflies, and
of the spark plug wire to the cylinder or
the eddies made by the canoe paddle, all
part of theeugine nearest it. If this dis- contribute to his day of pleasure.
tance between the wire and the engine if
To the fisherman the question, “What
much greater than one-fourth of an inch,
fun do you find in fishing?” must be just
be
Never hesitate about giving Chamber- as ridiculous as the fisherman seems to
asks the question.
lain’s cough Remedy to children. It con- to the man who
tains no opium or other narcotics and can Neither one understands the other, nor can
The man who loves to
be given with implicit confidence. As a either one explain
who cares nothing about
quick cure for coughs and colds to which fish and the man
children are susceptible, it is unsurpassed. it belong to “different breeds of cats”—
that’s all.
Sold by all dealers.
mixture is too thin.

to

MICHELIN

a

f

carbureter.

of the

once a

half

gasolene

or

follows to locate

start, proceed
of stoppage: Look for trouble
ignition system or a broken wire,
by turning the engine over with the starting crank slowly and listen for a buzz
as

gasolene in the mixture will not
plode properly, and the same result if

1

England climate I

should be liberoil. In the transmission a heavy oil may be used, but in the
engine and other parts of the car a good
engine oil should be used.
light
“It is a very desirable plan if the engine
is used considerably to inject daily into
the crank case through the tilling plug in
the top about half a pint of gas engine
oil, enough to cause the exhaust to have a
little bluish color, and it is a good plan to
see that about twice a week your engine
has enough oil so that the exhaust is of a
bluish hazy color, not necessarily smoky,
but just enough to indicate that the enine is getting plenty of oil. Black smoke
rom
the exhaust indicates too much
gasolene in the mixture.”

sticking.

be
on

receive about

least about

last and most

expect that the in-

might

machine

much

ordered to their stations.

Krsuaded

car-

in the

ture.

hold over under their former commissions
until they are notified to the contrary. Advertised meetings have been held with the
land owners, and their interests are being
closely looked after by an efficient force of
All of the lookouts have been
wardens.

M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was bothered
“I was
with kidney trouble for many years.
to try Foley Kidney Remedy, and
fore taking It three days 1 could feel its
The pain left my back, my
beneficial effects.
kidney action cleared up, and I am so much
better 1 do not hesitate to recommend Foley
Kidney Remedy.” For sale bv all druggists.

the

properly adjusted to mix the gasolene
with air to give the proper explosive mix-

library course will cover the
principles of book selection

Foley’s Kidney Reimdy Acted Quickly.

or

buzelectric current as shown by
zing, and that you have gasolene at the
carbureter, it is only natural then to suppose that the spark is not occurring in the
cylinder to explode the gasolene vapor,
assuming of course, that the carbureter is

con-

ant*

or

“Having ascertained

estry district have either received their commission, or given to understand they will be
held in the service. All of the old deputies

I

a

hiiu

mission

shows

All the chief wardens for the Maine For-

States until recent years.
present decrease must in s large
b€ du®t°lhe persecution which it
D® to'd*y in many localities in the
■outhern states.

on

gwu

lene and air.

the priming pin in
gasolene flows out

item appeared:

JU

by being tested

is

steering gear and the brakes and the
axles, particularly the bearings of the
The transrear axle, should receive oil.

lene reacnes

Z?
°

ut;

bureter may not be properly adjusted to
give the right explosive mixture of gaso-

buzzes it is a sure thing that there are no
broken wires. Theu look to see if gaso-

ex-

to stand

New

There would
proper time.
compression and consequently

every two revolutions of the crankshaft.
In a two-cylinder machine there should be
If the
coil
a
buzz every revolution.

ducted under the auspices of the Maine
library commission, at the University
of Maine library, Orono, July 3-22, inclusive.

all

Roofing guaranteed

the

the

In
from the vibrator of the coil.
machine there should be

stale prized offered for plantations of forest trees. A copy of circular 402 will be
sent to any resident of Maine on requests

class

valves have been

the

cylinder

for planting and caring for white pine;
and tables showing the possible yield and
profit from secoud growth white pine
woodlots. Attention is called to two recent laws, one for exemption from tax*lion Tor a period or yearn ana me omer tor

Right Way

In boxes with full direction*. 10c. and 25c.

—

the

of small tracts in Maine. It coninformation in regard to the
management of the farm wroodlot and
small tracts of woodlands; instructions

library

that

pjiiirK

spark, and that the
right, that engine must

gives

refuse to

tains detailed

summer

at

“Should

book classifi“The and buying, reference work,
■Port of shooting bats, nighthawks and cation, the necessary technical records, as
mariias is practiced every year all over accessioning, shelf-listing, charging sysstate, and thousands of these In- tems, etc. The class is open only to per**t-destroyers and annually slain.” The sons already engaged in library work or
under definite appointment to library
•4‘tor adds: “The officers in
many countie*ar® *°oking out for violators of the positions. Its aim is to increase the
*rd law, and intend
efficiency of those already in the field
to stop the evil praclce'
send into the work those
ln response to an
the fact rather than to
inquiry,
as a
*aa disclosed
that in Charleston the mar- having so limited au equipment
*ns were
considered something of a three weeks’ course must necessarily give.
may be obtained
nuisance on account of their rooeting in Additional information
of Mrs. Kate Clark Esta brook, Orono.
« trees of
the parks at night; an effort
made to drive them out
by turning
e
Fire Wardens' Hold Over.
flre’faose on them, with little slaughTo remove a misunderstanding that
^ but
effective dispersion.
T-Gilbert Pearson, the secretary of this seems to have arisen among fire wardens as
of office
•ociation, who is a resident of North I to whether or not their terms office of
°iina, contributes the following grue- ended with the change in the
the new
8lory »bout martins, and truly adds: forest commissoner, F. E. Mace,
has made the following
This Is one of the wild
creatures which in- commissioner,
ed rapidly with the
the newspapers:
advance of civilize- announcement through
the

of

transmission, there is a low speed and a
then be no
high speed forward and a reverse speed,
If a little kerosene is ocno explosion.
jind it must be evident that if the applicasionally injected into the cylinders cation of the levers for the speeds does
above the piston there is a little danger of not give the result, but the
engine conthis occurring. The causes that might re- tinues to turn, the clutch, either high, low
sult in an engine not starting or working or reverse, should be tightened.
This is
properly and the order in which they j but the work of a few minutes, and it is
should be expected are:
! supposed that the operator is acquainted
“First—Troubles with the ignition sys- with the method of
accomplishing this
tem; a wire may become broken or loose, result. If he is not, he surely should be.
the batteries may be run down, the vibra“The old saying that ‘oil is cheaper than
tor on the coil may not be properly ad- machinery’ is very true in the case of an
justed or the points of the spark plug may automobile, and if the owners of cars
be fouled with burnt oil.
will only remember this saying, and oil,
Trouble with the gasolene oil, oil, they will be rewarded by better
“Second
system; there may not be gasolene in the running and more powerful machines.
tank, the pipe to the spray nozzle in the Every moving part, such as the ends of
carnureter may be clogged in the pipe or the
springs and the spring hangers and
nozzle.
The gasolene may have water in all the pins and working parts of the

let

owners

A

explosion.

would be reasonable to

Maine agricultural experiment sta-

lota in Maine,*' that gives methods of |
practical forestry best suited to the

occa-

after the

and

uit;

by cranking the engine over and if any ings and the crank
cylinder shows a lack of compression it ally supplied with

tion, in co-operation with the State forest
commission, has published a circular No.
402): “Suggestions for owners of wood

•iooed by cold weather or
prolonged
■torou during the nesting season, it now
®eerns th»t their
disappearance is in no
■mail measures due to their destruction in
tb« South
during their migration.
In a recent issue ot the
S.

bureter

turn uiui

due to

steamers and to

addressed to the Maine agricultural
periment station, Orono.

spark

the

working

“Tnird—Trouble with the compression
This can be located
a sticky valve.

mark off

thousands of sailing masters.
The

is delivered at

it, which is not uncommon,

hard

great value to navigators

of tue Boston and

mar-

Charleston,

believe

night until very near, whereas with a lightship equipped with a fog trumpet, the spot

injurious insects. Dr. Packard found
oo* of the
compartments of a martin box
“literally packed with the dried remains
of a little yellow and
black squash
beetle ; *nd the same author states that
“ten Nebraska
specimens, examined by
Professor Augbey, bad eaten 2S5 locusts
and 161 other insects.”
in portions of the northern
range of
the martin it is undoubted
decreasing in
numbers, and the houses which they once
•nimateu by their welcome presence are
now deserted or
occupied by the omnipreseot Kngliah sparrow.
While their
ibseuce may, in some instance, be accounted for by the
persecutions of this
introduced feathered peat, and alto to
young

generally

men

j
[

of clerk in the

request forwarded to goverment of- !

wind, steamboat

other

me

highway commissioner

the

tins and other birds, it is a sufficient reason why the lives of these valuable birds
should be sacred.
The martin is also known to feed on

bujuuj

the

position

spark

a

Will Show the

vibrators of the coil may be

not, there is trouble at the commuter.
“Having found by examination that the
gasolene reaches the carbureter, and assuming that the carbureter has been properly adjusted, that the coil buzzes and

to admit

seat

position it devolved
superintend the construc-

to

wonderful aids to women and women's looks. If your blood is poor—
if you are pale, weak and not up to the mark—your stomach and organs
of digestion and elimination are the cause.
Beecham’s Pills correct faults. They will help you to good digestion and active kidneys and regular bowels—to freedom from troubles
In all truth and serious—to purer life-makinu:, beauty-creating blood.
ness, you will find that for good health and good looks, Beecham’s Pills

be

properly set, they will probably remain ing that the engine generates the power,
a valve stem might become clogged
it is then necessary to transmit the power
or gummy, where it works in its guide,
j to the wheels through the transmission
the result being that the valve would not system. In the Reo car, with its
planetary

whistling buoy off Monhegan will be
granted. The petition is said to be a strong

locality when* this scourge is found the
martin is not understood and appreciated
»< it should be.
If one human life is
saved each year through the destruction
the

in

Maine to take the

cials for

expended for investigation and
yellow fever, yer. in some

fever-bearing mosquitos by

service

office of the State

the

prevention of

of

him

Steamboat

mosquito

convey both malarial and yellow fever.
Every mosquito, therefore, that is destroyed by a martin, or, in fact, by any
bird, lessens so much the chance of the
spread of fever plague*. Human lives are
aacritWd every year; immense sums of
are

or

can

so, but

tion, through the South and Southwest, of
what are termed “object lesson roads’’.
About a year ago Mr. Barrows returned to

The value of the martin to the human
very great. The birds are so preeminently aerial that their food necessarily consists of Hying insects.
Among
these may be
some
of
the
dreaded
is
a
well-established fact
if#yomi/ia. It
rat'-- ;i

money

vibrator

batteries, and the batteries must

“Assuming

office of public roads, deparinent of agri-

pleasant

of

its

on

momentum oi the

propthe fresh gas from the carand to let out the Mbrnt gases

erly

been

rightful owners and substitute
hit hareh, disagreeable chatter for their

species

piston

the

The valves must be

plug.

.Slate Highway Commissioner
ways by
Parker L. (lardtson. He is a graduate of
the University of Maine, class of 1907. He

com-

BEECHAM’S PILLS

in the

leading to it is clogged. This
easily cleaned. The adjustment

wired to the coil and the vibrathe coil must be properly adjusted,

that

so

the
and

D. Barrows, of Foxcroft, has been
assistant commissioner of high

Lucius

evict the

that this and other

of

fisheries

appointed

pugnacious

who covet* the

chairman

inland

of

no

are

by opening the draining plug or
bottom of the carbureter,
which should take the water with it. If
there is gisolene in the tank and it does
not flow out of the carbureter when the
priming pin is depressed it must be
evident that the carbureter or the pipe
cock

properly

tor

cattle.”

from the air to

the

observe,

are

moved

“The reason why the engine runs is that
gasolene vapor is drawn into the cylinder
of the engine, compressed by the stroke of
the piston, and at the proper time exploded by the action of an electric spark,
generated at the battery and intensified
by passing through the coil. The force of

getting reports from
big game country during
the last few weeks, and all the wardens
slate that the Animals they have seen have
been as fat and plump a* stable fed

their brothers of the earth. The only
note of discord in one of these happy
houses

of

game.
all part* of the

life and community of
a a a colony of martin*?

sermon

Brackett,

dull— if your skin is sallow, or your
roses in your cheeks, do not bother
with cosmetics. Don't risk harmful drugs. Get good, rich Mood in your
will
have
the
and
then
veins,
bright looks and charm of perfect health.
you
If your eyes

is not hard to find.

complexion muddy; if you have

j

follows:

as

big game wintered splendidly,”

“1 have

there, ami the cheerful, social twitter of
the martins and their industrious habits
are a

the

Woman’s Safe Step to Better Looks

j

to

must be

have been able to

as we

says James W.
commissioners

use.

prosperity

reasons

|

be

in the bird world that

happiness,

why

engine should not run.
One of them might be a sticky valve, and
so long as
works
all
but
everything
right,
thereby loss of compression. TbiSj howwho are compelled to send for aid the inever, is not at all common, hut would be
stant any slight disarrangement occurs in
detected in cranking over the engine. A
the mechanism of their machines.
To single-cylinder engine should have a comhelp this class of motoring novices to j pression every two revolutions, a tw'o-cyunderstand their cars, F. W. Leavitt, presi- linder engine a
j
compression every revoludent of the Automobile dealers’ associa- tion.
tlon of San Francisco, has iasucd a letter !
“It might be reasonable
to
suspect
of instruction to motoring novices reading water in the gasolene, which
may be re-

for divorce.

“!$o far

adopted bis red
friend, often providing a

anything

Is there

electric switch and crank the engine over
in the usual manner there are very few

that there are hundreds of men driving
their own cars to-day that have no trouble

“t’pon hearing of this tragic violation of

had sued

has

brother’# bird
Ur more elaborate home for ita

spark at the spark plug
adjustment has not
been changed since the engine was properly running, if you will throw on the

fly wheel carries the piston back into the tested by
the electric
throwing on
cylinder, forcing out the burnt gases. It switch and taking a piece of wire, holdalso carries the piston along on its auction I ing one end
against some metal part
stroke, drawing in a fresh charge of gas, of the machine, say the steering post or
j
and returns the piston into the cylinder one of the foot
pedals, and press the other
j
on its compression stroke, when the elecend of the wire against one of the binding
tric spark again occurs and drives the pisKI'ITKKY 1*0 CAKIIIOL.
posts on top of the coil box. The vibrator
ton on its working stroke.
can be adjusted by screwing up or down
“This is called the four cycle type of gas on the vibrator
Joe Bill, a well-jto-do Italian boardingadjusting screws till the
house keeper at Humford Falla, shot and engine and is the type most generally em- vibrator has a good healthy buzz. Then
It must be evident that the ma- by turning the engine over there should
killed his wife Thursday. Jealously was ployed.
lie a buzz at the coil for every compression
the cause. Trouble bad been brew ing for chine must have gasoline, that the gasolene must reach the carbureter, that there in the
a year paat, and both husband and wife
cylinder or cylinders. If there is

winter homes to the temperate part of
both con-in. ntn. Their nesting sites were
or in cave*.
While
then in hollow trees

aborigine

spark plug

and the carbureter

is

J^p

ol the

the

carbureter and

to spare the time necessary for them to be
instructed
the
regarding
mechanism of their cars, and the result

'neti'-.

cessor

economy and others because

thoroughly

I

tbeirannn*! Journey* from their tropical

4Dbrttl*«itnt«

the

it is advisable not to bold the wire in
band. It had better be propped up
against some part of the machine, as the
current may pass through the band and
result in a violent electric shock. Having
ascertained that there is gasoline in the

do not like to be entirely dependent
hired chauffeur.
In the majority of
cases it is a difficult matter for these men

the law, the North Carolina Audubon society
***** » warden to prosecute the offending
parfifteen to sixteen I ties, twelve of whom were convicted and
.id of vings, from
fined in the local court. The waiden, to
bird
look
much
the
very
premakes
I vent any farther slaughter, arranged a numtalarger It.ait it really
*J<*r
la* barrels to the windward of the
martin is a bird of
rring summer the
Krove, and fired them tn the evening, tbu*
etribution in temperate North
rtrv >. I
resting a dense smoke which, drifting over
the
it
to
autumn
migrate*
the grove, drove the birds away, and they
Amfr; ... m
the winter. were not seen again. A citizen *if the
where it Bpends
place
of this genus of said it had beeu very noticeable that since
There *re eight specie*
the
of
them
of
all
martius
appearance
there had been
being
family,
llie |«-allow
less
than for many years previousconiin.d to America. Before the white and mosquitoes
hu thought that the community would
the
settled
western
and
red
.j|t
never again allow these valuable birds to be
world, gem ration* of martins h»d made slaughtered in that
locality.”

one-hsli

to

wire

on a
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_v

injury may be worked

the

they
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an

“During this testing of

Over Minor Difficulties.
With the great increase in the use of
automobiles there is always s certain proportion of the motoring recruits who
wish to drive their own cars, some from

wr*‘d

"^Uoo

stated,

coil.

«■'

£

as

It is then reasonable

|

IN STOCK BY
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Ellsworth, Me.

Water Street

$1.00 For Three Months
The Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new subscribers, first three
months for $1.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed coupon and sending to us, enclosing $1.00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the first three months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and Central Maine,
first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press reports. All towns in Eastern,
Northern and Central Maine fully represented by regular Correspondents. After the
first three months the paper is sold at 50 cts. a month.

FILL THIS

Please send the

OUT_

Bangor Daily News for three months

to

Name_

Address;__—._
ENCLOSED

^tEASE

FIND *1.00 FOR SAME.

t

Pauper Notice.
HAVING

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
may need assistance daring the next five
Usworth. X
years and are legal residents
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Fans
M* J. Dkdmmst
ouse.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

Appointment*
t

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISH*!)
<VKHT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

State

In

Hancock and We*t

Prof. Batlley, of Rural Llf« Commission, Says this Should bo So.
Prof. Liberty Hyde Bailey, member of

of Washington Counties.

Part

Forest

Frank

Commissioner

E.

National rural life commission and
lirector of the New York State College of
Agriculture, in a recent interview advocated inportant changes in the coarse of
itudy and methods of teaching in the
country schools. He gave bis approval to
he new law in New York state which retires superintendents of rural school
listricts to have a thorough knowledge of
nodern scientific agriculture.
It is a grave mistake. Prof. Bailey aslerted, to have the country schools follow
he same courses of instruction given in
'ity schools, adding:
he

announced his appointments of
chief and deputy wardens in Hancock and
Mace has

AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
BT THB

Washington counties, as follows:
part
Chief warden Hancock county, Ezra N.
of

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
*. w. ROLLINS. Editor and Manager,
w. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and S8 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
year
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Subscription Price—$2 00

Williams, Great Pond.
Deputy wardens, M.

B. Joy, North Han-

cock, T. 8.
Bunker, Franklin, townships

Fred S.
Nos.

7, 9,

10 and 18.

Farnsworth, South Beddington,
No. 28; east half No. 34.
Henry French, East brook, T. 16; south
addressed
be
should
communications
Business
No. 22.
to, and all checks and money orders made pay- one-half and east one-half
able to The Hancock County Publishing
Nahum Jordan, Aurora, north one-half
“The rural public is now beginning to
Maine.
Co Ellsworth.
No. 22, west one-half No. 28.
mderstand the necessity for a rather radi;
East
Simon Bunker,
Sullivan, township cal redirection of the public school aysThis week’s edition of The
7 and 10 south division.
,cm.
This redirection is going to express
American is -.300 copies.
Great
Robert Laughlin,
Pond, No. 33.
tself in three practical directions better
2.
and
No.
39
!
No.
John Baker, Bradley,
My for the teacher, better physical facili2,375
Average for the year of 1910,
Charles Merritt, Deblois, east one-half
ies in the way of grounds, buildings and
16.
No.
No. 22; east one-half
ipparatus and in a course of study that
WEDNESDAY MAY 17, 1911.
32.
No.
Walter Madden, Myra,
las a relation to the lives of the people.
Howard Fletcher, No. 8 plantation.
“It is not enough, however, that Ve
west
KufusS. Page, Passadumkeag,
part j uerely have good schools. A farmer has
OF MAINE.
of Nos. 35 and 41.
>tber responsibilities to education than
Hiram Corliss, Cherryfield, Lea mounj :o provide school facilities. He cannot
tain and surrounding territory.
sash his hands of his obligation to society
W. L. Robertson, Cherryfield, northeast
by making even an ideal school in bis
one-half
No.
one-fourth No. 10; southeast
It is the responsibility of
community.
W. H.

east half

STATE

16.

svery

Small, Beddington, west onehalf T. 35; west one-half 29.
E. S. Tracy, Cherryfield, tow nships 7, 9,
10, 16.
John O. W’hitney, Ellsworth Falls, gen-

responsibility

Milford

eral

By ike Governor.

ichool

The return of the season of seed time reminds us that we may become co-laborer#
with the Giver of every perfect gift in assisting Nature to adorn the earth and bring happiness into the lives of our fellowmen.
I, therefore, pursuant to the statutes of this
State,

hereby designate

FRIDAY,

the Nineteenth

Day

of

May,

as

ARBOR BAY,
recommend that it be observed by the
our State in the planting of trees,
shrubs and vines, in the adornment of public
and private grounds, places and ways, and in
such other efforts and undertakings as shall
be in harmony with the general character of
and I

people of

B. Moore,

Ellsworth, general

“If the

E. Mace, Aurora, general deputy.
Carver, Cape Rozier, all islands
in Maine forestry district in Hancock
Fred A.

county.
Watson L. Mace, plantation No. 21;
north one-half No. 22; T. 21.
Edgar Mclninch, Great Pond, T. 34.
William F. Campbell, Cherryfield, chief
warden Maine

COUNTY

GOSSIP.

Governor Plaisted has issued his Arbor

Day proclamation, naming Friday, May
19, aa the date.
_

At

special town meeting Saturday,
Bncksport voted to appropriate £2,000 for
a modern power engine, and £2,000 for the
purpose of building a new engine house.
a

forestry

guagus waters.
Seldon Oakes,

district

on

Beddington, townships

j

HAMLIN

I>KAl).

Soil of Lute Vice-President Hannibal

by First Marriage.

General Charles

Hamlin,

prominent

one

of the

old-

members of the

bar, former reporter of dethe supreme court of Maine, and
some years
United States commis-

Penobscot
cisions of

sioner, died at his home in Bangor Monday, after an illness of several months.
General Hamlin, was born in Hampden,
Sept. 13, 1837, the son of Hannibal and
Sarah Jane (Emery) Hamlin, and was the
last surviving child of the former vicepresident by hia first marriage. He was
educated at Hampden, Bethel and Bridgton academies, and Bowdoin college, from
which latter institution he was graduated
in 1857. After reading law with his father,
he was admitted to the bar in 1858, first
practicing in Orland.
In 1862 he assisted in organizing the
18th Maine infantry, afterward reorganized as the 1st Maine Heavy artillery, in
which he served as major in the defenses

Washington until May, 1863, when he
resigned to accept appointment as assistant adjutant general on the staff of Majorof

General

Berry.

Berry's division unFebruary, 1861, taking part in many
battles, including Gettysburg. He continued in service as an inspector of artillery through the war, and resigned in
September, 1865, having been brevetted
brigadier-general of volunteers, and resumed the practice of law in Bangor.
He Iserved as |city solicitor, referee in
bankruptcy, reporter of decisions of the
supreme court and as member of the legislature in 1883 and 1885, the laat term as
speaker of the House. He was a member
of the Loyal Legion, Maine commandery.
He married Sarah P. Thompson, of
Topsham, in 1860, who survives with four sons
—Charles Eugene, of Brooklyn, N. Y., a
journalist; Addison, of Bangor, broker;
Cyrus, of Brooklyn, physician, and Edwin
T., of Lynn. There are two half brothers,
sons of Hannibal
Hamlin by a second
marriage to a sister of his first wife —Coi.
Hannibal E., of Ellsworth, and Frank, of
Chicago, both lawyers.
He remained with

til

lurry.
Notary public, O. H. Henry, Eden.

agencies must

equipment

to

the

must take

a

real

real

as

have such

will relate

affairs

aud

facilities

them closely
the

common

thought of the community. The school
must be a part of the out of doors, and
fields and woods and crops and stock must
be utilized
v>

GKN. CHARLES

family

farm

and

cnunt v.

Teachers* Institutes.
Partridge Cove, Lamoille, baa beaten
State Superintendent ol Schools Payaon
that North Hancock egg. One ot Henry
announces that the summer schools
Bartlett’i hens last week laid an egg 8% Spith
for teachers for the present year will aim
inches in circumference the long way by
to aid rural school teachers. The
7 inches the smaller way.
The North directly
work of the several courses will be arHancock egg was 8x8%.
ranged with the direct purpose of increasthe efficiency of country schools.
It is doubtful if any other town In ing
The opportunities for conference among
Maine has two aucb smart old ladies as
rural teachers are necessarily more limited
Mrs. Zilphia D. Cole and Mrs. Amos T.
than among city and village teachers,
Small, of Sunset, says the Lewiston while the
very fact of the existence in
Journal. Both are over eighty years of
Maine of 2,500 one-room country schools,
age, each doing her family work and
with an enrollment of over 50,000 pupils,
each as blithe and cheerful as a young
is evidenoe of the important place held by
woman of twenty.
Many an interesting the
country school in the State system.
tale of seventy years ago they can tell.
The two weelu’ program of each of the
Their mental faculties are as keen as
they rural school summer institutes will be deever were, and the young
people are ever voted
exclusively to a study of the comwelcome company to them.
mon school branches with the methods of
teaching them, together with a study of
Sorrento is apparently taking a busi- rural school
management and administraness
boom this summer. The Misses tion.
of
Tileston,
Washington, D. C., who for
In line with the recent policy of utilsthe past tea years have been identified ing
fully the State normal school facilities,
with the Dome-of-the-Bock hotel at Caa- these rural school institutes will be
held
have
leased
for the coming summer at Gorham, Farmington, Caatine and Matine,
the Sorrento and Lookout cottages, which th las from
July 10 to 21 and at Fort Kent
they will open about June IS. They also from July M to August 4. At Presque
to
have
a
new
hotel built during the Isle a regular six-weeks’ term of normal
plan
coming year which will contain 100 rooms, school, with credits toward graduation, is
and is to be ready for the season of BH
to he held.
This will undoubtedly boom Sorrento
The only expense to teachers in connecproswhich
have
been rather quiet since, tion with these institutes is for travel and
pects,
the destruction of Hotel Sorrento
by fire board.
several years ago. Several of the
cottages
there are already let and negotiations an
Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by Gov. Plaisted
underway for the lease of most of the
others.
recently annodpoed are the following in
Hancock county:
Portland High School Horned.
Agent for the proeecution of cruelty to
The Portland high school, with conchildren, Mrs. Julia A. Chatto, Fast

tents, valued at fU»,000, was practically
destroyed by fire yesterday.

tional

Narra-

36, 37, 29, 40, 31, 24, 28 and 34, Hancock

for

to

(Art in the educational development of
its children, it must then have some kind
of an establishment for the purpose. If
the country child is to be educated responsively to its environment and to the
better outlook for country life, the educa-

A.

est and most

care

consider.

Hamlin
One of the most valuable of our natural resources is oar great forest area, not only as a
commercial product but one that greatly assists in conserving the waters of our rivers
and
causing a more even distribution
throughout the seasons. A large portion of
the most valuable of these forests has been
cutoff, and hills that were once the admiration of all who looked upon them now show
great scars where the woodman's axe and saw
have done their work, and black patches
caused by fires stand out as blots on the
otherwise beautiful landscape.
We cannot correct the errors of the past,
but the present is ours, and for the future we
are also responsible.
We can teach the children to love the trees of Maine.
Love for nature, for the shrnbs, flowers and
trees should be inculcated in the youth of
our State, and I trust that in our schools the
teachers will on Arbor Day impress upon the
minds of the boys and girls the many ways in
which they can do an important part in giving our State a greater charm and making it
more dear to ail its people.
The planting of
the tree and the sowing of the seed should
be followed by exercises that will make the
day distinctive in the lesson that it teaches.
The homes and farms, the parks and highways of our State, should bear evidence in
the years to come that their future beauty
and utility were kept in mind by those in
whom their stewardship had been placed.
This we owe to posterity, but we will not have
to wait beyond our own time for the reward.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this ninth day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and thirty-fifth.
FanDBBicK W. Plaistbd.
By the Governor,
Cykus W. Davis,
Secretary of State.

this the farming people do not

and

This
to the

to any other agency unless the
desires to give up the children
into the hands of an institution,

wholly

deputy.

A. PROCLAMATION.

delegated

cannot be

or

parent

deputy.

Howard

parent to train the children.

e

school

educationally.

now

an

garden

recognize me vaiue 01 »
outdoor laboratory at-

as an

It Will b« Fiercely Waged the ComThe

ing Summer.
housefly may look forward

to the

of 1911 aa the most fateful of his
long criminal career, for bis pedigree and

summer

description

to be

are

widely

more

circu-

lated than ever, so that the sanitary police
of the country will have less excuse than
formerly if they leave him free to proseThe

case

calling.
against

the

agency

of

dissemination

cute his

disease

scientists

who have studied

findings

and their

spread

housefly

as

an

is

so

opinion of

clearly proved in the

have been

his
so

most

habits,

generally

public during the last

before the

few- years, that only a brief summary of
the counts of the indictment which has
been returned
Houseflies

typhoid

of

against him need be given

are

known to carry the germs
from infected material

fever

to the food

which

on

they

houses which

they

infest.

in

settle

the

The typhoid

epidemics

in the army camps during the
and South African wars were due

Spanish

chiefly to the transmission by flies of the
typhoid germs from camp latrines to the
mess tables.
Similar epidemics are occurring constantly in time of peace, and from
the same agencies.
For this reason I)r.

Howard,

L. O.

entomologist*
housefly, calling him

United States

has rechristened the

“typhoid fly”, and the name sticks.
certainly transmit, according
Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, entomologist, of

the

OBOROR

H.

rrLLKRTOH.

The death of George E. Fullerton, which
occurred May 7, remove* a well-known
citizen from Baynide. A few year* ago he

badly injured

wa*

in

accident,

an

fr^m

and tbla,
coupled with heart trouble, reeulted fawhich

he

recovered,

never

to

Dominion of

the

Canada, the bacilli of
cholera, anthrax, bubonic

tuberculosis,

plague
and

and

one or

possibly
two

those of

ophthalmia

loathsome diseases.

more

Daniel D. Jackson and other investigators believe that the number of cases of
summer diarrheas of infants in a given
locality rises and falls in accordance with
Dr.

Mr. Fullerton
home

that

I860 he
union

wa*

1846 in

in

born

hi*

all

occupied

he

thousands of lives and
because of his habit

When

! germs.

Kober,

of

we

tnillons of

money

of carrying typhoid
learn, as Dr. U. N.

Washington,

tells us, that the
decrease in the vital assets of the country
alone
I through typhoid
single year to f350,000,000,

in

amounts

a

of which sum a
very large proportion must be charged to
the fly (there are, of course, other causes
of typhoid
namely, polluted milk and
water supplies), not to mention the flO,—

ands

of

organized collectively.

We must proand the

at the

happy

a

Six children

one.

born to them, of whom four survive
—Calvert, Clifford, and Mr*. M. M. Hodgkin*, of this city, and Mr*. F. L. Hall, of
Brewer. There are two sisters Mrs. E. L.
Milliken, of Ellsworth, and Mr*. Alma
Alley, of Kansas.
Mr. Fullerton was a man of tine dispociition, genial to meet, and obliging ns a
Hi* spirit of neigh borlineaa
neighbor.

finely reciprocated during hi* last
by friend* all around him, which
was
much
appreciated by the family.
Honest in hi* dealings, and of kindly

was

illness

heart, he is

is

whose death

a man

a

dis-

tinct loa*.

The funeral

wa*

Wednesday,

and

home

last

held

at the

was

largely attended.

Rev. P. A. A. Killarn officiated. The fajrt
the son Clifford had sailed in the
schooner Lulu W. Epps just before bis
father died, and could not be intercepted,
added to the sorrow of the bereaved family.
that

W. C. T. t’. Convention.
annual convention of
Hancock
county Wr. C. T. U. will be held at the
Methodist church, Bar Harbor, May 3b-28.
Miss Anna A. Gordon, national and world**
loyal
temperance
superintendent of
legions, will assist in convention work
and give tbo Friday evening address.
The

Jfor Salr.
LAUNCH‘Quick SiepM—ForJT merly owned by O. W. Ttfpley, Ellsworth, Me.. *7 ft. Sou*. 9 horse-power. Knox
engine, forward cabin, tools, anchor, rope and
all lights, etc., required by government; in
perfect condition, perfectly sound: delivered
at Kggemoggin. Me.
Nothing lo do but to put
her iin the water
This boat hvs been to Port*
land two or three time* in bad weather. Only
reason for selling is that I shall not go to Kg*
gemoggin this year. Also will let or sell my
Will sell at a low
property at Kggemoggin.
price for cash. James H. Hays as. 45 O rove
at., Bangor, Me.

(GASOLINE

o.

or

POTATOES

SEED
worth. M*.
tees

Inquire
2

HAY—About
^dreaa-A*',

would be interested

on their own actry out.
“It should be just as much of a farm
establishment to provide each a side lot as
to erect a milk house
or
any other
accessory of a farm. 1 should incorporate
this yard into the school system of the

count to

district.

map of tbeae teat yards, and should
children problems that are to be
worked out on them; and back to the
school.
Exhibitions could be held at
different times and the school could be
prorided with flowers and specimens for
study. When the school is let out in the
afternoon, the children usually drop the
lift re

a

set the

school

work

as

soon

as

possible.

Uy

purpose is to encourage them to take the
school thought with them and plant it in
the

garden.

“A garden yard of this kind would become an outdoor room in which all kinds
of interesting things would in time be
collected. It could set many new ideas
going in every country district. It would
soon

become the most

Interesting

nook

on

gone to Swan's
neral
of
his

Island to attend the fuMrs. Elizabeth

mother,

Stewart.

I

pot**

TO

Pfclp CtanUtu

learn to drive and repair autor
mobiles.
Thorough mechanical train*
in*- IBeat spring positions will open soon.
We can double
In jogr
Particulars free
your r
salary. *—if
Hamlin
Foams Aero Co.. 4M-4644 Fore
street, Portland. Me.

MEN—to

"*•

....

__
*-—*■—

'—

AND WIFE—Man

drive delivery
team; wife
Y.
MAN
keep bouse. Apply
H. Macombeu, Heal Harbor. Me.
to

to

to

There is no pastor here at present, Mr.
Jenkins having gone to South Penobscot,
where he was engaged before coming here.
The sea coast missionary. Rev. A. P. Mac-

Donald, preached an interesting
here Sunday evening.
Mary 15.

L. F. Gny, who ia ill, nmain (boat the
Maw.

Congntuletiona

ere
on

the

extended
birth of

Hugh
e

eon,

13.

Q. Orindle end Floyd Block leave toBrooklin to paint and repair Mn.
L. T. Morrie’ cottage.
B.

day

for

MiH Jennie Jonea, who haa spent the
winter at Weet Sedgwick with her annt,
Mn. Porter Gray, ia home.

farm. At a recent meeting of farmers
1 was asked what could be done to interest
the young people in their club. I replied
Miaa Margaret Walker haa gone to Boathat every member of the club ought first ton to enter a hoapital for medical treatto interest the young people intellectually
ment. Mn. W. 8. Walker accompanied
n the farm, and that this oould be done
her.
through a home school garden of the
A.
May 15.
rind I have just suggested.
••The children are the moat important
DEDHAM.
product of the farm, and they should be
Min Alta Black ia recovering from
incouraged and have facilities on the farm pneumonia.
taelf to become familiar with simple probMn. H. P. Bnrrill viaited frienda in
sms and to have their minds opened to a
Bnwer laat week.
ot of new things that would hold their
Mn. S. A. Holmee haa returned from a
lympathy and affection. My contention
two-weelu’ viait with her daughter in
s that the farmer can by no means escape
lis responsibility in the development of South Newburg.
The Babbidge farm haa been purchaaed
better country life. He must express this
■eeponsibility largely in the better educe- by Alonxo Gray for hia mother, Mn. Julia
ion and training of his children.
He Gny, who will live there.
sannot expect to educate his children
Willie, the yoong eon of Mn. D. S. Buriffectively unless he has an establishment rill, la ill of pneumonia. The little daughor the purpose."
ter, Velma, haa dialocated her elbow.
B.
May 15.
Do
Pryor
you run your household?
O
BLAND.
wife
runs
that. Pryor—
frank—No, my
Melville P. Hntohina, of thia town, died
kh, I see; you run the office. Frank—No,
he janitor runs that. Pryor
What in Sunday at the hoapital at Bangor,
,h under do you run? Frank—Well, I run after an operation for appendicitis. Mr.
lack and forth.
Hntchlna lived near the Penobeoot line.
the

_

_

—

—

WHEREAS

2UftCTttecmattflb
O. A.
Great

Brown end wife

Dsxisl 8. Romes.

sermon

S.

it,.
“*

JUga. .\CUOB.
To

all pcrtont imcrratcrt in
tatea berrlnallor named.
At a probate court held at

either

Ellaworlh

lor the count, ol Hancock,
day ol May. a. d. IMI.

rP®*
JL tented lor the action
following

mattera

on

|n...

th"' *'co»<J
,? *"2

haring

thereupon herarn'

alter Indtoated, It la hereby ordered that
Itce therrol be gl.cn to all peraona
b, canting a cop, ol Ihli order to
llahetl three weeka aucceaalrely in the
worth American, a nrwapaper puhilahrd
Ellaworlh. In tald count,, that the,
pear at a probate court to be he'd at
worth. In aald count,, on the tlxtb daV
June. a. d. Mil. at ten ol the clock in
lorenoon, and be heard thereon || the.
5 ntt

intere.t^a'

bt^,'.

!i
-J*
V!
5
■

cause

Klirabeth T. Hylveater. late ol
StonlngW
In aald county, dereaaed.
A certain in.t.,7’
ment purporting to be the la«t will and
teat,
mentor aald decraaed. together with t.,.Uloi
lor prohate thereol, preaented by Kdw.rd K
the
executor
therein tiamrS,Heater,
Mar, I) I Atwell, lata ol Verona. In
A certain Inatrumcut m,
count,, deceaaed
to
be
the
laat
will and teatamrntoi
ttorilng
■ aid deceaaed. together with
petition lor oro
bate thereol, preaented h, (leorge w
the
fxn-ntor
sett.
therein namr <1
Luman Warren. late of Bucksport. in »id
Petition that Emm* h
county, decrased.
Dean or some other suitable person he »n
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Emma H. bean h-i,
eir
and next of kin of aald deceased.
Frank W Dross, late of Or land. |n .aid
•oonty. deceased. Final account of Addisnn
A Littlefield.'sdmlnistrator, with tbe will
nexed. filed for settlement.
Mary Ann Kench, late of Bucksport. In said
Hecond account of Theocounty, deceased
dore II. Smith, administrator.
for settle,
ment.
William W. Wilson, late of Bucksport, In
said county. deceaaed.
Hecond account of
Theodore H. Hmith. administrator, flua »or
settlement.
Martin O. Cunuinaham. late or Surry in
said county, deceased. Petition filed Edythe
L. Cunningham, widow, for an aliowauce out
of the personal estate of said deceased.
Anna Alexander late of Ellsworth, io laid
county, dereaaed. Petition filed b» William
A. Alexander, administrator, for licence to
*.'11 certain real estate of said deceased «■
described in said petition.
P.uicene 8. Bristol, late of New Haven, state
of Connecticut, deceased
Petition ftied by
John W. Bristol, one of the executors 0f the
last w 111 snd testament of said deceased
that the amount of collateral inheritance
tax
upon said estate be determined by thv judse
of

probate.

Hinted

'or settlement.

IITATK or MAIKr..
II a tccock a*.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth. in ana for said county of Hancock,
on the weemi day of May. in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last «nll anateslaracnt of
WILLIAM C. ALLISON, late of PHI LA-

A

DELPHI A,
In the county of Philadelphia, aid state of
Pennsylvania, deceased, aod of the probate
thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly
authenticated, having teen presented to the
judge of probata for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probata court of our aatd
county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be riven lo
all persons iat4 rested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Kllrworth. in said county of
Hancock, prior to the siath day of June,
a. d.
1911. that they
may appear at a
court then lo be held at Ellsworth,
probate
in
and for said county of Hancock, at tea
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H KNOWLE8. Jnd-e oflrobau.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:-T. F. Maiowav. Register.
COMMllMftlOKKKM’ NOTH K
Hawcoc* ss.:—Heath Penobscot, Me May IS,
a d 1911.
AlfE. the undersigned, having been duly
ff
appointed by tne Honorable Jerome
R. Knowles, judge of probate within acd for
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of
Melvins A. Cray, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has beta
represented insolvent, hereby give public uotice agreeably to the order of the
said judge of probate, that si* months frow
and after March 14, 1011. (save been allowed
to said creditor* to present and prow their
claims, and that w* will attend to the duty
assigned ua at the etore of A. C- Condon A Co,
on (Saturday. May *7, a. d. 1011. and on Thursday. Hept. 14, a. d. 1011. at two of the clock la
the afternoon of each of said day*.
N. L UmisvKLL.
W. L PaaaiNs.
Commissioners

May IS, 1911.

CAUTION NOTICE.
my wife. Luella E. Davis, has
left my bed and board witbont Just
cause, I shall pay no bills of her contracting
after this date.
Jons G. Davis.
Surry, Maine. April IS. 1911.

BUOOKSV1LLE.

Me;

CAUTION NOTICK.
my wife. Bids M. Romer. bai
bad and board without Jus
pay no bills of her contractlni

left my
WHEREAS
I shall

after Mile date.
Bernard, Me..

or

6

JEROME H. KKOWLK8. Judge of said Court
A true copy of the original order
Attest:—T. V. Mamokky. Rec iter.

Address '’Bposr',

IIOMlHTKtDjlOK SALKsettle estate, the homestead and furniture of the late Rober*
Alexander, at
Grant’* corner, are offered foi sale.
The
homestead consist* of llv story house with ell
and stable, with nearly 7 acres of land. Small
orchard. An ideal place to raise poultry and
■mall fruits; only one mile from pcstoAce.
Alao the furniture will be sold at extra good
bargains. For further particulars inquire of
William A. At.exA.vDxs, administrator.
Ellsworth. Me., May 17.1911.

cause,

Mrs. Ethel Noyes, Miss Geneva Young
and Miss Alma Stewart went to Mogadore
Sunday to attend services, and came back
in the missionary boat Morning Star.

«

of Hungarian bay. Ad*
Ambsica* office, Ella*

phaeton top hugg>;

t roogtook seed
of H. B Phillips.

tons
care

LK"
B»«-

Co
1
°

Ells-

-.Second hand

in good condition.
BUGGY
bo* 4fs2, E Isa
h.

p.

,ra!K S'10
S,, „w'

tsarah A. Cook, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that Harriet C.
county, deceased.
Davis or some other suitable person b^spadministrator of the estate of said
ceased, preaented by Harriet C. Dans, one
of the heirs of said deceased.
Msttie Choate, Mary F Choate, Thome* 8.
Choate Annie L- Choate and Kuby M t host*,
minora, of Brookiln. in said
Kirit
county
account of Laura B. Carter, guardian. tiled

demonstrated; spraying could be studied,
different methods of planting and of tillSputa! Kouub.
COREA.
ing and of growing could be illustrated;
is
who
Eugene
Bar
NOTICK.
at
small breeding plot# could be established;
Morton,
employed
printing office at 12 Water street. Ells
birdhouses could be erected;
perhaps a Harbor, is at home on account of a THE
worth, formerly run by Tracy A Co., la
small fish pond could be established and sprained knee.
now being conducted by the
Bellatiy Printing
The girls gave a baked- bean supper at the Co. Ail orders that were sent to the former
many other tests could be made. It could
Arm. please aend to us now, as all work can be
be made a proving yard and collecting church Saturday evening.
Proceeds, |6.20, duplicated. Tub Bbllatty Psimtino Co.,
H. W. Be Hatty, Mgr.
yard for the various problems that arise in towards a bell for the church.
May 1&. 1911.
the course of farm work, which the chilO. H. Stewart, with daughter Alma, has
dren

collections.

2,'
■•od,.%{?Sl**
»»7twhich would

Irani *vo lo 'iso a month
W»
claaa ratcttnces. and bond lo
Hoot. Addrrtt PlCTOBlaL Rarmw
con St., Boston, Matt

were

ject the school into the home

country
school children.
“There might be a half-acre or an acre
A “white list” of summer hotels whose
the barns, permanear the house and
proprietors observe the proper precautions
set
aside
and
inclosed
with
nently
perhaps
against the breeding and prevalence of
rows of trees and bushes and permanent
flies is another of the new features of the
In
of
flowers.
this
area
planting
many 1911
campaign, in which health and edukinds of tests and demonstrations could
cation boards, women’s dubs, the Y. M.
new
be made.
Here
varieties could be
C. A. and press are co-operating with the
tried; fertilizers in a small way could be American Civic association.

eom« on

mean, a

In

copies
Housefly
Bar”, a compilation of scientific opinions,
Co irt.
as
to
the fly’s guilt
popularly expressed,
home into the school.
My suggestion, in the matter of disease
dissemination; fVPFICES over Moore's drug store. Just vatherefore, is that on every farm there “Kules for
V j cated by B. T. Howie; hot water heat and
Dealing With the Fly Nuis- toilet.
should be a piece of land definitely set
Inquire of E. Q. Moons. Ellsworth.
for
in
ance,”
posting
hotels, schools, facaside for the children and the young folks,
tories, stores, etc., and “Beware of the T7K)VB ROOM cottage “Hill Crest." hy the
to be used for the purpose of developing
of Mas. Mast H.
X: day or week.
Dangerous Housefly”, a simply-worded Stinson. East Surry,Enquire
Me.
intellectural interest in the farm and in
tract for distribution, particularly among
life.
are

of “The

Thlx

lor,

the

life.

married Mi*a Celia Hroitb, and the

proved

the rise and fall of the number of flies.

But, leaving all other diseases out of the
question, the fly is held responsible for an
annual loss in the United Btates alone of

SALK8M

m*n who ku had
aelllnK JJI!.,*/“”•«
"'*'*>
orfanil* our bu.ln... on th?
nmnt plan, io Kllaworth aad
ailolxii!,

tally.

Flies also

a Bchool property.
The object
garden is not primarily to teach
gardening, but to afford a working place 000,000 which the American
people pay anand testing place for many of the ideas
nually for screens, we can see that there
that originate or crystalize in the school.
are
some convincingly
practical arguIn most rural schools it is now impractiments back of the “swat the fly" camcable to have a good school garden, for the
paign which is sweeping the country.
reason that there may
be no available
The agency which is chiefly responsible
land, and because the school is not in ses- for
arousing the public to an appreciation
sion w hen the garden ought to be in beat
of the dangers of the fly pest is the flycondition, and also because what is everyflghtiug committee of the American Civic
body's business is likely to be nobody's association.
business.
This committee has been for the last
“We can never develop country life
year engaged in the distribution of thousthe
homes
and
the
schools
until
effectively

tached to

of the

Cflumtn.

OBITUARY

WAR ON THE FLY.

EVERY FARM A SCHOOL.

FIRE WARDENS

£ h* <£Ustt)ortb American.

PARCHKK’S SUCCESS.

Popularity of Plan

to

Sell

Medicine at Halt Price and

Mollct »f First Mmiidk
Ib the District Court of the United
the Haneoek District of MaineId the matter of
1

.state*

for

•_

,o"SL,‘i4;tr“T>
To the

r &

creditors of Joseph C. Stanley, of Ml
Desert, in the county of Hancock sod dl»trict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
12th
\TOT1CE is hereby liven that on the »»id
-Lu
day of April, a, d. iill, the
Joseph C. Stanley was duly adjudicated bank*
rupt: and that the flrst meeticic of bis
creditors
will be held at my office, in
Ellsworth.
mi.
».
Maine,
May
which
!• o'clock ia
a;
the
forenoon,
attend,
time
the
said
creditors
may
their claims, appbtnt a trustee. e«n»ln«
he bankrupt, and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam B Whitiso,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated RUsworth. Me.. May 17, iflll.

f>rove

Guarantee a Cure.
G. A. Parcber, the enterprising drugjiit,
rather than await {be ordinary method* ol
introduction, urged the Dr. Howard Co.
to aecure a quick eale lor tbeir celebrated
Noticefof First Meeting
the District Court of the United States for
■pacific for the cure ol constipation and Inthe
Hancock District of Maine.
dyspepsia by oBering the regular 60c. botIn the matter of
»_ oamkruvin/.
tle at half-price.
The wonderful success of this plan waa
To the creditors of Annie D. McKay, of
a great surprise even to Ur.
Parcber, and
in the county of Hnnoock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
to-day there ere scores of people here in
the
IMJ
Ellsworth who are using and praising this ■\TOTICB ia hereby given that onthe
“id
mid
a. d.
Mil.
JJI
ofjtay, wma
remarkable remedy.
Annie D.
duly adjudicated
McKay
of her
In addition to selling a 50c. bottle of Dr. bankrupt; aad that tba flrst meet infIi~J Ellscreditors will be held at my offlee.
in
Howard's specific for 26c., Mr. Parcber worth, Me., May 29, mi. at 2 o’clock
o'clock u
the afternoon, et which time the said credt
has so much faith in the
remedy that be tors may attend, prove their cleims. appoint
will refund the money to anyone whom it a trustee, examine the bankrupt and trans*
act such other business as may properly com*
does not cure.
before said meeting.
When your head aches, your stomach
William B. Wbitiso.
Referee in Bankruptcy
does not digest food easily and
naturally
Dated Ellsworth. Mo.. May Id, ltll.
when there is constipation, speck* before
the eyes, tired feeling,
giddiness, bad
Sttmtiacnuntfe.
taste in the mouth, coated
heart

raJW;?'■

l

"“-r
u

dajr

tongue,

burn, sour stomach, roaring or ringing in
the ears, melancholy and liver troubles
Dr. Howard’s specific will cure
you. If it
does not, it will not cost you a cent.

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES

GOOD NEWS!
E. O. Moore, leading
druggist of this town
i* eothaiiutic over the new German
remedy
dider-i-te. He reports that a 81 NO LB DOSE
relieves ga» on the stomach, sour stomach sad
constipation almost INSTANTLY, and »»—j
one dose a week
prevents appendicitis.

Advertising is
confidence,

Base

surety win.

tike Isensing to steins
strike out end yen wilt

■LLSWOATH,

MAIMS

•earsbee made and ahttrsets
and eofsles fbrniobod on fhort
i at

OFFieRl

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOCK.
•TATS itmit.

NEWS.

COUNTY

ICR OSf

Profit for the Dairymen and Comfort for the Household.
The icehouse is fast
becoming recognised as one of the indispensable features
in modern farming. The cost of
construction is not a serious factor in the reckoning, as equipment for keeping ice satisfactorily ranges from the very inexpensive to that costing hundreds of dollars.
The writer has seen an icehouse constructed by setting chestnut posts sixteen
feet in length two feet in the ground and
four apart, forming a skeleton
building
fourteen feet square, planked upon the
inside of the posts. To prevent the sides
from spreading apart, the posts were tied
with cross wires at the top, and there was
no roof on the structure.
When tilling,
the ice was well packed, leaving fifteen
inches of space between the ice and sides
of the structure, that space being tilled
with sawdust packed in firm and the ice
covered with a like quantity of sawdust.
This method for housing ice was under
observation for ten years, the dairyman
making the statement that a waste of ice
did not exceed 15 per cent, for
any
year, and that each tier of ic£ came out in
about as good condition as when it was
put in. This kind of a structure is no
ornament. We mention it to call attention to a principal in housing ice that
should not be overlooked
namely, the

ISLE AU HAUT.
Rockland on
F Barton want to
Saturday,
trip
business
cama bare with a load
uehoonar Infect
lor tba clob hooaa.
at Revere hall Priday
was a danoa
lhe Ule ■" H*ut b,n<1,
bF
Music
vrnio*
M.Coomba
I0

<'uuperintendent-of-8cboolsT.
Monday visiting
o( Virialbaven.
the school*.

1-H.rabrr*

waa

here

Bo.ton

Irom

work

at

arr

Lookout

cott.ke. at

getting

on

them

frtdv lor occupancy.
.mack
in hi.
C„,t Fred 1‘srtridge,
Irom Boston Friday.
ijttlr Klaie. arrived
cent, for lobetera.
i, paving twenty
CMay «■

Jj,

_

SUNSET.
ha. gone to

dydi Smith
a

yacht-

Beverly

to

Join

hospital
»r,. James Shepherd
1.
is Boston May
baa been very ill,
He,. Ernest Eaton
Mrs
Olive Fraser, and

rived

a

improving .lowly.

is

but

died In

Irom Boston

tx>ng

Bessie

ar-

Friday.

Mrs. Lucy Baynes was
Tbe body
lor interment,
brought here Wednesday
accompanied by her son, Benjamin.
ol

The better class of icehouses are constructed by covering the outside of the
studding with heavy building paper and

Sadie.

May 15.

bousing.

too close

_

NORTH DEER ISLE.

tight-fitting clapboards, ceiling on the
inside with inch-thick plain, second gradd
weeks with an abscess on hit neck.
lumber, and putting on a shingled roof.
waa
of
H.
Dole,
Sedgwick,
Miss Harriett
Too often there is not enough ventilation
an
address
to
the
here last week and gare
provided. The gable ends of the house
Christian Endeavor aociety. All preaent should be left open, allowing free circulawere much pleased.
tion of air between the covered ice and
Micha.I O'Neil baa been ill tbe past two

Mrs. Jack Stinson has

from

returned

the roof.

for ice on the farm are
no longer in the class of luxuries, but, on
the contrary, ice is a necessity. A dairyman cannot properly
and economically
cool and hold milk in the dairy until time

w here she waa called by tbe
illit Capt. Munson, who had been quite
ill, but was belter when abe left him.
H.
May 15.

Portland,

ness

for

BLCEHILL FALLS.

am

J. P. Friend is tailing in healUi.
Mr*. Maria Wood ha* returned to her
home «t

delivery
01

market

without

the

ice.

maintains

its

of
its

freshly-drawn milk
keeping qualities and

normal

odor and

flavor.

of course, means production under
clean methods and the milk kept in closed

After

containers.

Kent.

15.

to the

This,

here of the seriDowne, of Fort

Schooner
Whitney, Capt. Merchant,
leaded here for Alien’* laat week, and
railed for Bioningtob.

use

Rapid cooling
greatly increases

Sergentville.

News ha* l>een received
ous illness ot little Byron

May

The

[ question,

we

beat results
the

cooling

from the use of ice in the dairy
vat should he provided with a

The

cover.

_Cur mb*.

careful study of the
that to obtain the

a

observe

object

keep

is to

the circula-

ting air away from the water and ice, as it
eats up the ice and tends to warm the

CENTER.

water also.

Mr*. Janie* dray and aon Albert apent a
fee (lay* recently at Opeechee.
Mm* Annie Reed, of Northeaat Harbor,
riailed friends here last week.

It is also necessary to put a sufficient
quantity of ice in the vat to hold over
from day to day, not allowing the ice to
get out of the vat

so

to

apeak.

the water ice cold at ail

Fred Clinkard and wife, of Bar Harbor,
HiU farm laat week.

less is

visited at the

required

This

keeps

times, and thus

to hold the water at

that

temperature. When warm milk is put into the vat it cools quickly, as the ice has
only milk to chill instead of water.
The day has passed for producing
Ice
market milk without the use of ice.
for dairy uses is a necessity. Cold springs
Thoughts of Maine.
I and wells are no longer to be depended
1 Mis* Grace E. Snow, of Cambridge. Maas., I
is Portland Board of Trad* Journal, in hpon, as has been obvious during the last
memory of her childhood home.’,
two of three dry summers, when so large
a percentage of these have failed to meet
Amid tby fields where flowers fling
Robert Higgins and family, of Beal Harbor. and Mrs. H. P. Robbins, of Bouthwesl
Harbor, visited relatives here Monday.
H.
May 15.

Their fragrance to the breeses mild;
There once again I long t*» be.
And roam at will, e happy child.
Beside thy dimpling streamlets clear.
That sparkle in the sunlight's play:
Upon their banks I long to sit
And idly while the hours away.

The little child Is older now.
The idle hours have busy grown;
Yet ’mid the city's din and roar
1 see thee, childhood’s
home.

happy

come, the seasons go,
Unchanged to thee the years remain.
And 1 am still thy loving ehild,
And ever shall be, Btate of Maine.
seasons

Teacher-How many of my scholars cao
**»eniber the longest sentence they eser
mom, 1 can. Teacher
"SS* HUly—Please,
-Whai!
I* there only one? Well Wilyou can tell tlie rest of the scholars
the
longest sentence yon ever read. BUly
-Imprisonment (or llto.
ud

yogr

mu.

upon Mm

hiM,

httte; gin, the kind o’ medlume

that

appeal.

to oommon

ganaa;
Tog may talk I bo at yoar dodger., aad you
elroglara aad .aeh,
■ot I calculate
thay don't aaetat an adgertitei

*»de»i«ially la

wtatar, whea the now la OB
ti» (round,
« wonder
whan your pooler, aad yoar dodger,
can be foundr
*“ wlthln 'be
ooay .-Trail whan the pwior
•tore-, aglow,
***
“'".paper u read aload to lyeryoae we
k»ow."

moderate needs of this kind,

Other
the

uses

for ice

on

the farm include

keeping of milk, butter and meats,

The
eggs and fruits for domestic use.
j housewife would appreciate this feature,
| as it would sfford s luxary—if we wish te
call It to-tnd meet the needs of a real
necessity. Claude D. Morris, in N. Y.
Tribune.

|

And dream the happy dreams of yore.
Of singing birds, and lambs at play.
When all the world seemed nothing less
Than one sweet, endless holiday.

"Tog mu .boat pogggrg

even

—

Beneath thy stately pine trees tail.
That murmur gentlest lullabies:
Once more upon the velvet turf
I long to rest, and close my eyes.

The

I

_

How Many Mile* DI<1 You Dance?
Kvery one hu observed that the lady 01
the beao who objects strenuously to taking any sort ot exercise and pleads incapacity to endure strain,will dance through
a full and exhaustive program, being in
this fashion seduced into a most vigorout
and, under proper conditions, beneficial
exercise. A certain scientist interested
himself in dancing, and has been anonymously, voicing his deductions In varioui
journals of late.
It seems that in a normal little dance th<
parties travel somtbing like eleven and
one-half miles, and do it in much more
strenuous fashion than they would if they
calmly set out to walk the same distance,
An average waits takes you over somthlng
like three-quarters of a mile, and the
various old-fashioned square dances are at
least a half-mile long. The same investigator points out that, to make dancing
beneficial, the room should be throughly
ventilated so that a constant supply ol
fresh oxygen la available for the overworked heart.

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the pubWithout circulation
lisher mag demand.
tAero earn ho no results, and without
results the monev which the advertiser
invests is tost -Leavenworth (Kansas)
Tunes.

SbbirtfetnunU.

Blood Humors
*• Important that you should now rid your
blood of thoso Impure, poisonous, effete matters
that have accumulated In It during the winter.
The secret of the unequalsd
and really wonderful success of

J*

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
ren>edy lor Blood Hamort Is the fact that it combines, not simply
“taaparilla, bat the utmost remedial values of more than twenty ingre~*°ts,—Roots, Barks and Herbs,—known to have extraordinary effiWcy In purifying the blood and building up the whole system. "
Totte is no real substitute for Hood’s Sarsaparilla, no just as good
medicine. Get Hood’s today, in liquid iorm or tablets called Sarsatabs.
** *

*i>jcn»cm(nia.

MEMORIAL DAY
TO BE OBSERVED AS USUAL IN

CELEBRATE FOURTH

ELLSWORTH.
ORDERS

ISSUED

BY

THE

POST

OF

JULY

COM*

AT ELLSWORTH.

HARDER—COMMITTEES APPOINTED
TO VISIT CEMETERIES.

Wm. H. H. Rice post, O. A. R., has made
plans for the fitting observance
of Memorial day-Tuesday, May 30.
The orator of the day will be Rev. P. A.
A. Killam, of Ellsworth. The memorial
I
sermon at the union service at Hancock
hall Sunday evening. The speaker has
! not yet been determined.
The following orders issued by the poet
! commander, William Small, give in detail
! the program for the day, and also the
to
visit the
| committees appointed
ita usual

various

cemeteries in the

OLD HOME WEEK,

fttemortal Servic**.
flRADQL’ARTF.Rft Wm. H. H. RlCB POST, )
No. 66, Dbpaktmrnt of Maine, O. A. R
Ellsworth. May 16, 1911. )
Order Xo. 1.
The officers and comrades of this post are
hereby required to meet at their hall on Sunday evening, May 28. at 6.30 o’clock, preparatory to marching to Hancock hall to listen to
a
memorial sermon and such other services
as may be connected therewith at 7 o’clock.
The Woman's Relief Corps, Sons of Veterans and all honorably discharged
soldiers
and sailors are invited to take part with the
in
all its memorial exercises.
post
By order of
William Small,
Post Commander.
D. L. Fiblds, Adjutant.

j
j

j

Memorial Day.
Headquarter* Wm. H. H. Rice Post,)
No. 66, Department or Maine, (i. A. R.,
\
Ellsworth. May 16, 1911.
)
Order No. J.
I. In accordance with the rules and regulations of our order. Tuesday, May 30. will be
observed in Ellsworth as Memorial Day.
II. It is earnestly requested that flags on
buildings and on the shipping be displayed
at hair-mast during the
day. and that all
places of business be closed between the
hours of 1 o'clock p. m. and 5 o'clock p. m.
III. At H o'clock a. m. detachments from
this post will proceed to the several outlying
cemeteries to decorate the graves of soldiers
and sailors as follows:
At Woodbine and St. Joseph's Catholic
cemeteries—E Honsey, D L Fields, H N Joy, C
H Qrindal, Irving Osgood, William Small, J
I. Cook, Timothy Bresnahan and Nahum
At

the

Congregational

church

—

John

W

Armstrong.
At North Ellsworth— George W Patten, A P
Phillips, and James A McOown.
At Ellsworth Falls—C H Haynes. A W Ellis,
W A Richardson, D J Lyman, A H Danico,
1 x-vi H Bennett.
Catholic cemetery on High street—Richard
Hawkes.
Beechland and Riverside—Oeo F.Haskell,
John Kief.
West Ellsworth—G B Floyd, Sherrington
Stack pole.
Lakewood—Albert Garland.
The commander of each detachment will repoitatonce to the adjutant the number of
graves decorated.
IV. At 1 o'clock p. m., if pleasant, all the
comrades will assemble at Grand Army hall,
where they will form in column and march to
the soliders' monument, where a service from
the service book will be held.
V. At the conclusion of the service at the
monument, the comrades will again form in
column and escort the orator of the day to
Hancock hall, where the memorial address
will be given by Rev. P. A. A. Killam, <jf Ellsthe close of the service the comrades will
to their hall
and disband.
VI. All soldiers and sailors of the late
Spanish-American war, the Woman's Relief
Corps, Boos of Veterans, all fraternal orders,
the mayor and members of the city government, the children of the public schools and
citizens generally are cordially invited to
take part in the observance of the day.
VII. Comrade John F. Whitcomb is hereby
designated as marshal of the day.
William Small,
Post Commander.
D. L. Fields, Adjutant.
At

again form in line and return

HOOTER OF THE FOOT.

Reunion at Home.

A

Bresnahan, Timothy,
Fields, D L, adjutant,
Whitcomb, J F,
Haynes, C U,
Ellis, Ambrose W,
Bennett, Levi W,
Osgood, Irving,
Smith, M S,
Urey, B F,
Dorr, C P,
Grindal, C H,
Bousey, E,
Dean, J B,
Denico, A H,
Goodwin, S A.
Floyd, G B,
Joy, H N,
Jordan, R F,
Armstrong, John W,
Parsons, James E,
Patten, G W,
Lyman, D J,
Maddox, Benjamin,
Phillips, Ambrose,
Garland, Albert,
Scott, John,
Smith, Joaiah,
MoOown, J A,
Moore, W F,
Cook, J L,
Haven, George,

Ellsworth Falla

Ellsworth

West Ellsworth
Ellsworth

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Weir Maddocks has gone to Bar Harbor.

Quy Robinson,

Bangor,

of

was

in

last week.

OHA8. O.
Moore,

Howard

ing

of

Lakewood, is

Maddocks is working for
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., at Ellsworth
Falls.
E.

carpenter.
Mrs. Hannah T. Maddocks visited her
daughter, Mrs. Ethel Walker, of Ellsworth, last week.
Luther G. Nason and wife, of Bangor,
Bpent Sunday with Mr. Nason’s mother,
Mrs. Abiah Nason.

Mrs. Knowles’

Indemnity

In-

C. C. BURRILL & SON, General Insurance Agents,

and

and

The dance and supper at the grange hall
was
well attended.

Thursday evening

An excellent time is

ceeds, f26.

reported by

all.

Pro-

________________

^Jllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

LAKE WOOD.

Mrs. M. B. Garland is in poor health.
John Tourtelotte

been

has

shearing

past week.
Madison Garland is at work for Charles
O. and Martin A. Garland.

sheep

the

Alfred

H.

turned from

Garland and wife have reGreen Lake to the farm here.

Mrs. Mary Garland
more

Falls,

is

visiting

Brown,
her

of

Liver-

parents, James

Garland and wife.
All are busy farming.

If the pleasant
weather continues nearly all will be well
advanced in early season.

MARINE LIST,
Ellsworth Port.
Sid May 13. sch Melissa Trask, Newark,
staves and heads, C J Treworgy
Sid May 14. sch Henry Chase, Bar Harbor,
bricks. H B Phillips
Hancock County ports.
Sid May 9, scbs Charlie and
Franklin
Willie, N Y; Oracie J, SearsDort
Ar May 8, sch Thos W H White
Ar May 7, sch Lizzie Lee
West Sullivan—Sid May 10, sch Lavolta, N Y
Ar May II, sch Franconia
Sid May 11, sch Emily I White, N Y
Ar May 13. sch Andrew Nebinger
Sid May 14, schs Eliza Levenseler, N Y;
Willie L Maxwell
Sid May 15, scbs Saru’l Hart, N Y; J A Webster
Southwest Harbor—Ar. May 7, ga s Copia
from Westport. N S
Ar May 10, sch Mary Curtlft,' Rockland for
Nova Scotia
Ar May 11. ga s Willard K Osier
Ar May 19, schs Almeda Willey, Hunter (Br),
Ravola \Br), Lima (Br) Nettie Shipman,
Rhnda Holmes, Windsor, N S, for New xork,
St Bernard (Br)
Ar May 14, ach Annie F Kimball
Sid May 12, ach Mary Curtis
Sid May 13, schs Almeda Willey, Rhoda
Holmes, Nettie Shipman, Hunter (Br), Ravola
(Br), Elma (Br). St Bernard (Br)
—

Blodgett,
Mr and Mrs Charles
BOWDEN—At Orland, May 9, to Mr and Mrs
Charles Bowden, a daughter.
DAVIS—At Deer Isle, May 4, to Mr and Mr
J R Davis, a son.
GRAY—At Stoniugton. May 18, to Mr and Mrs
Stephen Wells Green Gray, a daughter.
GRINMLE—At Bluehill. May 14, to Mr and
Mrs Ernest L Grindle. a daughter.
HADLOCK-At Islesford, May 12, to Mr and
Mrs George R Hadlock, a son.
HASKELL—Little Deer Isle, May 10, to Mr
and Mrs William D Haskell, a son.
JUDKINS—At North Stonington, May 8, to
Mr and Mrs Frank Judkins, a son.
LUFKIN-At Deer Isle, April 28, to Mr and
Mrs Fred L Lufkin, a son.
M’CLINTOCK—At Castine, May 14, to Mr and
Mrs C O McClintock, a daughter.
SWEET—At Bluehill, May 14, to Mr and Mrs
Sprague H Sweet, a son.
WHEELDEN—At Ellsworth, May 10, to Mr
and Mrs Harry L Wheelden, a son.

At Wellesley, Mast,
CLAPP
BALDWIN
May 10. by Rev Roger S Forbes, of Dorchester. MiM Gladys Williams Baldwin, daughter of Mr and Mrs Thomas Williams Baldwia, of Wellesley, to Chalmers Btevens
Clapp, of Dorchester.
At Mt Desert,
RICHARDSON-HAN8COM
Ilian
L'
LI
bv M L AMen, esq. Miss Ella H
Richardson, of Mt Desert, to Nathaniel Lee
Hanscom, of Eden.
WALLS—COLE—At Mt Desert. May 10. by AC
Fernald, esq. Susie N Walls, of Eden, to
Eugene Cole, of Bluehill.
—

W

T

S

II..—

aan

a

D1KD.
Hancock

CARTER—At Sedgwick, May 10. Edwin J Carter, aged <0 years, 11 months, 14 days.
East Surry DORITY—At Brooklln. May IS. Mrs Jane P
Moon, Moses,
Dority, aged >8 years, 8 months, 10 days.
Flood, Simon,
Mrs Phllena
East brook GROSS—At Oceanville, May 10, 11
Clough, Elmer,
days.
Gross, aged 84 years, 7 months,
Devereux, A R,
8. AbraSwan’s
Island,
May
HOLBROOK—At
ham Holbrook, aged 70 years, 11 months, U
Hagan, Ira B,
days.
Trenton
Marks, Horace,
At Northeast Harbor, May 14,
Lamoine HOLMES
McFarland, D Y,
Lewis Holmes.
Ellsworth SANBORN—At Dsmariscotta, May 11, Engene
Spender, A W,
Sanborn, of East Bncksport, aged 81 years.
West Ellsworth
Stack pole, S P,
West BrooksylUe, May 10, Capt
Surry TAPLEY—At
Sparry, G H,
Jerome P Tapley, aged 77 years, 5 months,
East brook
Goof ins, A w,
14 days.
1
Otis
Black, G W,
Minneapolis, Minn, March 15.
Ellsworth TAYLOR—At
Hawkes, Richard,
Edwin A Taylor.
have
died
Three post members
May 8, Mrs Eliya H
during YOUNG—At Penobscot,
the year—W. M. Jones, John J. Scott and
Young, formerly of South Surry, aged 88
11

Stewart, Nelson,

—

Thomas J. Holmes.

For Fire, Marine, Life, Accident and
of all classes apply to

surance

wife, of West
Sunday with
mother, Mrs. Mary Moore.

Knowles

**May™uT

Ellsworth

E8TABLI8HED 1886.

J. H. Nason has gone to Bangor, w'here
employment for the summer as

Benton

BURRILL.

Has had a reputation for honorable and prompt business methods for a period of 45 years, which term is a guarantee of its reliability. The companies represented by this Agency are among the
leading insurance companies of the World.
We solicit your business and desire investigation of our companies before insuring elsewhere.

he has

Eden, spent Saturday

R.

CHA8.

CHAS. C. BURRILL & SON, Insurance Agency.

in town.

Harold

BURRILL.

work-

MAKKIKD.

Bayside

1866— INSURANCE —1011

town

—

North Ellsworth
Ellsworth Falla
North Ellsworth
Ellsworth

Seven-day Program.

Come, All Ye Faithful!

Following ia the roeter ot Wm. H. U.
Rice poet, G. A. H., to-dey:
Ellsworth
Small, William, commander,
Connick, William, 8 V C,
Kief. John O, J V C,
BORN.
True, William H, quartermaster,
Curtis, A W, chaplain,
BILLINGS—At Little Deer Isle, April 30, to
“
Mr and Mra Peal F Billings, a daughter.
Haskell, U H, O o( D,
BLODGETT—At West Brooksville, May 12, to
Nahum Murch, O U,
a son.
T.
Richardson, A L, surgeon,

6-12, ’11.

AUG.

vicinity.

J

—

proper ventilation of the icehouse, keeping the ice from coming in contact with
the air. and by care not to smother it by

j|i,a Flora Stinson, who ia employed at
is spending
Webb s factory at Oeeanville,
with her siater, Mrs. Ed. Duna lew days
lam

THR FARM

years, 7

months,

days.

im
G.

Restate AND INSURANCE
rno CAI r An nryT

Two-story house,

shed and

large stable, all

con-

n^cteAwtbwaterandeiectric
ruii wALL UK Ktllila «.bout
1 acre of laud. A bargain o easy terms.
»

Other

Properties in Ellsworth and Vicinity.

C. W. & F. L. MASON.
Money Back.
Parcher

A.

Sa|e

to

Garanteea

Hundreds of Hancock county

people

Parisian

Banish Dandruff.

.And also to stop that bald spot from
growing larger; to stop itching scalp
and falling hair, or money back. Parisian Sage will drive every particle of
dandruff from your scalp and kill the
dandruff germs which are the cause of
all hair diseases.
It is a most beneficial hair dressing
and hair beautifier, not sticky or
greasy, and is used by women of refinement the country over.
Large
bottle, 50 cents.
“Parisian Sage is the best hair tonic
It is a
and hair grower I ever used.
grand dandruff cure and scalp cleaner,
and also cures itching scalp.”—Mrs.
Lottie Davis, R. F. D. No. 7, Flint,
Mich., June 20, mo.

carry

Life Insurance
in the

NEW YORK LIFE

INSURANCE
CO.

WHY?

Ask Haines,
LOCAL AGENT,
Peters’ Block,

Ellsworth, Maine.

ELLSWOKTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. THE—
MO

PAY, NO

WASH Kit."

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building, State St..

ELECTRICAL
Pwl

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
Estimates ee Wlrief aad SaffMss CkssfffsHy Oim,
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellawovth
Estey Building. State St..
AND

WOMEN
o

earn

a

Whether it’s

a

nace—if it is

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet ever; requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

Let ns mail
you particu-

lai
an of how

beautiful

pair of $4.0o 518 Congress St., Portland,
proposition ever
Manufacturer of

8hoes. It’s the best
offered—and we can prove it.

Bay State Hosiery Co.,

Oriental Rug Works
Factory rebuilt—brick,

modem Improvements.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy rugs made from old
woolen, tapestry, brussels or velvet carpets.
Carped deassi daaa letaraai * eart frefc*.
Bend for clreular.

L L.

CLARION.

MORRISON, Skowbegao, Maine.

Me.

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties
BUY

Swasey'a
FBOM

TOUR

Premium Tee
GROCER AND GET A

PRESENT WITH

EVERY POUND.

If your dealer cannot supply you. write ust
and we will supply you direct.
B. SWASEY ft

CAMDEN WOOLENS

Portland. Maina

CO..

RraftMumil

We can save you money on

Citfil.

dress materials and suitings
for Men, Women, and Children,
direct from the Camden WoolWrite tor Staple*.
en Mill.

F. A.

Packard, Mgr. Retail Department.
Bok as. Camden. Me.

A common mistake of local advertisers
is to estimate the value of advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication. It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some piker publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it.—Leavenworth (Kansaa)
Times.

Agent 01 tne Union safe Deposit ft Trust Co., of
Portlaud. Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bouda.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

DR.

c.

E.

Drug

HOLT,

Dentist,

Bangor, Maine.
OFFICE

:

RESIDENCE

'it Fourt Mirth

:

Si.

COUNTY NEWS.

parents in Blnehill.
been

has

road machine

with his

doing good

on

work

Jordan pond

the

Podge,

Mrs. Annie

who has been suffer-

Candler,

Duncan

the

for

architect

Rockefeller and Manning cottages,

was

in

town last week.
Mrs. Mark Hanna’s

servants arrived

week, to prepare the house
Hanna, who will come soon.

for

early for beans, etc.

on

near-

ing completion. The crew is being shortened almost daily. Mr. Dane and family
This is

in June.

will arrive early
the most beautiful
Desert island, and

one

of

on Mt.
credit to the

homes

summer

work of

a

workmen.
The Bar Harbor

junior ball team played
Harbor

ball team of Seal

junior

with the

Saturday afternoon. The game was
close and exciting, and the Seal Harbor
here

boys

claim that

an

unfair decision of the

umpire robbed them of the game. The S.
H. W. C. will play a return game with the
Bar Harbor boys Saturday, May 20.

May

Hex.

15.
SOUTHWEST

a

pests are coming to the front, notwithstanding the cold weather.
Charles Smith is patting in a concrete
foundation for an ell to his house. He
other

has

will also build a cistern. There
ne water in his well for ten months.

May

HARBOR.

Philip Gilley, who is taking a course at
college, is home for the summer.
Rebecca

Gilley returned to South-

west Harbor with her brother.

Fernald left May 8 for Portland, where she has successfully received
surgical treatment at the Maine general
hospital. Mrs. Alice Uilley is housekeeper during Mrs. Fernald’s absence.
Rev. C. W. Robinson attended the State
Mrs. Fred

Congregitional

conference

Mrs. Roderick Clark with
Eleanor took

in

Ch’k’kr.

15.

to visit

her

of

Neck

light,

Green

islaud.

Mr.

Bealis

now head keeper at the Rock, with
Witl Lurvey first assistant and Mr. Rad-

ley second assistant.
Monday evening, May S,

at Masonic

Chambers,
brother, Bartlett Wallace.
Earl Bickford, of Steuben, is working
forT. M. Blaisdell driving delivery team.

a

good-sized

audience in

a

plea

for the retention of the

who

peas up end flourishing.
Mrs. Heber Sawyer, of Egg Rock light
station, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Eliza*

Hodgdon,

beth

Northeast

Harbor,

and attended the
There will be

evening
as

the

Episcopal

the

May

16-18.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

a

in town

were

evening
lawn

Thursday

service.

party at Mrs. W.

service

clergy

be omitted

on

in attendance

on

will

are

in Portland,
regular service will be

convention

The

went

trip last

business

New York

to

a

on

week.

Mrs. Leslie Rice spent a few days last
Northeast Harbor.

week at

E.

Capt.
New

J.

Rice

Beth

Bulger,

Crosby will

Clarence

leave

and

Wednesday for

York.
Ethel Eaton has returned to her
Lamoine, after being employed

Mrs.

borne at
at

the

home

four

Spurling

of Ernest

meeting

resumed

house

on

the

Condon road.

and

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Miss Grey spent Sunday in Brewer.
Klsie Simpson is a guest of Miss Sibley
in Chelsea, Mass.
Miss Helen Smith entertained guests
from Bar Harbor

over

Sunday.

Sorosis meets this week Thursday with
Mrs. Allen and Mrs. B. Joy. matrons.
Miss

Whitaker

Emma

was

a

Clark.

hopeful of recovery. The case js particularly sad as she leaves besides her husband five little children, the oldest but

where

and

nine years of age, the youngest a babe of
fourteen months. Much sympathy is felt

family.

for the

May

Centre.

N.

15.

recent

guest of her sister, Mrs. Baker, at Sullivan

Mrs. Lurvey had been ill since last autumn, a patient sufferer, always cheerful

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Fred Kackliffe, of
Oceanville visiting friends.
Mrs.

Harry Stanley will
Appleton to spend the

Mrs.
for
A

son was

Corea,

is

at

his
H.

IS.

LAMOINE.
M. R. King is at home, after
several weeks in Boston.

Mrs.
of

daughter

___

a

visit

He
\

Mrs.

hospital

for

treat-

at

is employed with Mr#. Stuart
boarding-house of Whitcomb,

the

Haynes

A

The many friends of Horace Marks and
wife
after

Mrs. Knowlton, teacher at North Stonington, spent Monday afternoon with

pleased

are

to

see

them out

again,

James

Savage and children, of
Ellsworth, spent last week with her
mother, Mrs. A. B. Smith.
A.

B.

Amanda

The new cement floor which was put in
the church recently has added greatly to
the convenience of the bailding.

Mias Nellie Haskell is in Boaton, the
guest of L. K. Allen and wife.
Mra. Clara Holden and Engene Hardy
made a visit in Camden and Rockland last

Much

Smith

took

hi#

Bailey,

aud

her

niece,

Miss

friend, Miss
Saturday.

is felt for Edgar
wife in the loss of their
Springer
youngest child Oarroli, who died May 5.
The remains were taken to Inmoine for
interment. Their little daughter Beryl is
still very ill.
All hope for a speedy recovery.
May 5.
H.

sympathy
and

_

relief, and

two’s treatment will
to
c«id which might, if not
checked, become chronic and run into a bad
case of catarrh.

Pwt

a
»

day

or

The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer, Little
Rock, Ark., had the measles. The result was
a severe oough which grew worse and he
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver tTabcould not sleep. She says: “One bottle of
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound completely lete will clear the sour stomach, sweeten
cured him and he has never been bothered
since.’’
Croup, whooping cough, measles the breath and create a healthy appetite.
cough all yield to Foley’s Honey and Tar They promote the flow of gastric
juice,
Compound. The genuine is in yellow paekRefuse substitutes. For sale by thereby inducing good digestion. Sold by
ajje
ail dealers.

hand”.

Charles Hardison, wife and sister, Mias
Laura Hardison, and Wellington

Sargent,

A touch of rheumatism, or a
twinge of
neuralgia, whatever the trouble Is, Chamberlain’s Liniment drives sway the pain at
once and cures
the complaint quickly.
First application gives relief. Sold by all

dealers.

The frienda of Dr.

WATCH TOW KIDKKTS.
Their acrion controls yoor health.
Bead
whst Poley Kidney Pills have done for ronr
neighbor. O. I. Oetchell, 1S1 Main St., Bantor, Me., says "Lass summer I suffered with
» severe case of kidney and bladder trouble.
1 had pains across my back and the action of
my kidneys was attended with mueh pain. 1
read an advertisement of Foley Kidney Pills
snd began taking them according to directions. In a few days there was a remarkable
change in my condition and to-day I am cured
of all kidney and bladder
For sale
by all druggists.

trouble'"

Cheapest
Roofing is the Roofing That Lasts Longest

Robert Grand Lenard,

Ok la., sympathize
jI and wife, of Chickasba,
in the loss of their home,

!

with them
which was

j
|

You can buy a lower-priced
roofing than Rt:-6F.R-OiD-it

destroyed by Are Tuesday, i
Mrs. Lenard was Miss Lou >

!

their illness.

Mrs.

Mrs. Richard Smith, who spent the winBoston with her daughter, Mrs. Gilman Bray, is home.

Co.

The

formerly of this pla-'e, have each presented
flO to *.he library association toward the j
building fund. These gifts are highly ap- ;
predated by the society.

Thelma.

15.

Vera Seed#

Frank

ment.

|

been ill.

BAY8IDE.

ter in
a

Mias Edith Cousins returned to Bouton
Monday, after spending several weeks at
home to care for her mother, who ha*

Belfast,

home.

a

Mrs. L, W. Rumill lrft Saturday for
Mrs J. F. Staples returned to her home
Portland to attend the R. P. sisters conseveral
vention as delegate. From there she will in Surry Tuesday, after spending
months with her niece, Mrs. Nellie Phil- ;
go to Boston to visit her son, E. H. Rum- |
She was accompanied by her sister,
ill, for a couple of weeks. Mrs. Edwin lips.
Lopaus i# keeping house for her, with the Mrs. Lizzie Staples.
Capt. G. W. Herrick, of Somerville, and
help of Mrs. Kumili’s two girl#, Lcola ano
Lee H. Powers, of Dorchester, Mass., both |
Marie.

summer.

born to Mr. and

Arrie to

buy

to

will sell out here.

May

Seavey rendered “Grandma’s Miry Judkins, of North Stonington, May 3.
Gustavus Mitchell and wife went to
uet” in her usual dainty manner at the
high school entertainment which was Yarmouth Monday to spend the summer.
held Saturday evening, at K. of P. ball,
Charles Webb, of Oceanville, has taken

May

been

leave this week

Vera

West Sullivan.

he has

from

_

always.

frnni

the week-end at home.

Willard Rich has returned

The local union was well attended last
Capt. F. L. Gray has sold some land to
week.
S. Latty for use as a granite quarry. Mr. Saturday. Delegates from every point on
Carrie Johnson, of Weat Htonington,
Latty is in New \oric on bosiness con- the island and from Isles ford were present.
nected with his paving job on the Brooksvisited her parents, Levi Knight and
G.
May 16.
wife,
ville Granite Co.'s premises.
Thursday.
OAK POINT.
C.
May 13.
Mrs. Comfort Greenlaw arrived home
DEER ISLE.
Althea Murch was at home Sunday.
Saturday, after spending the winter with
EAST SURRY.
Alston Marshall came home from Boston
Archie Roynolds, of Bar Harbor, was relatives in Boston.
Daniel Keyes has gone in the schooner
here Sunday.
John Adams,
of Dorchester, Maas., Saturday.
Minneoia, Capt. Philip Treworgy.
Mrs. Preseey arrived at Pleasant View
Grindle A Murch have a crew of men arrived this week to open hia summer
Carl Christianson has gone in the
house. Island Home.
here building their weir.
Sunday.
schooner Winchester, Capt. A. Closson.
Mrs. A. H. Grindle, of Bar Harbor, is visHarry and Cecil Annia and Madison
Capt. Edwin Haskell and wife returned
Joseph B. Brackett, of Brackett, Shaw
Torrey left last week for Bristol, R. I., to home to-day from Boston.
A Lnnt, Somersworth, N. H., was at M. D. iting at Daniel Grindle's for a few days.
W. A. Ricker has been in town the past
Mrs. Alma Alley, son Harry and grand- join the yacht Hester.
Chatto's Monday.
Qapt. M. E. Billings and Gapt. Ezekiel week with his automobile.
daughter
Angie Garland have gone to
Will Yorke and James Card, of EllsMarshall are In Bangor loading the
Junction City, Kan., for a visit.
George Joyce oame home Saturday from
worth, Clark Cousins and Webster Jellischooner Chriatabel with lumber.
M.
May 15.
Bangor, where he has been in the hospital.
son, are at work for M. D. Chatto putting
Mra. Mary Eaton and Moody P. Eaton
in a sewer.
Deer Isle high school ball team played
and wife attended the Latter Day Saints’
NORTH LAMOINE.
conference at Stonington Saturday and Brooklln high Saturday, and the score was
Weldon Winchester has returned from
I^wis
has
to
to
McCartney
gone
Bangor
22-11 in favor of Deer Isle.
his trip to Pennsylvania as a witness in a
Sunday.
work.
May 15.
L.
case for the government
Master* Virgil and Milton McGorrill
against a correDr. H. A. Holt and wife spent Sunday
spondence school.
have come to spend the summer with their
NORTH SULLIVAN.
at their home here.
Hon. E. P. Spofford.
Sterling Anderson, who owns the Henry
The infant child of Rev. C. E. Cook and uncle,
Jarvis place, on which is located the JarCapt. A. B. Holt and daughter Arline, of wife has been
Mrs. H. P. A. Spofford was called away
but
is
very ill,
improving.
made a short visit at the Elms
vis Hill cemetery, has been
last week by the death of her sister, Miss
making im- Sullivan,
Frank Gordon, of Weeks Mills, is workSunday.
provements on several lota there.
Ellen Higgins.
She returned home toing here. Old friends are glad to greet
15.
Y.
May
Mrs. Edgar Foster and sons Oscar and
day.
him.
May IS.
Rax.
Merle, of Ash Point, are with Mrs. FosNORTH SEDGWICK.
George Whittaker and wife, of Bar Harter’s daughter, Mrs. Charles
Stone, who
were
week-end
bor,
of
Thurston
and
P.
B.
Charles
Friend went
gueets
C.
Harry
CAPE ROSIER.
has just lost her little daughter
Louise, to
Rockland Monday, and each purchased Butler and wife.
aged two yean.
Victor Black is working for Alvarado
a pair of large oxen.
E.
A.
Clark, of Spruce Head, arrived Fri- Gray.
May 1A.___
C.
Pearl Carter, who works at Minturn, day, having obtained employment with
Eugene Jordan has put a Knox engine
WEST FRANKLIN.
came home last week to attend the funeral
Hooper, Havey A Co.
in the sloop Katydid.
Eugene Butler went to Boston Tuesday. of his father, Edwin Carter, who died
The quarries are running with full
Ray Manaon, of Boston, spent a few
Mn. Ella Bradbury is ill of nervous Thursday.
crews, many men from other towns finddays here with his parents.
tron ble.
M*y 15.
£Uk.
ing employment here.
Capt. Jesae Gray is getting the yacht
Mrs. W. L. Carpenter, jr., and son Paul
Mias Della Clark arrived home from
Genevieve ready for the season.
Ely’s Cream Balm has been tried and not were in Bangor
Bluehill last week.
Saturday. Master Paul is
found wanting in thousands of homes all over
Maurice Gray has brought the sloop
Mn. Ella Archer is visiting hea parents, the country. It has won a place in the family having an eye treated.
medicine closet among the reliable household
Lilac from Buck's Harbor, where it baa
Oliver Bowley, of Swan’s Island, was in
Watson McGown and wife.
remedies, where it is kept at hand for use in
been in winter quarters.
treating cold in the head
as soon as some
town last week calling on old friends.
Conditions an favorable for grass and member of the householdJust
begins the prelimiMay IS.
forest fires. The trains have started nary sneezing or snuffling. It gives immedi- There were many here to extend the “glad
ate
la the Wake of the Measles.

Mrs. Ivan Farnbam and sister,
Mr,
William Phillips, who drove over
Surry Friday, returned last evening. Mrs
Famham is teaching iu Surry.

Sherman, who has been employed at Capt. R. F. Well’s, is at home.
Mrs. A. W. Bridget and Mrs. H. M.
Pease spent the week-end at South'BlueMrs. Susie

A

_

new

Mrs.

j

was

M. T. Condon is digging a cellar
putting underpinning under his

visiting
Nell Freethey
E. J. Carter, at Stonington.

Mias

Capt. George W. Bunker, of the fourGeorge E. Walcott, is visiting relatives here after an absence of
roasted vessel

prohibitory law.
Miss Edith C. Rice has returned from a
Bunker, to Bar Harbor last
opened with campaign
and North Livermore.
Miss Rose Thompson.
Little Lucy Stuart returned home Saturtemperance songs by a dozen or more visit to WaterviUe
school children, and prayer by Rev. R. W.
Miss Abbie Coolidge is housekeeper for
Charles Bye and wife were in the village day, after spending two weeks herewith
w
Brown.
Ice-cream found a quick sale E. H. King, who has returned from Bar
Sunday. Mrs. Bye was on her way to her grandparents, O. L. Stusrt and ife.
after the lecture.
Harbor.
Bluehill to visit her sister. Charles reB. E. Eldridge, of Brewer, is repairing
Spray.
May 15.
Miss Clark, of turned to his work in Rockland.
the furnaces at Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.’s
Lester Salisbury and
Ellsworth, speDt Sunday with W. K. ! Mathew Roberts and wife, of Milford, Bayside mill, preparatory to starting up
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
who have spent a few days with Mrs. this week.
Salisbury and wife.
Harry Leach has resigned as teacher of
R.
May 15.
The grange will give a seven-cent social. Roberta’ sister, Mrs. L. J. Warren, went to
the grammar school.
evening. May 19, at Grange ball. Deer Isle Sunday to viait Mrs. Frank
Friday
The Foresters’ hall society has received
SOUND.
The admission is seven cents, every Groas.
the seats for its lodge-room.
E. M. .Higgins has been quite ill with
seventh person being admitted free. A
A handsome monument has been placed
The Lizzie I. Clark, Capt. Orcutt, is
program of seven numbers will be given. in the Warren cemetery on the lot of the **iploaded with gravel for Portland.
Refreshments will be on sale.
Little Miss Rubie Tracy is quite ill with
late Capt. Gideon Hatch by his daughter,
R. H.
Chase Robertson has moved his family
May 15.
Mrs. Edwin P. Cole, of Brooklin, the only
to Minturn, where he has employment.
surviving member of a family of eight.
Mrs. Lydia Springer, of Lamoine, is
OTTER CREEK.
The Emille Belle, Capt. Thurston, is
H.
May 11.
with her son Edgar.
Mrs. Emma Walls is improving slowly.
loaded with lumber for Southwest HarMrs. Sidney Bracy is in the Bar Harbor
BEACH.
bor.
Mrs. Eva McKay is employed at Seal
for treatment.
Winfield Greenlawe has started lobster- hospital
The Lawrence Murdock, Capt. Cousins, Harbor.
E. T. M. Richardson has sold his span of
ing.
landed freight for local merchants ThursA new platform has been added to the
horses to I. W. Herrick, of Northeast HarBeater Gray hta gone to Camden to join
schoolhouse.
day.
bor.
a yacht.
The clam factory is just now a busy
Mrs. Frank Smith and Mrs. Herman
The service# at St. James chapel Sunday
8. T. Lowe left
place. There is a scarcity of help nearly all Smith and baby, of Manset, spent the
^i on day to join his yacht were conducted by Rev. Charles E. Lee, of
at Marion, Masa.
the time.
week-end with James Smith.
Northeast Harbor.
The

to*.

Joo Roy to on tho nod again
with hll
dry food* oort.
dison.
Will
tom Stevens Is
dpt.
building
Mrs. F. W. Cole woe home from Boston twenty*foot motor boot.
Saturday.
Mr». George Dovie hut gone to
South
The Farnaworth Packing Co.’a factory Brooksville to work at
the Bey view
hotel tbii summer.
opened May 7.
Mr*. William Conary, of Barry, i» visitCopt. George A. Htevene, who has been
ing Mr». Fred Phillips.
steamboating on Long Inland aournl the
Harvey Allen, who has been ill a year, past winter, is home.
doca not acem any better.
The remains ot Capt. Charles (lott
and
his daughter Belle were
A. E. Farnsworth and wife went to Boabrought from
Caatine last week and interred in
ton Saturday for a few days.
Mount
Heat cemetery.
Mis* Harriet Kane, who has spent the
Edgar Maromber, ot Belfast, was the
spring at Addison, la home.
of Capt. George H.
Taple.v Friday
Mra. M. A. Blaisdoll spent a few days guest
and Saturday. They had not met
last week at Back’s Harbor.
before
for twenty-eight years.
her sister,
is

_

Rice

Worn~

H. B. Kane spent the paat week in Ad-

M.

May 1ft.

father, Capt. Jerome p. Taplay,
to their Homo to Upton, ««. thu

BROOK UN.

time.

Leslie

J. Harper’s Saturday evening. May ‘JO.
Ice-cream, cake and coffee will be sold, the
proceeds for the benefit of the mission

May 18,

Will B. Blais dell, a student of the Bangor law school, is home. Owing to the
destruction of the books in the recent Are,
the studies are to be discontinued for a

and other relatives.

Everett Ober and wife, Mrs. Emily
Manchester and Mrs. Anabel Reed, of

COUNTY NEWS.

Sorrento, went last week to Seal Harbor, where they are to be employed.

of

May 25.
twenty-three years.
pleasant surprise was in store for the
Nason Springer and family have moved
Capt. George W. Spurling left Monday
of St. Andrew’s and friends, on
M*.vl».
people
Tomsok.
into the Kinsman house near the bridge.
Thursday evening, May 11, when the choir for New London, Conn., where he will sail
WEST EDEN.
Mrs. Lizzie Campbell, of Sullivan, spent of fourteen girla from St. Mary’s by-the- a yacht this season. Oscar Wedge went bill.
Field Secretary of Maine C. E.
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Emeline sea, Northeast Harbor, came for the even- with him as deck hand.
Miss Alice Judge has returned from
society
Wentworth.
Rev. Fred Tingley expects his family to Massachusetts, where she has spent the Miss Margaret Koch, spent a few day,'
ing service. Miss Louise Heath was at the
with friends here this week.
Robert McLeod and family have moved organ. The mugical service was much en- arrive this week. They will board with winter.
Millard Spurling and wife until the parinto the Ash house, lately vacated by N. C. joyed, and Rev. S. H. Jobe delivered a serSincere sympathy goes out to .Nathan
Charles Tyler and wife are receiving
mon of deep interest to a large congregasonage at Islesford is ready for them.
Springer.
congratulations on the birth of a son j Richardson and wife in the loss of th-ir
tion. The choir has our hearty thank*.
Rooney.
May 15.
infant son Stephen.
The remains
Mrs. W. H. tiordon and daughters are j
!<»>• 12.
N.
May 13.
here for burial in Mt. View ociue.
visitinrelatives and friends in Steuben!
returned
have
and
Gott
Victor
WEST THE MONT.
family
j brought
Mr. and Mrs. Richardson left Friand Union villa.
where Mr. Gott has been 5 tery.
Wilma, wife of Owen Lur/ey, of SouthMiss Muriel Lunt visited relative# at from Booth bay,
day night for Ellsworth, and on Saturday
|
Schooner T. R. White, of Rockland, is | west Harbor, died at the home of her
Southwest Harbor Saturday and Sunday. employed.
will leave for Presque Isle, where
; in the bay loading with paving blocks for uncle, W. E. l)ow*, at West Tremont, Sunthey
Mrs. Lizzie Stanley, who has been visit- j reside.
Capt. Elia# Rich arrived Sunday from
Mrs. Lurvey spent the winT. M. Blaisdell for New York. This is day. May 14.
her son and two daughters in Boston,
ing
f
Hock
a
load
of
cord
with
wood or't
j May 13.
! the fourth load Mr. Blaisdell has shipped
M
| ter here w ith her parents, Edwin Bobbins Surry
returned Saturday.
and wife, returning to Southwest Harbor j>ort.
the past few weeks.
Rachel
Cole,
and
Miws
Kvelyn Gray
j
Theresa Lunt spent Saturday and SunB.
a
few weeks ago.
She went to West
dtocTtisanous.
May 15.
who are attending school at Castine, ajient
Tremont Saturday to atop at Mr. Dow’s. day at Manset w ith her aunt, Mrs. L. A.

hall, Mrs. Effie M. Lambert, national W.
C. T. U. organizer, who made many
friends while making a lecture tour in the
county last September, held the close attention of

this

has

The

Portland, is visiting

sister, Mrs. Seth Thornton, and attend the
Mrs. A. S. Cummings had charge of the
meetings.
lay service Sunday. The sermon was read
Fred Robbins, head lightkeeper at Mt. | by Mrs. Otis Hinman, who will conduct
Desert Rock station, has been assignee to the service in two weeks.
Heron

section

the

here.

Mrs.

Houlton;

little daughter

this occasion

been

her

dental

Miss

and

EAST FRANKLIN.

is fast

cottage

tails

brown

Mrs.

tue eastern side of the island.

Work

and

hustling farmers of
is Edwin J. Reed, of Center,

Among

many men
Paving business is
employed breaking them.
People are farming in this vicinity.
The land is in fair condition, but a little

worm

SEAL COVE.

and wood

ere

last

The well-known trail from the Seaside
Inn to Jordan pond is being rebuilt, and
will be when done one of the best trails
the Dane

logs

pond.
good, and

The web

ing from a severe attack of rheumatism, is
slightly improved.

has

Scammon

sluiced into the lower

roaa.

on

8.

8.

A. E. Lawrence is oceuping his cottage,
the “Litcben”.
Mrs. Effie Bracy has returned from a
E. N. Walls

COUNTY NEWS

way.

SEAL HARBOR.

visit to her

several, which fortunately have been extinguished before making much head-

May 2.
! Powers, formerly
The

widow
laura,
town, were brought
here from Abington, Mass., Thursday for
interment.
Mrs. Flye lea vet one riaughter, with whom she lived at Abington, a
grandson, one sister—Mrs. Sibley, and
two brothers-Adel bert and Eugene Searemains

of Somes

Fiye, of

ha* 300 imitation*—but you will
lint! Hl'-IW K-Oll) tin
n
economical in the long run, because it lasts longest.

of this town.
of

this

vey, of his town.
May 15.

>

RU-BER-OID

1

Roofing

Un Femme.

b weather- and

Weldon Winchester has returned home
from Philadelphia.

Suitable for any buiUlini;.

:

RU-BER-OID COLORED

Mrs. Helen Leach is visiting her parents,
Emery Smith and wife.
The graduating class gave an entertainment in the town hall Saturday evening.
Sympathy is extended to the family of

ROOFING
is the only prepared roofing to
be had in permanent colors.
Witch for the RU-BKR-OtD
MAN—be iMurro perfect ion
in rooltotf.

Charles Stone in the loss of the oldest
child.

Our /foq/big Booklet
forwarded on requiJt.

Lynwood Curtis and Everstt Stone have
gone to Preaque Isle to work for A. K.

THE STANDARD
PAINT CO.,

Gould.
Mrs. Joaie Kane and daughter Dons left
Southwest Harbor Monday for the

IM William

for

Mrs. Annetee

Staples

will be

came

to her

home

cared for by Mrs.

Kev. £. L. Sawyer, who has been suffering with throat trouble since he came to
Surry, is much better.
Corinna Clark, who has been visiting
her parents, Charles Clark and wife, has
returned to MaasachuaetU.
Work commenced on the new Methodist church Mondsy. After Msy 21, all
services will be held in the grange hall.
Mrs. Effie Lambert, of New York, gave a
very interesting temperance lecture in
the Baptist church .last Wednesday evening.
Aeon.
May 15.
SOUTH SURRY.
Clifford Coggins was home from Blue*
hill for the week-end.
Fred Coggins Joined the schooner Melissa Trask last Friday for the trip from
Ellsworth to Newark, N. J.
8. M. Wilder's family, of Nearton Centre, Blass., are coming to-day to occupy
their cottage for the summer. Esther
Co nary will have employment there.

Henry Bridges and
family, Clark
Bridges, Roy Carter, Roland Carter and
Chester Bridges, of Brooklln, are engaged
in the weir business here. Bert A.
Young
is also preparing his weir for the season.
The remains of Mrs. Elvira H.
Young,
formerly a resident of this place, were
brought here for burial last Thursday.

Since the death of her husband and the
sale of her home, Mrs. Young had resided
at the horns of her sister, Mrs.
Lucy
Mixer, at Penobscot. The remains were
two
of
accompanied by
bar nepbewsOeo/fee Mixer, of Camden,’and Manfred
Mixer, of Penobscot. Mrs. Young was
well known and highly
respected here,
where her home *u for
many yean.
Her husband died twenty-five
years ago.
h*ir °nly cblld’ N“cy- died in
hood

child?

16._

tramp.

WEST BROOKSV1LLE.
Mrs.

Street. New York

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co..
Dbtribotors.
Ellsworth Falls. Maine.

summer.

Monday, she
Lizzie Staples.

time-proof;

fire-resisting.

SURRY.

Domingo

Smith and family, who
came here to attend the burial
of her
John D. Rockefeller would
go broke if
he should spend his entire income
trying
to prepare a better
medicine than Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy for diarrhoea, dysentery or bowel
complaints. It la simply impossible, and
so says
every one that has used it. Sold
by all dealers.

Are You Proud ol
■i-Your Bread?*
1

Hare you a reputation as a
cake maker—is your pastry
your pride ?
Then you are the woman
who will appreciate William
Tell Flour.
One baking -lay
will conrince you that no ex-

pert cook can afford to waste
her skill on ordinary flours.

William Tell
Flour
foe* farther
than most
flours—
it is also
an

economy.

Order

a

sack

today.

«)

wHmxWk aim, 1
Illiwtrtli

Mill Me.

co
__

AiMy,e CATARRH
Crean Bain
Ely’squickly
it
Givw Relief el Once.

[t cleanses, soothes,
lesla and uro tecta
he diseased mem*
Lirane resulting from
catarrh and drives
iway a Cold in the

!T^T"' _JT

“fftiSIlAY FEVER

raate aad Smell. Full size 50 eta., at Drug
jiata or by mail. Ia liquid form, 75 e*ot*
urt
I □7 Brother*, fid Waim Straat, New i

NEW 8.

COUNTY
HORTHKAOT

HARBOR.

l»

„idewalk

new

being built

on

Sea

part of laet week
Elmer C. Davie epent
T. A T. Co. linemen
number of N. E.

,rt in to*"-

lt

of Franklin, la employed
polli* Tracy,
U E. Kimball’*.
McFarland ia employed at
MjM Addie
t/barlea Grave*.
and A. W. Coomba were in
>1 R. Front
one night laat week.
Scnll haa arrived, and ia
M„ Gideon
tier cottage at Indian Head.

■j^ntnn

spying

and Miaa Adelma
William Reynold*
were In Seal Harbor Saturday.
goyn lde
who haa been out
J[lW Ho/el Keynolda,
returned home laet
0(Ki»n “ f*w daya,
weekHertba Wilbur, her daughter
yr,
and Mia# Clara Wilbur are in

Cparlotte
to*D.

levi Butler and wife, Mr*. Sarah Somee
were in Trenton
Wd Mr»- K. F. Lurvey
Sunday.
Elmer Meader arrived laat weak, and
mil be employed at Atwood’a (table thia
iQisiner.
Arthur Cbadbourne arrived laat week,
ud ia employed aa uaual at Haakell'a
barber «bop.
made on the Epiacopal
Repair* are being
the temporary abaence of

nctory during
Her. Mr. Lee.

young people from NorthHarbor attended the local union at
Otter Creek Saturday.
Alfred Keynolda, who baa been in
A noraoer of

ed

jluMacbuaetl* a few day*, returned home
on Tuesday of laat week.
Tuesday evening a gymnastic exhibition
given at the Neighborhood houae for
the benefit of the Boy Scoula.
vaa

Miea Edna Donnell, who la
teaching at
epent Friday night and Saturday With her parents, Henry Donnell
and wife.

Mrs.

Kev. H. B. Arey was in Bangor
Saturday,
whither he went to meet his sister of
eight years, who will visit at the parsonage for some time.

\

PortlandA

COUNTY NEWS.

Harrington,

rtreet.
jo

held
Wednesday evening, June 21.
Ondnation on evening of June
22, and reception on evening of June 23.

|

Mrs. Lens Dwelley has returned
from
Harrington, where she has been assisting
her daughter
during the illness of her
husband, Cecil Butler, who was teaching

there at the time of the
disastrous tire.
The school building was burned and
the
will
remove here when Mr. Butler
family
is equal to the journey.
May 15.

evening

a

moving-picture

Uuaic by tbe Neighborhood bouae
Resisted by Joy it Wadleigb, of
Bar Harbor.
show.

orcaeatra

Levis Holme*, an aged and respected
citizen of Northeast Harbor, died at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. George Athertoo, Sunday. Air. Holme* had been oonUnedtohis bed several months, and hi*
death was not unexpected. He leaves one
lister-Mr*. K me line Flake, one eon—Wiliam Leonard Holme*, and one daughter—
Mr*. George Atherton.
F.
May 1J.

na.<

15.

ua

Maine
Central

GREAT POND.
of

Fairfield,

is

visiting

A fishing party from Springfield, Mass.,
is at Alligator lake.
Commissioner Mace was at home last
week for a short visit.
and wife are here tor a
fur Mr. Harper's health.
Winifred Haynes entertained her little
friends Saturday, her fifth birthday.

Harper

few weeks

who have been fighting fire
returned borne Saturday,
saying the fire was all out.
Mrs. Cieorge Crosby and little daughter
Hester, of Aurora, visited her mother and
sisters Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Helen Chick has returned home
from Milo, a little improved in health, but
is still unable to step on her foot.
men

day

E.
HANCOCK POINT.

coarch

Mrs. Juris Martin made brief calls on
trt .Monday,
returning to Cfelaia

Johnston.

Dr. Jordan and I. K. Stetson, of Bangor,

rtlaiJH-

that oitfht.
Mr«

M try V. Hragdon went to Bar Har-

bor Siturday. She will be
employed at
J*bn Lynatn'j.
TMfr.^ha n of tbe high school held a
(X'Ijjbdi l^-cream sale at tbe hall Pri-

d*y

i

v

M

0

Hyde,

««f

i« Robertson and her brother
West Sullivan, were in town
Wedaeaoay calling on friends.
U

Ube. *rt»

a

"

vljJlal

*»m;, from CMV-roweaka with her

Mr*t£l>gabelhGatee.

dia«6ter.

spent Sunday

here.

Mrs. P. Y. Hackett has gone to Beading,
Mass., for a visit.
Milton Clifford, of Bangor, was at hia
cottage here Saturday.

earnestly

Mrs. W. H. Phillips has been very ill,
but is now much better.

BlSrwortJ

Mrs. A. B. McFarland has arrived at
I’Sr cottage tot the SeisedCapt. J. G. Martin* of ih« schooner
Mary B. Wellington, la heme.
Andy Partridge And Freddie Lounder

fcoOTflBY,

THE

gone Into the duck business.
The men who have been at work on the

have

J"'1 'rii: Bragdon unfortunately
-*t Utit
collar bone fractured by a
t»U .1 tbe school
building. Wednesday.

Eastern SteaisMe Cmm

lighthouse have finished. The new assistant light-keeper has not yet arrived.
E.
from
May IS.

idi.i N lMe llutc-bin. rtturn.d
S»* lork la.t week
and resumed h«*
P«Uk.0 ,n the
family of Willi. Billing..

BASS

Commencement

*‘th

weak begins June 18—
tetmon at the Baptlat
The Junior eahibillon will be

t<c<i,iauraaie

caurth..

3Umtt*nuiita.

Way. $8.00

HARBOR.

Mrs. E. F. Moore, ot Portland, is visit-

ing

friends bens

D. G. Benson and Willard Uott caught
AX) pound halibut last week.

Mrs, Carrie Benson is spending a few
with her daughter in Waltham,
Mass.

summer

THE

home here.

Mrs. Fanning and family, of Astoria,
N. Y., also Mrs. Maury, of Richmond,
Ya., expect to come this week. Mrs.
Maury will occupy for the first time her
pretty little cottage which was built last

worth People.

THE

fail.

A little backache at am.

hail; increasing

at his

May

X. Y. Z.

18.

till the back U lame

tod

_

A8HVILLE.

Urinary

disorders tjuickly follow;
Diabetes tad Bnally Bright’s disuse.
I'bie is the downward course of kidney
ills.

Miss Elizabeth Havey, of West Sullivan,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Jessie Bragdon.

Wylie Hammond, who has employment
Tunk Pond, spent Sunday with his
Don't take this course. Follow the ad- family.
*** ®* an Bllsworth
citixen.
George Patten and wife, of Augusta, are
Mrs. Charles E. Higgins, 108 Water 8t., guests of Mrs. Patten’s mother, Mrs.
“isnorth. Me., says: “My back ached so Lydia Smith.
•seemly that I could not assume any comMiss Ruth Bragdon and George Bartlett,
mits ble

changed

position.
to

At

times

the ache

sharp twinges, especially

acute

»hen 1 made
any sudden movement, and
or awhile after
getting up from a chair I
*»» obliged to
go about in a stooped po•dion. Learning of Doan’s
Kidney Pills,
procured a supply at Moore’s Drug Store,
•nd the second
night alter beginning
heir use, 1
slept soundly, something that
bad been unable to do for several
®onths. The use of two more boxu of
D«sn’s Kidney Pills made a
complete cure,
snd I have
had no return attack of the
rouble. 1 do not believe there is another
•dney remedy on the market to-day of
•“ch great
worth as Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
For sale by all dealers. Prioe SO cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
““ a»nts lor
the United States.
Kemember the name-Doen’e-and take
other.

Danktng.

at

of Sorrento, were guests
Prospect Harbor Sunday.
May 18.

of friends in

Hlnortli Loan and Boldiif Atfi

Pbcebb.

THE

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Melissa Abbott has returned from
a visit with relatives in Harrington.
Mrs. N. It. Collar is at West Franklin,
caring for Mrs. John Dyer and little

daughter.
The machinery has arrived for the Jell<mill, and will be put into place this
week. Mr. Wescott, of Ellsworth, is
laying the foundation for the boiler.
T.
May IS.

son

THE

__

Had alek
headaches, lacked ambition, was worn-oat
Burdock Blood Bitters
and all run-down.
made me a well woman"—Mrs. Chaa. Freitoy,
Moosup, Conu.— Advt.

THE

Bon,

Reuben Dix, of Cambridge, Mass., is
here for the summer. Although past
eight; years of age, Mr. Dix is still active,
and each year plants and cultivates a fine

?•* ttettt* Realized by Ella* garden

$4.75
Trip

$4.00
Trip.

Way.

a

weeks

Downward Coarse.

.. J. i__

’‘Generally debilitated for yearn.

j

__:

Elan

...

>n service was held at the
Baptist
Mrs. Nettie Higgins is with Mrs. N. O.
Sunday evening.
Grant.
Artor lay, May 19, will be observed by
J. Shaw and wife are working for 8. J.
tb* papil* of he high school.

A utii

«•

—

TAKEN

Oxbead

May 13.

*•

»iu

Ana

*900

H.

his brother Ezra.

—

Baflroata

Sargent and son have recently
added twelve feet to a sloop for Barns and
Banker. They will continue their boatbuilding at Sutton, where they expect to
move this week.

KHAN KLIN.

THancock

*-»*»*<-

—”—*--

A. L.

The

PATENTS

STATE OF MAINE.
as.

May 18,1911.

AKEN on execution dated April 28, 1911,
•
trouble.
issued out of tbe supreme Judicial court
for
Hancock
wherein
county,
Maine,
Whitmore Garland, of Lakewood, la
Mabel Hunt Plater, • f Webster, county of
»<-™lmodel,I
PROCURED AND DEPENDED.
Worcester, Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
working for George Stafford.
••n
free
and
I
an»«tiurorphot«>.for expert*-*:
report.
is plaintiff and The Scrrento
Free advice, how to obtain patent*. trade mark*, I
Realty ComHarold Hodgkina has gone to Nortbeaat
* corporation organized under the laws
eupjrtghu, etc.. (N ALL COUNTRIES.
I
of Maine and established at Sorrento, HanBusiness dirert with Washington saves time, I
Harbor to work for Frank M. (laynor.
cock
"
county. State of Maine, is defendant and
money and often the patent.
will be sold by public auction on Saturday,
Mra. Thompson Leland, who has been
htwrt (nil Infringement Practice Exdutlvely.
the twenty-fourth day of June, 1911, a. d„ at
W
rite or come to ua at
ill of heart and liver trouble, ia better.
ten o’clock in the forenoon at the office of
BtS Matt Street, opp XTnlUd State* Patent <
Deasy A Lynacn, Main street. Bar Harbor,
Mr. Kelley and wife, of
town of Kden. Hancock county, Maine.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Brownville, are
All the right, title an 1 interest of The SorMr.
visiting
Kelley’s uncle, George Komer.
rento Realty Co. aforesaid and all the
right,
Mrs. Kelley was formerly Kuth
title and interest which The Sorrento Realty
Eaton, of
this place.
Company aforesaid had on July 18. 1910, at
two
minutes past six In the afternoon
thirty
May 15.
being the time of attachment on the original
writ in the same suit in and to thirteen certain
lots
or
parcels of land situated in the
EGYPT.
town of Sorrento, Hancock
county, State of
Mrs. Edward Savage is very ill.
Maine, particularly bounded and described as
follows:
STATE
OF
MAINE.
Misa Minnie Multan, of Bangor, spent
1. A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Hancock ss.
the town of Sorrento, Hancock county, M.«me.
the week-end with her
parents, Capt. B. To the
formerly the homesieao of the late Johu B.
our respective Counties or
of
Sheriff*
Multan and wife.
Hart ett. and bounded and described as foleither of their Deputies or any'Constable of lows:
Northerly i»y the land of Mary A.
Norria Savage and George l.inscott, who
any City, Town or Plantation in the County stover; easteii> by laud oi A*a D. Wniic,
Nathan White and the heirs of John White;
are employed at Bar
Hancock:
of
GREETING.
Harbor, spent Sunsoutherly by lands late ot David Welch, now
command you to attach the goods ail(j or
da}* with their families here, returning
formerly of the Frenchman’s Bay and
estate ui
ww
of nsrry
L. nerry
Harry u.
Berry now com- Mount Desert Laud and Water Company;
Monday morning.
morant at Boston, Suffolk county. Common*
wealth of Messaciiuteits. lo the value of one westerly by tfce tide waters of Frenchman's
May 16.
M.
Bay, containing about one hundred forty
hundred dollars; and summon the said deacres, more or less, and neiug the Edwin and
fendant (if he be found in tour precinct) to
Parker place, so called, and the same
Sub-editor—A correspondent sends us a appear before our Judge of the
Western Han- described as conveyed to the Frenchman’s
cock
full account of a cock flgbt, with
court, within and for said
aud Mount Desert
Bay
Land aud Water ;
photo- countymunicipal
of Haucock. to be bolden at the muCompany by deed of Edwin Parker, acknowlgraphs of the steel spurs used, the cock; nicipal court room In Bucksport.
in said edged June 24, 1889, recorded in the
registry of
on
the
2d
pit, spectators, birds ia battle, etc., with county,
Tuesday of May, a. d. 1011, deeds for Hancock county. Maine, June 25,
then and there in our said court to answer
1889, hook 283, page 445, ana by a deed from
every round described. Great Editor- nnto Warren W\ Googins, of Bucksport, Han- said
Nancy J. Parker to said Frenchman’s Bay
Maine.
Gracious 1
VWUUiJ,
Get it ail in.
county, HIRIUF.
and Mount Desert Land and Water
Sub-editor cock
Company,
In a pin of the lme
iii»l inr
on iur
for that
the hiq at
de
dated in 1889, recorded in said registry, book
(doubtfully)—But this is a moral Sunday fendant, at said Bucksport. on the .aid
266
twentj
page 322.
fourth
of
a.
d. 1810. by hi, promli
dag
May.
2.
paper. Great Editor
Y-e-e, I know.
Ascertain lot or parcel of land situated
note of that date,
in the town of Sorrento. Hancock county,
by him eubncrlbed, fc
Head it:
A Brutal Sport-Whero Were lory
ealne lEwnni,
nsrrrn W.
received, piwiniNtu
Warren
n. Oooein
proml.id
csoogini
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
fhe nlslnllff to
In
Kin.
LI.
ths
the Police?”
plaintiff
pay him or his order, the sun t wit:
of sixty-five dollars six months after dati
Beginning on the east side of the town road
with interest at 6 per cent., and plaintiff aver*
in tne division line between
Judson L.
that said time bas elapsed.
Welch’s lot and land of the h irs of George
anti Stramboats
Yet the said defendant
uciciiuaui
onen re
though often
vuougu
G. Stover; thence south 841y degrees east folquested, has not paid the same—to the dam
lowing said division line, and line of land of
age of the
he gsysj
plaintiff
piBiutiu (as ne
thesnn
heirs of W. F. Hall or lot No. 10 on the town
jut said .loll...
says) inesun
nP
Li.L
of
one Kntwlrarl
hundred dollars which
.L.|| then am
shall
of said Sullivan, three thousand one
there be made to appear, with other due dam
imdred and forty-nine (3.149) feet, more or
less, to the southeast corner of lot herein conAnd have you there this writ, with your do
Railroad
veyed; thence north 6^j degrees east followings thereon.
ing the line of said land of heirs of W. F.
Witness. Forrest B. Snow, esq., our aaic
Hall and line of land of land of J. W. Hail
In Effect April 16, 1911.
judge of our said court, at Bucksport this 23( nine hundred (900) feet, more or less, to tbe
of
March
in
the
day
of
our
Lord on<
south line of land of N. A 8. F. White or lot
BAR HARBOR TO BANOOR.
year
thousand nine hundred and eleven.
No. 12 on said town plan, to a stake; thence
Forrest B. Snow, Judge.
north 84Lj degrees west following said south
BAR HAR-It..
10 20
3 50'
line last named seven hundred (700) feet, more
Sorrento.
4 20
Upon the foregoing the court orders, that or less, to a stake, the southwest corner of
Sullivan.
the plaintiff cause the above-named Harry L. said lot No. 12; thence north
4 50
5^ degrees east
Mt DesertFerry..
n 10
5 20
9 90 Berry to be notified of the pendency of this following the west line of said lot No. 12. two
WaukeagS Fy...
11 17
6 27' 9 68 suit, by publishing three weeks successively nunureu an<l twenty-five (225) feet, more or
Hancock
in the Ellsworth American, a
11 20
ft 30! 10 08
to
a
stake, the northeast corner of lot
newspaper less,
Franklin Road.
10 14 printed in Ellsworth, in the county of Han- No. 11 on said plan, or the Judson L. Welch
.Ill 28
11 00 Jll 87
6 46 10 4ft cock. an abstract of the writ and declaration lot; thence north 84*<i degrees west following
Waah’gt’n June.
ELLSWORTH
WOE*
and this order of court thereon, the last pub- the sonth line of land now or
11 06
11 44
ft 58 10 52
formerly of Ed
Ellsworth Falls..
11 10
11 49
ft 58 J10 57 lication to be thirty days, at least, before the win Parker two thousand two
hundred and
Nicolin.
*11 22'J12 02
6 14!Jll 10 term of said court, to be holden at Castine, on fill} (2,250) feet, more or lets, to a stake
Greeu Lake.
11 »
the fourth
12 11
6 24.HI M>
of
a. d.
June,
that
marked
1011,
“B"; thence south 12 degrees east one
Tuesday
Lake....
°11 37 J12 18 !B 82'= til 26 he may thenand there in said court appear thousand one hundred and
Phillips
eighty-six (1,186)
Holden.
°11 48, 12 2ft
8 40 111 84 and show cause, if any he has, why Judgment feet to a stake; thence north 84^j degrees west
Brewer June.....
12 00
12 44
6 69 11 68 should not be rendered against him, and exwith the first mentioned division
parallel
BANGOR.... ar.
12 06 12 60
7 06 11 59 ecution issue accordingly.
line and always fifty (50) feet distant thereP M
P M
Fobrbat B. Snow, Judge.
A M
from measuring at right angles to the town
Portland.ar..
4 50
Abstract of the writ and declaration and road above-named; thence
ft 40 12 60 4 60
by said town road
Boston.ar
8 00] 9 06
to the place of beginning, containing seventy
6 15 8.80 order of conrt thereon.
Attest:—Forrest B. Snow, Judge.
(70) acres, more or less, and being the eastern
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
part of lot No. 11 on said town plan of SulliP M
A kf
A M
van, and the homestead farm of said Jcdson
STATE OF MAINE.
Boston.It..
10 00
L. Welch, and being the premises described as
8 00 9 00
County op Hancock as.
conveyed to said Frenchman’s Bay and Mount
Portland.Is..
on execution, and will be sold
1 20
11 15 12 86
by Desert Land and Water Company* by Jndson
PSPS
auction, on the twenty-seventh L. Welch by deed dated May 12, 1888, recorded
pnblic a.
of
d.
BANGOR.Iv..
6 00
1911, at ten o’clock in the in said registry, in volume 229, page 293.
day
May,
Brewer June.
6 07
forenoon, at the office of the sheriff of the
3. A certain lot or parcel or land sitnated
Holden.
county of Hancock, at Ellsworth, in said in the town of Sorrento, Hancock county,
J6 29
ail
the
county,
rifht in equity which Merrill Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
Phillips Lake16 86
P. Turner, of Blnehill, In saiafcounty, had on wit:
Green Lake.
6 44
It being that part of the homestead
the first
of January, a. d. 1911. at four farm of Judson L. Welch lying between the
Nicolin..
J6 58
o’clock and thirty minutes In the afternoon, town road on the west side of wankeag Neck
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06
when the same was attached on the original and the tide waters of Frenchman’s Bay, conELLSWORTH
7 18
writ to redeem the following described mort- taining about twenty (20) acres be the same
7 26
Wash’gt'n Jane...
Franklin Road...
gaged real estate, situated in Bluehill, in said more or less, bounded further to wit:
*7 83
to wit: a certain lot of land in BlueHancock.
On the north by land of the grantor herein,
J7 41
county,
bill aforesaid, being the same premises con- formerly of Edwin
7 44
Waukeag, £ Fy..
Parker; on the east by the
Mt Desert Ferry..
7 60
veyed to the said Merrill P. Turner by town road now called Sorrento avenue; on the
Charles E. Billings, by deed dated the south by land of the heirs of Oeorge O.
Sullivan.
8 20
eleventh day of April a. d. 1904, and recorded Stover, and on the west by the tide waters of
Sorrento..
8 46
in book 424, page 281 of Hancock registry, and Frenchman’s Bay, formerly called Taunton
BAR HAR....ar..
9 20
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bay, being the same premises described as
''Beginning on the easterly side oi the high- conveyed to the Frenchman’s Bay and Mount
leave
6.10
a
Ellsworth
m,
Sundays
Bangor
from the Ingalls schoolhouse so Desert Land and Water Company
leading
way
by said
7.20 a m, arrive at Bar Harbor 8.40.
Return* called to Marks corner at the northwest Judson L. Welch by deed dated October
81,
ing leave Bar Harbor 4.80 p m, Ellsworth 5.50 corner of Charles A. Conarys land; thence 1888, and recorded in said registry, in volume
p m, arrive at Bangor 7.00 p m.
north 78° east eighty rods to corner bounds; 280, page 227, and by further deed to it from
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.28 thence northerly by land of C. A. Conary and j said Judson L. Welch dated on the llth day
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.69 C. E. Billings following the pasture fence ! of November, a. d. 1892, and recorded in said
about 98 rods to land of Vespasian Conary; registry, in volume 267. page 311.
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
thence westerly about 8 rods to corner ;
4.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated
1 Stops on signal to conductor.
bounds; thence by land of Vespasian Conary in the town of Sorrento, Hancock county,
0
to
leave
Stops only
passengers from points north 47° west 75 rods to a spring and corner Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
on Washington County Railroad.
bounds; thence southwesterly on line of said wit:
These trains connectat Bangor with through Conarys land 52 rods to corner of the fence;
Beginning at the gate post by road lesding
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, thence southeasterly by the fence 40 rods to to the old Preble House, so called, and runBoston and St John.
C0r09r| tbe&CS w?"terly by the fence 22 rods ning in a southwesterly direction to a stake
td ftdfher: IfiebCC north SS° west 10 rods to the at tne shore the same being twenty (20) feet
Passengers are
reauestly to prohighway: thence southerly by the highway 45 west from the northwest corner bound of the
cure tickets before enterluK
»uv trains,
vr»iu«. and
*uu
ring the
originAl James Bean lot as surveyed by James
EI1,wortb tQ Falls and Falla to rode to place of beginning."
Peters; thence running westerly ana north(Signed) William G. Gbbkne.
Sheriff.
erly by the tide waters of Frenchman’s Bay
Deputy
April 8,1911.
to the Little Brook, so-called, at the south
?. M.
subscriber hereby gives notice that side of the upper held at a bluff ledge marked
General Passenger Agent.
she has been duly appointed adminis- •*B”; thence northeasterly to a stake at the
MORttlS McttONAib.
town road; thence by said town road in a
Vfet President A General Manager tratrix of the estate of
direction to the place of beginning,
ENOCH B. STANLEY, late ot CRANBER- southerly
Portland. Me.
COQtaining twenty-five (25) acres, more or
RY ISLES,
less. Also the use of the well On the south
in the county of Hancook, deceased, and side of said premises and a right of way to
given bonds as the law directs. All per- the same. Also the privilege of conducting
sons
having demands against the es- water from the spring in the pasture north ol
tate of said deceased are desired to present said lot, being the same premises described ss
the same for settlement, and af! indebted conveyed to tne Frenchman’s Bay and Mount
thereto are requested to make payment im- Desert Land and W’ater Company by AlexanIda F. Stanley.
der Campbell et al by deed dated August 18,
mediately.
a. d. 1887, recorded in said registry, in volume
Cranberry Isles, May 5. 1911.
218, page 189, and by Caroline D. Campbell by
Bar Harbor and Boston
subscriber hereby gives notice that deed dated September 24. 1887. recorded in
Round
One
he has been duly appointed admin- said registry, in volume 219. page 290.
5. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
istrator of the estate of
in the town of Sorrento, Hancock county,
CORDELIA FITZGERALD, late of WIN- Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
One
Boston
Blueblll and
TER HARBOR,
Beginning on the west side of the town road
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
$8.00 Round
the west side of Waukeag Neck, so called,
given bonds as the law directs. All persons on
at
the gate post on the south side of the lane
the
estate
of
said
dehaving demands against
leading to tne old Preblf house, so called,
ceased are desired to present the same for
Z. W. Jelliaon
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- now 01 formerly occupied by
and running south 27 degrees west five hunSteamer .v T Morce leaves Bar Harbor 2JO
quested to make payment immediately.
dred and seventy eight (578) feet to a stake at
Bbdpobd E. Tbacy.
dally, except Sunday for Seal Harbor,
the tide waters of Preble’s Cove, so called, the
ortlteasi Harbor, Southwest Harbor, StoningWinter Harbor, May 10. 1911.
same being the southeast corner bound of the
ton. North Haven and Rockland, connecting
Campbell & Ward lot, so called; thence north
with steamer for Boston.
subscriber Hereby gives notice that 63
degrees east twenty-seven (27) feet to the
he has been dulv appointed executor northwest corner of lot No. 1 as
surveyed by
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 1.00 pm, of the last will and testament of
James Peters in 1808, now or formerly land of
Brooklor
South
except
Bluehlll,
Sunday,
dally,
M. JOY, late of ELLSWORTH, Z. W. Jellison; thence easterly by north line
A.
HENRY
South
lln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
and given of said lot No. 1 to the town road, thence by
Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, con* in the county of Hancock, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons bavins said road in a northerly direction to place of
netting with steamer for Boston.
demands against the estate of said deceased beginning, containing three (3) acres, more or
less.
are desired to present the same for settlement,
RETURNING
Also another lot situated in said Sorrento,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
Hancock county, Maine, bounded and demake
and
immediately.
Belfast
payment
Turbine Steel Steamships
scribed as follows, to wit: The lot called the
Arthur W. Joy.
Bangor, May 5. 1911.
Camden
(Jrann field, further bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Beginning at a point marked by the letter
Leave Boston 6 pm, dally, except Sunday, for
she has been duly appointed executrix "B” cut in the ledge
at the tide waters of SulRockland.
of the last will and testament of
livan or Taunton River, said point being near
Leave Rockland 6.16 a m. or on arrival of
CHARLES A. OOTT, late of CA8TINE,
a small brook and the northwest corner of the
steamer from Boston, daily, except Monday,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and lot conveyed by N. K. Preble to Alexander
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and intermediate land- given bonds as the law directs.
All per* Campbell and Gilbert H. Ward; thence running north 72 degrees east by north line of
ings.
sons having demands against the estate of
said Campbell A Ward lot. so called, three
are desired to present the same
deceased
said
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are hundred and sixty-five (365) feet to the town
road; thence northerly by said town road
requested to make payment immediately.
▲. M. Hbbbick, Agent, Bluehlll.
fdur hundred and nineteen (419) feet to land
Lucy R. Oort.
Castine, May 6. 1911.
now or formerly of Louisa T. Jellison; thence
north 84 degrees west three hundred and
rflHE subscriber hereby gives notice that twenty-seven (827) feet to tide waters of said
executrix
been
duly appointed
X she has
Sullivan or Taunton River: thence southerly
of the last will and testament of
by said tide waters to place of beginning, conWILPORD E. GRINDLE, late of BLUE*
taining two and one-naif (2*£> acres, more or
less, and being part of the original Samuel
HILL.
Preble lots, excepting however, from the land
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and described in this paragraph 5, the graveyard
law
directs.
All
as
the
persons lot, so called, and subjecting the same to the
is what your money will earn if
given bonds
having demands against the estate of said right of way, if any. from the town road to
Invested in shares of the
deceased are desired to present the same for saiu
graveyard for Nathaniel K. Preble and
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re* his heirs, being premises described as conquested to make payment immediately.
veyed to the Frenchman's Bay and Mount
BluehlU, May 5, 1911. Annib L. Qrindle.
Desert Land And Water Company by Charles
H. Lewis by deeds dated respectively Februsubscriber hereby gives notice that ary 25, a. d., lets and March 8, a. d., 1889, reshe has been duly appointed executrix corded in said registry in volume 267, page
A NEW SERIES
of the last will and testament of
287, and volume 266, page 856.
6.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
THOMAS J. HOLMES, late of ELLSWORTH,
is now open. Shares, Ml each; monthly pay
the town of Sorrento, Hancock county, Maine,
no
bonds
of
deceased,
Hancock,
in
the
county
monte. Ml per share.
and described as follows, to wit:
bounded
terms
of
said
will.
being required by the
The north half of lot No. 1 in the town of
All persons having demands against the es- Sorrento aforesaid, as shown in a
plan of said
tate of said deceased are desired to present town made
by James Peters, esquire, in 1803,
WHY PAY RENT
the same for settlement, and all indebted and
the same premises formerly owned
when you can borrow on your
thereto are requested to make payment im- and being
occupied by Meltiah J. Bean, late of said
Lena T. Holmes.
m< diately.
shares, give a first mortgage and
Sullivan, deceased, excepting, however, about
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
Ellsworth, May 5,1911.
three acres (8) heretofore set off from the expayments aud Interest together
of said lot and now
subscriber nereby gives notice that treme northerly portion
will amount to but little more
or late owned by Zachariah Jellison.
The
he has been duly appointed administhan you are uow paying for
premises hereby conveyed are bounded on the
trator of the estate of
rent, and In about leu years you
north by said land of Jellison; on the east by
will
ANNA ALEXANDER, late of ELLSWORTH, land formerly of the estate of Benjamin
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and Preble, now of said grantor herein; on the
OWE TOUR OWN HOME.
All per- south by land formerly owned and occupied
given bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate by John Bean, late of Sullivan, Hancock
sons having
of said deceased are desired to present county, Maine, deceased, now of said grantor
For particular, Inquire ol
the same for settlement, and all indebted herein; on the west by the tide waters of
O. W. T.i lit, See^y,
Taunton or Sullivan Bay.
thereto are requested to make payment imWilliam A. Alexander.
7. A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Pint Nat'! Bank Bldg,
mediately.
the town of Sorrento, Hancock county, Maine,
Ellsworth, Me, May 2,1911.
A. W. K ixo. President.
—

Weaeott and children will
for Burnt island, where
the summer with her
father, Y. H. Osin.

near

nervous

»

Mrs. C. E.

Ansel

Grant is Ul ot

Nancy

leave this week
she will spend

May

TRENTON.
Hiram

WE

F. H. Smith and wife visited relatives in
Brookaville and Belfast last week. Miss
Harrietts Cole kept house for them during
their absence.

Edgar Williams,

Thursday

to

Mrs. L. W. Rice and two children, of
Sutton, are visiting Mrs. Rice's parents, L.
W. UuptiU and wife.

10-2.

show mil be given at tbe Neighborhood
A uncial dance will follow tbe
bouse.

family

is at home for a short
visit while his vessel, the St. Croix, is unloading at Brooklin.

Friday afternoon the O. H. S. team de-

tuta.

his

Dodge.
Capt. *V. F. Lane

flated tbe Southwcat Harbor bane ball
team at tbe Athletic Held by a score ot

Charles W. Burr, of thia town, will deliver tbe claaa biatory at the commencement rxerciece of Coborn claaaical inati-

moved

farm at Career's point.
E. A. Byard has completed the bungalow
which he has been
erecting for K. W.

bounded end described

KHEimri/iALErwwv^

2Lrgal Kvtfag.

8KDWICK.

Percy Carter has

£fgal yatiu*.

_May.

C. A. Holden is in Portland.
K. E. Dority was at home Sunday.
his

fDKurtlfcstttnu

aa follows, to wit:
Bounded on the south end west end in part
the north by the wsters of Frenchman's
B*y; further bounded on the north and on
the north»ast by a lot formerly belonging to
Meltlah Bean (being tbe last above described); and on the east by the Preble lot, so
called, being lot No. 9 on the plan of the town
of Sullivan hereinafter mentioned. This lot
as bounded and described is one-half of the
original lot No. on the town plan of Sullivan
made by James Peters in the year 180S
and containing sixty (60) acres more or less.
Being premises described as conveyed to said
Frenchman’s Bay and Mount Desert Land
and Water Company by Charles H. Lewis by
deed dated May t. 1886, and recorded in said
registry, in book 205. psgs 878.
8. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in tbe town of Sorrento, Hancock
county,
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
beginning at tbe waters of Point Harbor,
so called, at the fence of the division line be*
tween lots numbered 2 snd 3 on survey and
of James Peters in 1803; thence north
egrees east following the east line cf said
lot No. 2 two hundred and fifty (250) rods,
more or less, to the south line of lot No. 8, on
said plan; thence north 84*u degrees west fallowing said south line of said lot No. 6 to the
southwest corner of said lot No 8 at the town
road; hence south 6% d£s r. es w« st following
the west line ol said lot No 2 to the waters of
said Point Harbor; theme easterly by said
waters to the place of beginning. containing
out-buiiiireu
ac<es, loo. e or leas, meaning by this lot the homestead farm of the late
Beujamin Preble, consisting of mowing, tillage, pasture, wood.and wild land.
Also the real estate, if any, situated upon
the mainland in said county of Hancock, of
which the said Benjamin Preble oied seized
and possessed. Being premises described aa
conveyeo to said Frenchman's Bay and Mount
Desert Land and Water company by Charles
H. Lewis
by deed dated June 8, 1887, recorded
in said registry, in book 216, page 263.
9. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in tbe town of Sorrento,. Hancock county,
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
On the north by the town road and by tbe
lot two by seven (2x7) rods conveyed by Barney B. Havey to Elizabeth H. Arey by deed
dated November ), 1883, recorded in tbe registry of deeds for said county of Hancock, m
volume. 205, page 142; on the east by the lot
excepted and reserved in a deed from said
Arey to Barney B. Havey dated October 8,
1688, recorded in said registry in volume 190,
page 182, by said lot two by seven (2x7) rods,
conveyed bv Barney B. Havey to said Arey
and by the E. H. or Handy Preble lot; on the
south by the tide waters of Point Harbor, and
on tne
the west by the Benjamin
Beniamin Preble lot, now
owned by said grantor herein. Being premises described as conveyed to said Frenchman’s Bay and Mount Desert Land and Water
Company by Barney B. Havey and others by
deed dated February 16, 1888* recordeJ in said
registry of deeds, in volume 225, page 2.
10. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in the town of Horrento, Hancock county,
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning on the east liue of lot No. 2 on
the plan of the town of Sullivan, the same being the east line of lot formerly conveyed to
the Frenchman’s Bay and Mount Desert Land
and Water Company by Charles H. Lewis at
the Intersection of said line with the north
liue of Waukeag Avenue, as made on plan of
Sorrento by <i. E. Simpson, surveyor; thence
easterly by said north line of Waukeag
Avenue about four hundred (400) feet or to tbe
west line of land now or formerly of the estate of E. H. Preble, late of said Sullivan;
thence north 4^ degrees east to lot No. 6. recently land of Edward Noyes; thence north
844 decrees west by north line of said lot No.
6, to the east line of the aforementioned lot No.
2, or Chilcott lot; thence southerly by said
east line of Chilcott lot to place of beginning,
on

Sian

containing tbirty-two (32) acres, more or less,
it being all that part of tbe estate of Thomas
Arey, late of said Sullivan, lying north of tbe
road, and being premises described as
conveyed to said Frenchman’s Bay and Mount
Desert Land and Water Company by Charles
H. Lewis by deed dated December 24, a. d.»
1887, recorded in said registry of deeds in volume 221,
page 164, and by Oliver P. Bragdon
a. d., 1888. reby deed dated February
corded in said registry in book 228, page 842.
11. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
In the town of Sorrento, Hancock county,
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
town

wit:
Lot No. 4 on the town plan of said Sullivan
the ‘‘Sullivan lot”, containing sixty-two
and one-half (624) acres, more or less (with
the
reservations
below
exceptions and
stated); further bounded and described, to
wit: On the north by .land now or formerly of
Edward Noyes; on tbe east by the Doane lot
(and possibly the town road in part), on the
south by the tide waters of Point Harbor; and
on the west by the E. H. Preble lot, excepting
and reserving, however, to Gilbert E. Simpson, his heirs and assigns (as excepted and reserved in deed from Gilbert E. Simpson to
said Frenchman’s Bay and Mount Desert Land
and Water Company) forever, lot No. 9, section B, division Three, as per plan of said
Frenchman’s Bay and Mount Desert Land
and Water Company’s lands made by said
Gilbert E. Simpson and recorded in said registry of deeds. And also excepting and reserving so much of the burying yard lot aa
fenced February 16,1888, as may lie within the
limits of these premises so herein described*
being premises described as conveyed to said
Frenchman’s Bay and Mount Desert Land and
Water Company by said Gilbert E. Simpson
by deed dated February 16, 1888, recorded in
skid registry, in volume 224, page 166.
12. A certain lot or parcel ot land situated
in the town of Sorrento, Hancock county,
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
witl
Beginning at tne waters oi r-oint namor, so
called, at the fence on the line between lots
numbered 4 and 5 on survey and plan of said
Sullivan made by James Peters in 1803; thence
north 43* degrees east following the west line
of lot No. 5 aforesaid two hundred and fortyfour (244) rods more or less to the south line
of lot No. 6 on said plan, being the land now
or formerly of Edward Noyes; thence south
84l4 degrees east following said so-itL line of
lot No. 6 aforesaid to the waters of Flanders
Bay, so called; thence generally southerly
and westerly by the waters of said Flanders
Bay and said Harbor to the point of beginning. containing eighty-six (86) acres, more
or less, together with all right, title and interest of the said grantor herein in and to
the land between said west line of lot No. 5
and the present town road, reserving and excepting. however, from said parcels, the
cemetery lot, so called, as fenced June 8, a. dL.
1887, and situs ed in Burying Yard Hill. sc.
called; and also granting and conveying
herein a certain island situated atthemiouth
of said Flanders Bay and distant about
twelve (12) rods from the northeast part of.
the bluff point called High Head and known
as Seward’s or Doane's island,
containing
ten (10) acres, more or less; excepting and reserving bereform all interest to said isand held!
land cow legally outstanding
by Stillman F. white or persons claiming
under him by virtue of lease to said White
from Sophronia H. Doane and Elijah S.
Doane, dated March 20, 1880, and also excepting and reserving any valid outstanding right
to the wc od on said island held by the Golden
Circle Mining and Milling Company or persons claiming under it by virtue of a written
instrument to said Golden Circle Mining and
Milling Company, given by said Elijah S..
Doane dated March 21, 1881.
Being premises described as conveyed to the said Frenchman's Bay and Mount Desert Land and Water
Company by said Charles H. Lewis by deed
datea June 8, 1887, and recorded in said regiatry in volume 215, page 490.
18. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in the town of Sorrento, Hancock county.
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit: All of a certain island situated in tb#
southern part of the town, of Sorrento, neav
Wankeag Neck, so called, knownvas Preble's
Island, containing seventy-five (75) to one.
hundred (100) acres, me/e or less.
John E. Wkbhts*,
Sheriff.
or

NOTICK

OP FORECLOSURE.
Fred L.
of Eden, Han*
bis mortgage
day
September, a. dk
1904. and recorded in vol. 410, page 286, of the'
!
registry of deeds for Hancock county, Mainec.
> conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain)
1
lot or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon situated in said town of Eden, and
bcundedand described in a warrantee deed
1 to me
(Fred L. Mayo) by Cornelius Thomas
17, 1879, and recorded in Hancock
j dated May
! registry of deeds Dec. 1, 1879, book 168, page 156.
I as follows, to wit: Beginning on the north side
of the county road at a fir tree at the western end of said Phippins’ barn and runs west
four and one half rods to *
| northwesterly
! spruce tree: thence northeasterly ten rods
! parallel to the county road to a cedar stake;
thence southeasterly four and one-half rods
to a spruce tree at said road; thence following said road southwesterly to the first mentioned bound end contains one-half of one
acre more or less;
ami whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken*
now therefore by reason of the breach of the
conditions thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of
the same.
Okack T. Plcmmsb.
Ellsworth, Maine. May 10. 1911.

Mayo,
cock county, Maine, by
WHEREAS
deed dated the second
of

|

ASSIGN* K’*

NO VICK.
notice that he has

undersigned gives
been appointed assignee of Floyd
THE
Market, for the benefit of creditors.
All
per-

sons indebted to Floyd Market are requested
to settle their account with the undersigned
at once.
Harry L. Chabtbsi,

Assignee of Floyd Market.

aBDcrtucnunift

lakes Inm Baklag

Easy

She slso visited her

Portland.

in

nurse

daughter Alice, who is training at the
Massachusetts general hospital.
Mrs. Annie 8. Dyke left Friday for
Upper Dam, where she will be employed.
mother will
her absence,

Her

her

for

care

“BACK TO
THE FARM”

infant

during

N. Bowden took his son Edward
Bangor hospital last week for an
operation. Friends are pleased to know
the operation was successful, and that he
is doing well.
Irvin

to the

May

XTV.—Bringing

15._DEAST BLl'EHILL.

Ey C. V. QRHQQ1RY.

Long has gone to New York for
few days.
Mrs. R. B. Long and little son Malcolm

ICopyrtght, 1810. by American Press
ciation.)

Wednesday.
Mrs. Evelyn Hutchings came home from
Waters ille Saturday.
John Charnley and William Farnsworth

Absolutely

WAUMJOIMfflCTUTt
COUNTY

N'KWS.

NORTH CASTINE.
Miss Lila Dunbar is home from Castine.

went last week to
A.

THE

J. Orindle, who works in Frankfort,
home
a few days last week at his

spent
here.

Asso-

deal to educate the farmers
of the future. To educate the farmers
of the present some other system Is
needed.
This has been provided In
many communities through extension
departments of the agricultural colleges. The purpose of these depart-

Sound to work.

a

L. B. Orindle is having his piazza extended across the front of his house to the
bay window, and other repair* made.
Mrs. Henry Marks and little daughters
Eva and Rens, of Tremont, spent a few
days last week with her daughter, Mre.

menu Is to

get

as

close

as

possible

to

Leacb.

Lin wood

tbe college stock and corn to abort
coufsea In tbat state. Tbe local abort
courses are very popular and reach
many fanners who cannot get away
from borne for more than a few days
at

agricultural colleges, tbe
secondary schools sod tbe
rural schools are doing a great

came

POWDER
Pure

College

to the Farmer.

Ross De

a

the

MCA! Meet MIM WWUI? IMtMtCM
week. Tkt work given la much Ilk*
that of the collet* abort course, although, of coarse, there la not aa much
equipment to work with. Every student la obliged to bring ten ear* of
Stock la obtaincorn for class work.
ed from local breeders The Iowa Agricultural college last winter aent out a
car loaded with some of tbe best of

Mrs. Fred Cousins, with little daughter
Emeline, arrived from Tufts College,
Mass., to-day to spend the summer with
her father, S. A. Long.
RMay 15.

a

time.

One of tbe oldest means for taking
Information to tbe farmers la the
fanners' Institute. This Is exceptionally good in tbat It give* a chance for
a great deal of discussion among farmers. which creates Interest and brings
out tbe methods which have proved
most successful.
Csnnlly two or three
speakers from the college are present
to talk at these Institutes.
The county fair Is another rural Institution tbat la a great educator. The
old type of county fairs, that were tittle more than racing meets and places
for gamblers, la almost a thing of the
past Tbe modern county fair baa Its
full share of amusements, but they are
for the most part clean. A jjood horse
race Is enjoyed by every red blooded
farmer. A baseball game or a balloon
ascension adds to tbe enthusiasm. An
opportunity la given to tbe farmer and
bis family to meet their friends from
all parts of the country.
The vll-

_

John P. Leach, of Camden,

was

iagv

in town

SARGENTVILLE.

Sunday.
Arthur P. Guilford has gone to Owl’s
Head to resume Ashing.
Miss
working
Sawyer
Frank Farnham at West Penobscot.
is

Meda

George

W.

Perkins has sold

for

Mrs.

Willis

Frank Perkins, who has employment in
Castine, is visiting his mother, Mrs. Alma
Perkins.
her
Mias Chrystal Hutchins visited
parents in North Penobscot Saturday and

Sunday.
George A.Qrindle

and wife, of Penobscot, were recent guests of Capt M. W.
Grin die.

Mrs. Mary Wescott and daughter Josewho spent the winter in Portland,
are home.

was

in

town

last week.

Mrs. Edgar S. Wood visited friends
Bangor last week.

in

Higgins is speudinga few weeks
family here.
Miss Evelyn Gray was at home the last
William

his farm

and buildings to Pearl Danforth, of Castine.

Rickt-r, of Castine,

with his

of the week from Castine.

1.

Mrs. D. Groves Eaton and Miss Mildred
Sargent were in Portland part of last
Walter

M. Nevells

Neponset, Mass.,
grine.

to

Monday for
yacht Pere-

left

join

the

C. Parker, of Portsmouth, N. H.,
his vacation with his mother, \
Mrs. Fannie Parker.
Albert

is

spending

rmp DuomnuTioi work.
Capt. R. B. Sargent, of the schooner ;
Mary F. Barrett, has been spending a tbe actual farmers and to teach them
week in bis cottage. He had for guests K.
• few of She principles of modern sgriHarvey Webster is at home from IslesHarvey Sargent, wife and ton Clyde, of cnltnre.
boro. The mill where he worked was
One of the principal means of acWashington, D. C.; William T. Sampson
destroyed by fire.
and wife, and Malc-om C. Sargent, of Mel- complishing this work la bj abort
1
week
Miss Ada F. Conner will leave this
rose, Mass., and Harold R. Sargent, a courses held at the agricultural colfor Oaatine to be employed at the Baker student in the
University of Maine.
lege. They are attended by a large
cottage for the summer.
SIM.
May 15._
number of farmers. Most of these are
Mrs. Augustus Coombs and daughter
men who could not leave borne to take
NORTH BROUELIN.
Mary, of Oastine, visited her mother, Mrs.
a longer course.
The Instruction at
Wendell Grant and wife bare returned
Mary Conner, last week.
these courses is as simple and practical
Mrs. Percy Ward well came from Blue- to their home in Stillwater.
as possible. There la very little studyhill Bun day, after an extended visit with
Philip Pervear, George Gilee and Jennie ing connected with a course of this
her parents, Alphonso Emerton and wife. Young are employed in the eardine fac- kind.
It consists mainly of lectures
and laboratory work.
Mias Leah Perkins, whose trunk and tory at Haven.
The big power yawl Mildred Verne, ol j
Laboratory work is given In corn
wearing apparel were burned in the Bangor fire, is with her parents, Amos Per- Bangor, has been aawed in two by Arthur Judging. The farmers learn to distinkins and wife.
Sargent, who ia inverting a twelve-loot guish between tbs different varletjes,
auction amidahipe.
they learn the points that go to make
George Mixer, of Gsmden, and Frank
Miner, of Belfast, who came to attend the
Joeeph A. Gott and wile, and Lawrence a good ear of corn, and they get a
funeral of their aunt, Mrs. Eliva Young, end Maynard Webber ot StoDington, great deal of practice In placing ears
have returned to their homes.
apent Sunday here with Mrs. Qott’s and samples in order of merit. The
interest in this work Is heightened in
Mrs. Eliva Young died last Tuesday at lather, Adelbert Seavey.
Material haa come and work kaa begun many cases by holding a corn show in
the home of her sister, Mrs. Lucy Mixer,
with tbe short course.
after a lingering illness. The funeral, on Harry Hamilton'a new cottage by the connection
Laboratory work is given also In
conducted by Bev. K. C. Doutbitt, was shore. Ed Byard is boss carpenter. Henry
Most of tbe colleges
stock judging.
held at the home Thursday. The inter- Grindle ia also a carpenter on the work.
have a large number of representative
ment was at South Surry, where she forThe remains ol Mrs. Loretta Flye, acanimals of the principal breeda These
merly lived.
companied by Mrs. Diantha Sibley, arrived are
supplemented In many cases by
L.
here from Abington, Maas., Thursday,
May 15.
importations from leading breeders.
and were interred in Brookiin cemetery.
Many farmers learn for tbe flrst time
OCEAN V1LLE.
Xenophon.
May 15.
Just what a sldebone Is and bow It la
Mrs. Charles Webb returned from Portformed.
Most of them know a good
M’KINLEY.
land Wednesday.
horse when they see'lt, but they learn
P. W. Richardson lost a valuable horse
Mrs. Clara Webb Robinson, of Southat the short course Just what points
west Harbor, visited her sister, Mrs. Fred Saturday, by spinal meningitis.
make him good.
They also learn to
last
week.
Gross,
Nelson Nice, who has been here the past discriminate
two
horses
between
which at first sight look equally good.
Among those from here who bsve joined week, haa gone to West Tremont.
1
their yachts are Joseph Greenlaw, RayWalter Sprague narrowly escaped drown- At some abort courses meat demonstramond, Lorenzo, Forrest, Shirley and Don- ing Friday, while walking around the tions are held, which prove to be a
ald Gross.
The annual
narrow part ol the
wharl back ol (he
very popular feature.
freight shed on Underwood’s wharf. His meat demonstration at the Iowa AgOBITUARY.
lather saved him by jumping in alter him. ricultural college, at which Uncle
The community vu shocked by the
It is rather early lor picnic parties, but John Gosling, the veteran butcher of
death ot Mrs. PhiXena Gross Wednesday
tour young ladies Irom Bass Harbor spent Kansas City, presides. Is famous all
10.
Mrs.
Gross,
morning, May
though past
the eightieth milestone, had been in her last Monday between Baas Harbor and
who are attending short courses go

phine

iuu

iu»u

luuiKie

wuu

iuv

farmera on an equal basla. and all get
better acquainted. Many fair association* bare provided groves where picnic dinners can be spread.
The best part of tbe fair, however.
Is tbe educational feature. Tills la fostered by competition. There are corn
growing contests for tbe boys and corn
and stock Judging contests. Often tbe
boys who come out abead In these contests are sent to the short course at
the college and tbelr expenses paid by
the fair association. Tbe farmers are
eager to see which can produce tbe
best colt or best steer. A man from
the agricultural college Judges the
stock.
After he has placed the ribbons be explains why the prlxe winning animals were given tbe preference. The man who gets a blue ribbon
goes home encouraged to strive harder
than ever, while his neighbor who la
placed further down the line grits his
teeth and determines to have something next year that rsnnqt be beaten.
Tbe county fair Is America's most truly rural Institution and Is one cf the
foremost factors In arousing Interest
la country Ufa.
What the county fair does for localities the state and district fairs do for a
larger territory. Perfect cattle vie with
each other for tbe premier honors. and
the massive drafters divide the popular attention with tbe high stepping,
flashily moving carriage horses.

six years ago. when the seed corn
trains were run on all the principal
railroads of the state.
A regular
schedule was made, the train stopping
for half an hour at each station. The
cars were Oiled with farmers, and the
college professors explained tbe value
of tested seed corn and told bow tbe
testing could be done. A comparison
of the average yields of corn In the

to tail

rapidly.

Mrs. Gross was born July 28, 1828, at
Russ island, Stonington, and lived on
many ot the islands in this vicinity.
When quite young she married Mr
Eaton. To them lour children were born—
Peter, Sarah, George and Israel, all of
whom are living. After the death of Mr.
Eaton she came to Ooeanville and was
there married to the late Thomas Gross
To them five children were born—Rebecca,
Hwanaey, Herman, Whitfleld.and Jennie,
four of whom are living.
Mrs. Gross became a member of the
Baptist church ot| Ooeanville over fifty
years ago. She was a faithful and devoted
wife and mother, an earnest Christian
and a kind friend and neighbor.
For the
past twenty years she had lived at the
home of her son Whitfield, and was tenderly cared tor by her children. Besides
the eight children, she is survived by two
brothers—Joseph and William Harvey.
The funeral was held Thursday afternoon at the church.
Interment at Greenwood cemetery.
S.
May 15.

Manaet, returning home late in the afterwith wet feet, damaged tempers, and
reported a “lovely time”. It was whispered around town that they were loet.
P. M.
May 15.

the animals In class until they
become thoroughly familiar with them.
Then these same animals are slaughtered. and Uncle John points out the
differences In the cuts of meat. After
such a demonstration the student understands more clearly the difference
between a pare bred steer and one of
the nondescript kind. The chances are
that he goes home with a determination to raise better cattle. One mors
step has been taken to tellers the beef
famine.
The women are not neglected at the
short courses. They are glren work
In domestic science and home management They go back with an ambition
to hare more beautiful and more
conrenlent homes.
They also I earn
some of the things they can do to Implore the social Ilfs of the neighborhood. and the Inspiration they gain Is
reflected the next year la their home

NOKTH ORLA.ND.
P. Crockett purchased
Bangor laat week.
L.

a

floe hone in

Mra. Barton Arey, o( Long Pond, vieited her daughter, Mra. A. E. Gray, Satur-

day.
P. L. Aiken and Miaa Maude White, ot
Bangor, visited W. P. Dodge and wile

Sunday.
The hone ot Bert

frightened

Robinson became

bicycle Sunday, and thnw
Mr. and Mn. Robinson out, hurting them
both quite badly. After running about a
mile, the hone was aught by Byron
at

a

Deeis.

May IS.

L.
_

WEST BROORUN.

community.

Biddle Gross, of Stonington, is visiting
John Cloeaon and wife.

While the work glren In the short
courses cannot be as thorough as that
Frank Bridges has moved his family to In the longer courses, the results are
seen more early. The short course stuLong Island for the summer.
dents are nearly all actual farmers or
Mn. Burleigh Cloeaon,
wb<^ has been farmers' wires,
and the Ideas they
visiting in Augusta, is home.
NORTH BL.UEHIEL.
learn at the short course are put Into
Mn. Abbie Joyce, of Swan’s Island, is
Marie Harriman is employed in EllsImmediate practice on their own farms
visiting relatives hen for a few days.
worth by Sheriff Webster.
and In their own communities
who
is
Miss
Irene
Billings,
Mias Ethel Wesoott returned Saturdsy
teaching
It Is Impossible for any rery great
from Medway, Mass., where she has been here, spent the week-end at her home in percentage of the fanners to get away
Bluehill.
from home for eren two weeks, howemployed.
B.
May 16.
ever.
The short course at the college
Mrs. Mary E. Parsons, Mrs. Olive
Is good as far as It goes, but it Is only
ISLES FORD.
Young and John Clayter, of Camden, are
a beginning.
To extend the work of
spending a few days at Edgewood.
Congratulations are In order at George
the college short course several states
Mrs. Addie Lawrie, accompanied by R. Hadlock’a upon the arrival of a son,
bare Inaugurated1 the plan of putting
Mrs. Edna Kingman, of East brook, spent born May 12.
on local short courses.
The commerlast week with Mrs. lawrie’s parents, A.
A party of twelve, including seven mem- cial club of some lire
country town
P. Soper and wife.
ben of the Christian Endavor, attended
joins with the farmers to provide a
Mrs. C. F. Wescott has returned from a the forty-sixth meeting of the local
place for meetings. Wherever suffivisit in Portland and Boston. While onion held at Otter Creek May 13. All cient Interest Is shown the
college furI nishes a
away she seDt some time with her daugh- report an enjoyable day.
These
corps of Instructors.
8.
ter Eleanor, who is employed as district
May 16.
_

_

j

Slavin yacht.
Dr. E. H. McCurdy
annual vacation.

is

oat

of town

close

score

of 12-11.

came

At

Bar Harbor

was con-

chance to

SKA

81DK CKMKTKKY ASSOCIATION.

A plan bss been formed by wm of tbe
public-spirited citizens of tbe town to aid
in improving and beautifying Sea Side
cemetery. The town at its last annual

;

purchased
hae

and

a

„eat-

eatabluhed

route

audi!

ot

the moat

intereating

number*.

Harriet

Merchant alao delighted the audience
with a recitation. A male quartet and
•oloe by Beatrice Oordon, Ellen HaU
and
Leon Thornae, alao a recitation by
wood Boynton, completed an excellent
program. A dance followed, with curie

by Noyee’
May 15.

orrheatn.

Vox Poptu.
KHAN KLIN KOAD.

F. a Graven taw rone to Bangor to work
meeting voted to raise |100 if a tike
rebuilding a house recently burned.
was raised by public subscription,
Mr*. Wateon Joy, with her daughter
and up to this date about twice as much as
tbe required amount has been received. Cbriatino, ot Sullivan Harbor, who t>u
been viiitmg relative# and frieud«
here,
Many letters expressing tbe deepest inter- ;
est in tbe plan bare been received witb returned to her home to-day.
The dwelling and woodahed of Wiliam
the subscriptions.
A meeting for organization was held L. Milea were burned Iwt Tuesday evenMay 1, at wbich the following officers Ing. The Ore la euppoeed to have caught
were elected:
President, O. M. Stover: ! from a epark from the chimney. The
vice-presidents, ft. 8. Osgood, Mrs. O. M. i timely arrival ot all the men in tbe vicinStover, Mrs. F. B. Snow; board of direc- ity eared the two barna. There waa t
tors, K. W. Mayo, O. M. Stover, F. P. •mall ineurance. Mr. Milea and wife had
Merrill, E. P. Babeon, E. J. Hinckley, E. been away, and bad been at home only
C. Barrett, Charles Greene; executive about a week, getting ready to entertain
committee, K. 8. Osgood, A. H. Saunders, their aone' families, aa It waa their custom
Horace Herrick, Forrest B. Snow, James to apend their vacation at tbe old borneMortell, A. M. Herrick, W. t. Partridge; •tead. Their many trienda aympathue
with them.
secretary and treasurer, Alice A. Holt.
At a special meeting May 8, a constituM.
May 15.
tion and by-laws were accepted, and tbe
BEECH
HILL.
name of Biuehill Sea Side cemetery was
Jamea Shaw waa at Bar Harbor recently
adopted, ft. S. Osgood, F. P. Merrill and
F. B. Snow were elected to act with tbe
Renben darter, who hw been ill, ia batselectmen to have charge of tbe work, and ter.
as much as possible will be done before
Thurlow Hanna hw employment at deal
Memorial day.
Harbor.
May 15. _H.
Mra.
Flora Kichardeon ia viaitiog at
Uoow dove.
EAST SULLIVAN.
amount

_

G. H. Hanna baa commenced work in
hia brick yard.

Mias Clara Johnson and ber uncle, E. C.
Clark, attended tbe funeral of James
Wakefield, in Hmitbville, Sunday afternoon.

Carl
Tunk

Urann, in two days’ Halting at
pond, caught thirty salmon. Mr.

Urann has gone to Massachusetts for tbe
season.

of

Mra. Nell Kichardeon, who haa been ill
a cold, ia batter.

Mra. Mina Kichardeon hw employment
Rockland. Bar little daughter Lottie
la with her.

at

Ezra Maaon, of
Bar
Harbor, and
Nathaniel Finney, of Boeton, visited at
Mra Ella Maeon’e recently.
John
Rlchardaon, wbe was badly
burned about the face and banda by aa
ezploeion of powder, la gaining.
J record it better than a proepeew.
what eoenti far
adeorttaara.

Newspaper circulation ia

All regret tbe serious illness of Mrs.
Harriet Lord at tbe borne of ber daughter, Mrs. Frank Noyes, in West Uouldaboro. All bope sbe may recover to come
back to ber borne.

years

16.

was

their home

home.
Mrs.

H.

peculiarly pleasant
was

King

fifty-seven
happy;

and

in very deed

a

Christian

gterrtlffflmU

Catarrh Vanishes*
Belief In two Mlnnteo with Wonder*
fnl Money-Back Cure.
Go to G. A. Marcher to-day and tell
him you want a Hyomri outfit pronounce it High-o-me.)
Open the box and inside you wilt
find a bottle of HytiMEI ami a hard

rubber inhaler.
Inside this inhaler,

which opens at
both ends, you will find some antiseptic gauze.
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI into
the inhaler and saturate the gauze.
Then, witii loth ends of the inhaler
open, breathe HYOMEI, ami the destruction of pernicious catarrh germs
begins at once.
You

can

breathe HYOMEI through

either the nose or mouth.

Re ail toe

directions.
possessed many excellent

qualities and Chriatian virtues. She had
pleaaing personality, and was asocial
light in the community. She had been a
faithful member of the Baptist church
about sixty yearn. She will be
greatly
a

their board. South Dakota and northern Iowa have run oat trains and
taught the fanners how to put the oat
crop on the paying side of the ledger.
Illinois has run a good roads train,
teaching the fanners by the object
lesson how they can have hard roads
the year aronnd. The special train Is
spectacular, but that la one of the reasons for Its success.
It reaches more
people In a given length of time than
all other methods of agricultural extension together. In Iowa last winter
three weeks' work with special trains
spread the gospel of corn tasting to
more than 00.000 fanners.

Young baa

through town.
The enterulnment and dance give,,
by
the eenior ciaaa of Sullivan high
school
Saturday evening at K. of P. halt «u ,t.
tended by a Urge and well-pleaaed
ence.
A farce, “Winning Ways,’
„u
preaented; the parte wen well taken.
“Qnndma'a Minuet,” given by
\cra
Seavey, of Sullivan Harbor, aaaiated by
Miaa Clan Purdy aa gmndtna and
Mlaa
Helen Bartlett, accompaniat, waa one
a

of victory, while Bluehill looked for !
The home |
even up matters.
Townsend
team played a fast game.
j
never pitched better ball, and was at his i
best at critical points in the game. His ;
field support was excellent. The home
team won by the score of 13*3.
May 12
the local team will meet E. M.C. S. at
Bucksport, and May 20 wftl play Brewer
high at Brewer.
Orient

a

Hannab H., wife of Eben H. Kins, who
died April 29, was the daughter of
Stephen
and Betsy Young, and had always lived in
Lamoine. Her age waa seventy-six years.
Their long married life of

Since 1804 special trains of various
kinds have been run for the benefit
af the farmers. Oregon has run an
apple train. Ohio has ran a dairy
train, and the people of that state have
been taught to test their cows and get
rid of those which are not paying for

Evana

lopliing baker’e cart,

j

to

Bar

OBITUARY.

supply.

Saturday.

Bluehill to
Harbor the j
week before the local team lost by the I
ball team

return game.

|r,eod.

Florence Uyaom la employed in
u*.
Harbor at the Oem theatre, aa eoloiet.
Mn. Zemro HaU, Mrs. Charlee
Newnan
and Mn. Mina Reed wen in
EUeworti,

delightful evening was enjoyed.
Last Saturday the Bar Harbor high
a

of

here.

The ball team of the academy went to
Ellsworth May 10, and again defeated the
Ellsworth high school team. Score, 12-4.
May 8 several friends of Mrs. Elisa
St abbs gave her a surprise party, the occasion being her eightieth birthday. A

LAMOINE.

state for the Ore year periods before
and after the first corn trains were
ran shows an increase of 2.4 boa hell
to the acre. Careful observers credit
a large share of this Increase to the
seed corn trains Figuring the average
acreage and the average term value
for the five years the Increase was
worth more than 18,000.000 a year.
The extra 2.4 buahela have done much
to bolster up the diminishing food

WE8T BULLIVAN.
Irrtn* McFarland ie a (meet

Togus.

May

uatim cow oospaj. Tun
mu A LSOTCPB.

'*■_o.

after spendDaniel Qrindle is at
ing the winter at tbs soldiers’ home in

play

M

for miaslona.

p**‘

home

school base

wen

*

Bov. Mr. Pattenon, of the
Conare*.
ttonal church, accompanied by Mrs
tenon, left Monday for Bar Harbor, whew
they will attend the annul conference m
1
the Congregational chnrchee.

Mrs. Benjamin Cortis arrived last week
to spend some tiro* at “Starboard Acres”.

intendent at tbe time of bis death.
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Tbe Sunday school la increasing in
membership each Sunday. Tbe school
baa adopted tbe name of tbe Oliver school
in memory of Capt. Oliver P.
Bragdon,
who was tbe founder and superintendent
for so many years, being
honorary super-

over

noon

Congregational eaatry Friday
plMMDt evening «u enjoyed b/'
Home-made candy m on aale. fhe

BLUBHILL.
M<ss Pearson has opened her cottage for
the season.
Oarl Gray has gone to New York on the

Mrs. N. Y. Dunbar baa Joined bar busSpreading agricultural knowledge by band in Seal Harbor.
special train Is a new way of reaching
Frank Haskins, of South Uouldaboro,
the farmer that Is Just coming Into and Rock
port, Mass, was a guest of John
vogue. The movement began In Iowa Fenton over
Sunday.

_

usual good health until about three weeks
ago, when old age and dropsy caused her

COUNTY NEWS,

miaaed.
Much sympathy is felt for the bereaved
husband, who is left entirely alone, having never been blessed with children of
his own. An adopted

Ilyomei is made from Australian
Eucalyptus and mixed with other important antiseptics, and the greatest,
most sensible and pleasant treatment

for catarrh ever known.

Just breathe it;

no

no

stomach dosing;

sprays or douches, this great anti-

septic air soothes the mucous membrane and kills all germs.
Complete outfit, |l 00. Extra lottle
if afterward needed, only 50c
Money
back
from Mr. Parcher, or leading
daughter, Susie,
died several years ago.
druggists every where, if it doesn't tire
Mrs. King leaves two
coughs, colds, croup and son
brothers-Daniel, catarrh,
throat.
of California; Watson, of
Iowa, and a slaTo break up cold in head or chest in
ter—Mrs. Emma Bunker, of Minnesota.
a few minutes, pour a
teaspoonful of
The funeral services were held at the
lijomel into a bowl of water, cover
Baptist church, Rev. Herbert Tllden, D. D. head and bowl with towel and breaths
officiating, assisted by the pastor, Rev. w! the vapor.
H. Rice. The floral oflerings were
abundant. Mrs. Shirley Holt and Dr.
TUden
sang appropriate selections.

Sift TmhMt fir HoadacM.
beadacb#

CABTIME.
Willie Lane, of Brooks, Is at ths
Cast ins
house as bell boy for the summer.
Ernest Harvey, of
Kendoskeag, spent
Sunday with his sister, Miss Nellie Harvey.
Mrs. Nettie Robinson is
spending several
days in Brewer with her
daughter, Misa
Annette Robinson.
C. Fred Jones and
William
home from Portland

rived
bis

new

Hooper

ar-

Sunday, each In

automobile.

John Billings, who has
spent the last
weeks with his
family, returned to
his yacht in New York
Monday.
two

A

reception

was

given

the

graduating

the normal school at
Normal hall
Saturday evening by the undergraduates.
The Y. P. 8. C. E. held
a social at the

cuss of

The rational treatment for
la to get at the cause, if possibie.an*
remove It
Headache is only » sf®*"
tom of trouble somewhere in the system, and Si»ia» with tablets or powders
tat
ecntalnliig acrtsalUd or other coal
derivative* which stop the pain temp>
ooC*
rarUy but weaken the heart is
unsafe and unwise. The headache may
come from your eyes, then a good oculist can help yon at once with prop**
eyeglasses; but if it comes with
tongue, loss of appetite, n»u5es'
constipation, it is usually the resai*
of disordered digestion, or torpid liver,
and one or two doeee of I* T. Atwood
Medicine will speedily help y°u
carrying off impurities and restorm*
the clogged digestive organs to their
renormal activity. In using this eld
or
liable remedy, yon take no chances
weakening the heart’s action.
a
It bee e record of sixty years as
safe headache remedy. The “L- *•

fw”J

Medicine Co.. Portland. Maine.

